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Bring 'scope/to your interest 
'There's only one way 

1 Build an oscilloscope. 
As the first stage of your t'aining, you 

actually build your own Cathode ray 
oscilloscope! This is no toy, but a test 
instrument that you will need not only 
for the course's practical experiments, but 
also later if you decide to develop your 
knowledge and enter the profeision. It 
remains your property and represents a 
very large saving over buying a similar 
piece of essential equipment. 

to master electronics... 
to see what is going 
on and learn by doing'. 
This new style course will enable anyone to 

have a real understanding of electronics by a 
modern, practical and visual method. No 
previous knowledge is required, no maths, and 
an absolute minimum of theory. 
You learn the practical way in easy steps 

mastering all the essentials of your hobby or to 
further your career in electronics or as a self-
employed electronics engineer. 
All the training can be carried out in the 

comfort of your own home and at your own 
pace. A tutor is available to whom you can 
write, at any time, for advice or help during 
your work. A Certificate is given at the end of 
every course. 

2 Read,draw and understand circuit 
diagrams. 
In a short time you will be able to 

read and draw cfircuit diagrams, under-
stand the very fundamentals of television, 
radio, computors and countless other 
electronic devices and their servicing 
procedures 

1Carry out over 40 
experiments on basic 
circuits. 
We show you how to conduct 

experiments on a wide variety of different 
circuits and turn the information gained 
into a working knowledge of testing, 
servicing and maintaining all types of 
electronic equipment, radio, t.v. etc. 

All students enrolling in our ITO find out more about how to learn electronics m, a new exciting and absorbing 
courses receive a free circuit  way, just clip the coupon for a tree colour brochure and tull detailssot enrolment, 

board originating from a  !Write to:- British National Radio & Electronics School,  I 
Computer and containing  P.O. Box 156, Jersey, Channel Islands. 

many different components 
that can be used in experi- NAME   

ments and provide an 
excellent example of current !ADDRESS   
.electronic practice. 
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Veroboard® Universal Wiring Boards 

Vero Electronics Lim ted, Retail Dept., 
Industrial Estate, Chandler's Ford, Hants., SO5 3ZR 
Telephone: Chandler's Ford 2956 (STD 04215) 
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A. Marshall (London) Ltd Dept: EE 

40-42 Cricklewood Broadway London NW23ET Tel:01-452 0161/2 Telex: 21492 
& 85 West Regent St Glasgow G2 2QD Tel: 041-332 4133 
& 1 Straits Parade Fishponds Bristol BS16 2LX Tel: 0272-654201/2 r , . 27 RuenDanton Issy .Les Moulineau.x Paris 92 

1 11 /1  Call in Catalogue price 40p 
(30p to callers) 

9era 9,teete-deal post 
Trade and export enquiries welcome 

Our range covers °veer 7,000 ite ms.  The largest selection in Britain 

Top 200 IC's TTL, CM OS & Linears 

CA3020A L I 45 CD4050  56p NE556  LI 300147448  85p SN74 I 57  68p 
CA3028A  85p CD4510  LI 54 NE560  £4 48SN7450  I6p SN74160 LI 1,0 
CA3035  LI 35 CD4511  LI 70 NE565  LI 30 5N7451  16p SN74161  LI 20 
CA3046  73p CD4516  LI 54 SL4I4A C2 355N7453  16p SN74162 LI 20 
CA3048  C2 15 CD45I8  LI 38 51610C £2 3551.17454  16p SN74163 LI 20 
CA3052  CI 62. CD4520  LI 38 SL6 I IC £2 35 SN7460  16p SN74164  93p 
CA3089E £2 00 LM30 I AH  47p SL6 I2C £2 3501,17470  32p 51,174165  91p 
CA3090Q L4 25 LM308N  LI 17 SL620C £3 50 51,17472  26p SN74 I 67  70p 
C04000  20p LM309K  LI 8001_621C £3 50 51.47473  30p 51,174174 LI 06 
CD4001  20p LM380  98p SL623C £5 75 5N7474  30p 51474175  94p 
CD4002  20p LM381ANC2 07 SL640C £4 00 SN7475  40p SN74176  86P 
C134006  LI 16 LM702C  75p SN7400  16p SN7476  36p 51474180 LI 23 
C04007  2.0p LM709  SN740 I  16p 5N7480  45p SN74181 L2 58 
CD4008  97p  TO99  40p SN7402  I6p SN7481  LI 10 SN74190 II 33 
CD4009  57p  BOIL  40p 51,47403  16p SN7482  67p SN7419I  LI 33 
CD4010  57p  14011_  40p SN7404  18p SN7483  92p SN74192 LI 13 
CD4011  20p LM710  45p SN7405  18p SN7484  85p SN74193 LI 13 
C04012  20p LMT23C  60p SN7406  51 p SN7485  LI 25 SN74196 LI 81 
CD40 I 3  59p LM741C  SN7407  18p SN7486  29p 51,174197 LI 81 
CD4014  LI 01  1099  38p SN7408  IBpSN7490  43p SN74198 £2 04 
CD4015  LI 01  BOIL  38p SN7409  18p SN7491  68p 5N74199 a 04 
CD4016  56p  14011  40p SN7410  16p SN7492  43p SN76003N 
CD4017  LI 01 LM747CN  78p 5N7412  25p SN7493  43p  £2 36 
C04018  CI 01 LM748  SN7413  40p 5N7494  74p 5N76013N 
CD4019  57p  BOIL  44p SN7416  43p SN7495  59p  LI 50 
CD4020  LI 12  14011  4IpSN7417  43p SN7496  711pSN76023N 1 50 
CD4021  t I 01 LM3900N  55p SN7420  16p SN74100 LI 15 SN76033N 2 SO 
CD4022  97p LM7805P LI 390147423  26p SN74107  30p TAA263  LI 25 
CD4023  lOp LM7812P LI 390147425  2.7p 5N74118  90pITAA300  £2 67 
CD4024  79p LM7815P LI 39 SN7427  27p S1474119 LI 80 TAA350A £2 48 
CD4025  20p LM7824P LI )95N7430  16p SN74121  34p TAA550  40p 
CD4027  56p MCI 303L LI 14 SN7432  27p SN74122  45p TAA6 I IC Li is 
CD4028  9Ip MCI310P LI 9151,17437  35p SN74123  40p TAA62 1 a 15 
CD4029  LI 17 MCI330P  35p SN7438  35,351474141  72p TAA661B LI 32 
CD4030  57p MC1351P  87p SN7440  I6p SN74I45  748 TBA64I B a 50 
CD4031  a 26 MCI4553 £4 075147441  76p SN74150 LI 20 TBA651  LI BO 
CD4037  97p MC 1466L LI 9551,17442  55p SN74I 51  77p TBA800  El 19 
CD4041  83p MC I469R £2 SO 51.47446  Li lt; TT:AA88 00 £,11 28 
CD4049  56p NE555V  48p SN7447  r ig's T1 Z  02 

LO N D O N GLASG O W PARIS A N D BRIST OL  TBA920  LI 79 

IT'S O UR SERVICE THAT MAKES US GR O W 

POP ULAR SE MIC O ND UCT ORS 

2N696  15p 2N3906  2.2.p AF 139  69p 130139  42p MPSA56  20p 
3N697  16p 2N4058  20p AF239  74pBFI 15  36p 0C28  £2 00 
2N699  55p 2N4062  lap AF279  80p BFI 17  70p 0C42  50p 
2N706  12p 2N492 I  60p AF280  85p BF 154  2.5p T1P29A  50p 
2N708  21p2N4923  70p AL102  LI 50 EiT180  36p TIP3 I A  62p 
2N9I6  43p 2N5245  29p BC107  14p BFI81  36p TIP32A  75p 
2N9I8  34p 2N5294  35p BC109  15p BFI84  35p TIP34A  LI 20 
21,11302  37p 2N52 %  36p BC147  10p 8E194  12p TIP35A  £2 50 
2NI306  45p 2N5458  26p BCI49  13p BF196  13p TIP36A  L3 55 
2NI308  60p 2N5459  29p BC157  12p BF 197  14p TIP4I A  70p 
2NI71 I  2.7p 2N6027  45p BC158  11pBF198  15p TIP42A  70p 
2N2IO2  60p 3NI28  80p BC167  12p BF244  35p TIP2955  LI 00 
2N2148  LI 653N 140  LI 00 BC168  12p BF258  •  49p TIP3055  50p 
2N22I8A  47p 3NI41  85p BCI69  12p BF259  49p TIS43  30p 
2N22I9A  52p 3N200  £2 60 BC182  I 1p BFS98  2.7p ZTX300  15p 
2N2220  35p 40361  45p BC182L  14p BFR39  24p ZT X301  15p 
2N222I  22p 40362  48p BCI83  I 1 p BFR79  14p ZTX501  15p 
2N2222  25p 40 06  48p BC I83L  14p BF X29  36p ZTX502  18p 
2N2369  25p 40407  30p BC 184  Ilp BFX84  313p 1N914 9 I 6 7p 
2N2646  55p 40408  50p BCI84L  14p BFX85  41p I N4007  18p 
21,12905  37p 40409  55p BC212  14p BFX88  32p I N4 148  7p 
2N2906  28p 40410  55p BC2I2L  14p BFY50  30p IN5404  18p 
2N2907  21p 4041 i  Li 30 BC2 I 3L  16p BFY51  38p I N5408  40p 
2N29260  13p 40594  7Sp BC2I4L  19p BFY52  36p AA I 19  14p 
2N3053  25p 40595  1311p BC237  14p BRY39  50p BA I 02  15p 

50p 06 6  LI 15 BC239  16p ME0412  20p BA145  19p 
2N3055  65p 40673  73p BC257  17p ME4 102  10p BA I 55  lip 
2N339I  29p ACI26  37p BC259  IlIp r11480  LI 05 BBIO3B  20p 
2N3393  15p ACI27  44p BC301  45p MI481  LI 30 813104B  34p 
2N3440  57p ACI28  37p BC307  20p M1490  LI 05 BY126  2.7p 
2N3442  LI 20 ACI52  50p BC309  25p 111491  LI 55 BYZ II  70p 
2N36313  16p AC153  40p BC327  20p MJ2955  LI 00 BYZ 12  70p 
2N3702  17p AC176  40p BC328  19p MlE370  68p 0A47  10p 
2N3703  15p AC I87K  40p BCY70  25p MIE371  8Ip 0A90  6p 
2N3706  14p ACI88K  45p BCY72  24p M1E520  65p 0A91  6p 
2N3708  I4p ADI61  75p BDI21  L2 001'11E521  75p 0A200  8p 
2N37 16  L2 60 ADI62  75p BDI24  Li 00 MIE2955  LI 2.513Y164  57p 
2N377 I II 60 AF 106  45p BDI31  Slp MIE3055  75p ST2 dies  20p 
2N3773  L2 65 AFI09  45p BC/132  54p MP8113  45p 40669  LI 00 
2N3789  L2 60 AF I 15  65p B0136  36p MPSA05  20p T1C44  29p 
2N38 1 9  26p AF I 16  65p BD I 37  36p MPSA06  20p C106D  65p 
2N3904  21pAF1113  65p BCH 38  39p MPSA55  20  ORPI2  70p 

PRICES CORRECT AT 1 SEPTEMBER 1976, BUT PLEASE ADD 
VAT. P. 71 P. 30p 

OVER 2,000 ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS INA 

IV &VF W 7'utiE3y 
100 PAGE CATALOGUE 

TAN 

Please send rne 
the 100 page 
Tandy catalogue 

Name 

IAddress 

EL2 

I Tandy Corporanon (Branch UK) Bdston Road. o 
- 

Nanonvncie supermarket a sc.&    Wednesbury W Midlands WSIO 7jN 

MAGENTA EE9, 61  Newton Leys, 
Burton on Trent, Staffs. 

electronics ltd.  DE15 OD W 

for professional components and service 

COMPONENTS & HARD WARE 
Applications. IncIusiye prices. No minimum order. Speedy despatch by 
first class post. 

SHEET METALS: CAPACITORS; ENAMELLED 6 TINNED COPPER 

WIRES;  RESISTORS;  CABLE; 1Cs: TOOLS: SWITCHES; SCRE WS; 

CASES; DIODES; PCB SUPPLIES; TRANSISTORS; PLUGS S SOCKETS; 

LEDs; DRILLS; VEROBOARD ETC. 

FREE CATALOGUE 
INCLUDES SAMPLES S TRANSISTOR TESTER DATA OFFER. 

Please Send 2 x Gp stamp, to cover postage etc. 

THE 0 - E N D O OR T O Q U ALITY 
This catalogue—Electrovalue Catalogue No. 8 Issue 2, 
up-dated)  offers  items  from  advanced  opto-electronic 
components to humble (but essential) washers. Many things 
listed are very difficult to obtain elsewhere. The company's 
own computer is programmed to expedite delivery and 
maintain customer satisfaction. Attractive discounts are 
allowed on many purchases: Access and Barclaycard orders 
are accepted. 
• FREE POSTAGE on all C. W.O. mail orders over £2.00 
list value (excl VAT.) in U.K. If under, add I.5p handling charge. 

144 pages 

POST PAI D 

40p 
inc. refund 

voucher worth 
40p 

1..,1  0,11anunicitt van. t, I.1 , 1-:E .In 
28 ST. JODES RD.. ENOLEFIELD GREEN. EONAM, SURREY 
TW20 OHS. Phone M om 3803. Telex 284475. Shop Iscurs 
H-5.30. 1 IQ. Sias. 
NORTHERN BRANCH: 880 Homage Lane, Som me Wanehester 
1119 1NA. Phone :081) 432 4945. 8603, bows 9-0.30 P.m. 
I pin Bats. 
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QUAL M' STEREO SOUND_ 
um°s1 /PRICE OFFER! SOLENT AUDIO SYSTEM E7.50 

MADE TO SELL AT 
DOUBLE THE PR/CI 
Ii K1CABI  FORM  

9 E 6 9 9 5  

down 

Solent Mark II Stereo Tuner Amplifier chassis with AM/FM 
'adio covering long medium short and Stereo FM wavebands 
Separate Bass and Treble controls. 30 watts total powe 
output (frequency response 25-20,000 Hz) AFC Switchint; 
Tape record and playback facilities. Dimensions 184" x 9" x 3i 
The very latest BSR automatic record deck with cue ano 
oause control. Two matching elliptical speaker units. 
Order early limited stocks available cash price £69 95 
Credit Sale £7 50 deposit 9 monthly payments of £8 00 
(Total Credit price £79 50). P. & P. £4 00. Send £11 50 
today. 

Chassis only available for cash at £49 00  p. & p. £3 00 

Full 12 months Guarantee. 

CALLERS WELCOME. 

Access and Barclaycard Orders Accepted by Telephone 

FREE! Stereo headphones supplied with every complete ordei 

Mcip radio FE 10 76 100 CHASE SIDE SOUTHGATE 
LONDON N14 5P1 Trilindiones 01-882-1644 

Available 
NOW... 
PROJECT PLANNING AND BUILDING 
MORRIS A COLWELL 

128 Pages  216 x 138mm  Illustrated 

0 408 00229 8  £1.99 

SIMPLE CIRCUIT BUILDING 
PC GRAHAM 

128 Pages  216 x 138mm  Illustrated 
0 408 00230 1  £1.99 

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC PROJECT 
BUILDING 
ALAN AINSLIE & MORRIS A COLWELL 

128 Pages  216 x 138mm  Illustrated 
0 408 00231 X  £1.99 

For details of all Newnes Technical Books please 

write for a free catalogue and watch for announce-

ments in following issues of Everyday Electronics. 

NEWNES-BUTTERWORTHS 
Borough Green, Sevenoaks, Kent TN15 8PH 

ENGINEERS 

YOURSELF FOR A 

BETTER JOB WITH  MORE PAY! 
Do you want prontotion, a better 

lob,  higher pay?  New oppor-
tunities" shows you how to get 
them through a low-cost. Home 
Study Course. There are no books 
to buy and you can pay as you 
learn. 

This easy to follow GUIDE TO 
SUCCESS should be read by every 
ambitious engineer. Send for this 
helpful 41 1•.1,', free book NOW! 
No obligation, nobody will call on 
you. It could be the best thing you 
ever did. 

CHOOSE A BRAND NEW FUTURE 
III CUT OUT THIS 

IELECTRICAL and 
ELECTRONICS 
Practical Radio & IElectronics 
( with KIT)  0 

I Electronic 
Engineering 
Certificate 0 

. General Elect. Ent j 

. Certificate 

I
C. & G. Elect. 
Installations 

Elect. Install. & 
I Work 

C. & G. Elect. 
Technicians 

RADIO and 
TELECO M-
MUNICATIONS 
Colour TV 
Servicing 

C. & G. Telecoms. 
Technician's Cert.!: 

C. & G. Radio. 
TV & Electronics 
Mech. Cert.  0 

Radio & TV 
Engineering 
Course  3 

Radio, Servicing & 
Repairs  0 

Radio Amateur's 
Exam. 

AUTO and AERO 
Motor Mechanics 3 

C. & G. Motor V. 
Mechanics 

General Auto 
Engineering 

A.M.I.M.I.  CI 
Air Registration 
Board Certs.  0 

M.A.A./I.M.I. Dip. 
0 

CONSTRUC-
TIONAL 

Heating. Ventilating 
& Air 
Conditioning  3 

Architectural 
Draughtsmanship 
& Design  0 

L.I.O.B. 

Carpentry & 
Joinery  LI 
Plumbing 
Technology  LI 

General Building 13 

Painting & 
Decorating 

HERE 
COUPON IN ME  1111 

MECHANICAL 
A.M.S.E. (Mech.)0 

D I 

D I 

DRAUGHTS-
MANSHIP and 
DESIGN 

General 
Draughtsmanship tj 

A.M.I.E.D.  0 

Electrical 
Draughtsmanship Li 

General Mech. 
Eng.  0 

Inst. Engineers & 
Technicians  0 

Maintenance 
Engineering 

Welding 

MANAGEMENT 
and PRODUCTION 

Computer 
Programming 

Inst. of Cost & 
Managements 
Accts. 

—58 '0' & 'A' Level Subjects 
—over 10,000 Group Passes! 

Aldermaston College 
Dept. TEE 21  Reading RG7 4PF. 

also at our London Advisory Office. 4 Fore Street Avenue, 
Moorgate, London EC2Y 5E). Tel 01-628 2721. 

NAME (Block Capitals)   

ADDRESS   

  Postcode   

Other subjects of interest   Age   

Accredited by C.A.C.C. Member of A.e.C.C. 

HOME OF BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
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YES SIR I st class post TO NI G HT! 

We specialise in high spec co mponents 
with express service for phone customers 

30.000 
Eir 

Texan Amplifier 
as featured by 

PRACTICAL WIRELESS 
SOLE U.K. DISTRIBUTORS — HENRY'S 

gmilleifitwasgore* 
E32 KBIT, ITICedEf 1:2 coo. VAT inn v -I-Ay 1.1f.01o0 rpai,  

Build the Texan stereo •mplIf her, thew youcarrbe 
doubly proud! For • start. you'll own a superb home 
entertainment unit And have had all the pleasure of 
doing it yourself. with the Henry's kit. 
leek at the Is m specificatiem 
incorporating fully integrated stereo preamp and power arms. 
wiry 8 IC's, 10 transistors. 8 rectifiers and tenet diodes Plus 
siabilisied, protected circuitry, glass fib pcb Gardeners 
low-field low line mains transformer, all facilities and 
controls. Slim design. chassis 14i" a (V• 2- overall 20 watts 
nor channel RMS, less than 0 I% distortion at 1 kHz 

TEXAN FM  M je  
TUNER KIT 

no VAT+ 50p pin/ 

Built and tested (28.60 inc VAT 
• SOP PAO 

Build the matching Texan stereo Inner 
Features advanced uarlcap tuning Phase 
lock loop decoder Professionally 
designed circuit Everything you need is 
in the kit. From the glass fibre pcb to he 
cabinet itself. Excellent spec . 2.5 uV 
aerral sensitrydy 500 mV output 
adiustable). Tuning range 87 -102 
MHz Mains powered. 

THE NATURAL FOLLOW-ON 

Henry's latest 

ELECTRONICS 
CATALOGUE 

* Can be 
built Stage 
by stage 
Ask lot 
leaflet 5. 
* Everything 
necessary 
supplied 
Full after 
sales 
service and 
guarantees. 

VIDEO SPORT 

An VP•tO•Ihe 

1% 7 10 ga me. 

Plugs into your own  TV seri' I Sock " 

bwocs h on. And you're awayr   0C7hool. n t  

se.,yo.ur game - football tennis 
yafe,  For  yo he- wall. Absolutely 

u. Your children. And TvE.NRY1  
mai ns o PRICE 11 O Wefed. List Price fxl2V'i:On' 

£25.00 
nc VAT • 50p p&p 

For this latest edition, we have 
made hundreds of changes and 
additions. Features now include 

* over sf1 item•  cio•r 200 pag•s 
many new  • •asy-lo-usre. complete 

• free Sap voucher insld•  alphabetical indite 
av•ry COPY  • section Ind . 

e virtually •verything  •viwything at 
needed by •rnitt•ory  commilitiv• PriC•4 
and professionals 

ONLY 

50p 
FREE to Educational E•t•bli•hment• when  208 
orirlaead on official head•d not•p•ca,  cam/ peck 

NE4411M.5 
RADIO 

All mail to: Henry's Radio 
303 Edgware Rd London W2 

LONDON W2 
404 6 Edgware Road. Tel 01-402 8381 

LONDON W1: 
(lower sales floor) 231 Tottenham Court Road 

Tel 01-636 6681 

so NI NI =  III MI IN MI =  MI IM III 
aim  HIGH SPEC components FAST! 
.  Agents for VERO - ANTEX - 
I  BIB MULTICORE SOLDER  ......t.i.,.--. 

• OPEN 9arn-Spm, 6 days—Phone orders 9arn--4pm. I • S.A.E. for stock list including  pots, presets. I.C.'s 7400 5 CMOS 
• capacitors, plugs, sockets, switches, cable. etc. 

1 • Post free envelope  included for your next order. 
• SUPER EXPRESS phone service—ask for details. 
• Shop at keen prices 6 days per week. Late night—Fri. 7-10prn 

I  TRANSISTORS + 200 OTHER TYPES IN STOCK 
AC125  Nip  BC262A 15p iBFX29  26p  TIP41A  67p 

151  35p  300  27p 301  rip  BF Y50  17p  ZTX300  13P' 
88  22p  TIS43  3Sp 

287  20p  84  22p  42A  80p 126  24Ip 
127  211p 
128  Sip 

153  35P  51  16p  302  18p . 303  31pp 
338  Illp • 52  18p  SOO  1SP' 

176  29P   557  Ilp• BY164  40p  502  illp• 
187  20p  BCY71  illp  ME0401  18p • 1N914  Sp 
88  Sip  

AD1149  Sip  BD123  Nip  ME4001  10p• 4002  Op 
72  14p  0411  18p • 1N4001  Sr 

161  429  124  follp  410!  Ilp • 4005  9P 
162  42p  131  389  MPF102  32p • 4006  10P 
MCH .PR  132  38p  0A47  EP  414 8  Sr 

1 04  139  54p. 90  Sp  2N2219  290 

124  no  8F158 84  25p  0C28  90p  2926G ISP 
ter•  200  6p  29260 13o • 

1 

155  75p•  91  4p  2646  40p 

' 

AF116  24p 
117  24p 

239  319 •  185  Up  29  511p  3053  11P 
AU113  1 50 194  10p•  35  80p  3055  60p 
BCI10077  11 21 pp  196  12p•  44  309  3702  Ilp A  • 197  12p•  71  2Sp  3703  10P • 
108  10p  199  ISp• ORP12  Slp  3704  13p• 

C11.108  6p  200  30p  TIP29A  47p•  3705  10p• 
BC1088  lip  338  34p  30A  58p • 3707  12P 

108C  12p  BF W11  Up  31 A  57p  3819E  25p•  I 

i W ATT E12 (5%)  79 iNEAR I/C'• 33p 
RESISTORS I ip• each 

1 ohm - 10m ohm 

DIODES 
50V 3A 
100V 3A 
200V 3A 
400V 3A 

13p 
15p 
18p 
219 

BC109  lip 
109B  12p 
109C  13p 
117  Illp• 
142  22p 
143  24p 
147A  Illp• 
14713  10p• 
148  9p • 
1408  10p• 
14913  11 p• 
149C  11p• 
154  illp • 
1578  12p• 
177  17p 
1708  Ilp 
1786  liP 
1046  12p • 
184L  Ilp• 
187  211p 
212A 13p• 
212L  ISp• 
2136  12p• 
214  15p• 
214L  17p• 

BRIDGES 
100V 1 A  Up 
200V 1A  25p 
400V 1 A  26p 

LM380 SL6074516s7 • II 
LM3900N 

3ZVE843EYR3,154v00imswv)6B.Z.V 35,  

9V1. 10V, 12V. 18V. 22V. iNNE57756°605 Op  . 
60V 1 A  2913  30V.  All at 12p •each.  ,133NNI)  1, 007s.• l• THYRISTORS 

600V 1 A  Gap TAG 1 600  LED  TII MIA 125 • r TSBNA76028003N  li 7355.• I 

700V IA  1 211E17106  Red  21Ip  lalp TBA810S  1 49'  • 
400V 4.•  58p C10601  Gm  n 20p  Zip TBA820  1 20.  II8 
500V 6iA  I 25 137109  Clips for above 1p.  ZN414  I 35 . 

Post & Packing 250 per order  VAT please add to total • 121 %, rest 8 ',  I 

ORCHARD ELECTRONICS 
FLINT HOUSE, HIGH STREET, W ALLINGFORD, OXON. 0)(10 ODE 
In ,ephorre 0491 35529 

SINE WAVE OSCILLATOR 
5 OyF  3K3  FROM THIS 

S-DeC 

MAKE THIS  4.1011100.: )4. 

Simplify ['Mull design Use S-DeC Sockets in plastic block are connected in 
prearranged  pattern  To  build  circuit,  simply  plug  in  components 
AfterwarOs  unplug components ready to build more circuit,  Us* same 

components again and again 

Every S-DeC comes complete with step-by-step instructions tree control 
pan•l. and booklet with nine circuits you can build  Sine wave oscillator. 

radio receiver, binary counter. VHF radio microphone —they re till easy with 

S-DeC (sac free booklet for circuits and instructions) 

Send cheque/P 0 now and start designing the easy way. with S-Cmc Each 
S-DeC costs only M N plus 37p post. packaging and VAT 

Pteas• rush m•  S-D•C• so that I Can start designing circuits the 
easy way I OrIC1010 a cheque P 0 for 

Name 

Address 

 a 

PB Electronics (Scotland) Ltd 
57 High Street, Sefton Weld•n, Essex CB10 

Telephone SaHrOn Walden (0799) 22876  PEI 
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• 0\1 W O A • COO OOks V60 sePaokes 

0- 30\1 and 0-1A 
rh with a variable 
c \.1 current limit 

DORAM 
KITS 

CONTAIN 
EVERYTHING 
DOWN TO 
THE LAST 
NUT! 

*plujarIPPlojlrar4a14/ 

/  

* Short Circuit Pr:of 

COMPLETE WITH FITTING KIT& SPEAKER 

TRANSISTOR TESTER 
  NPN Measures hFE leakage for PNP or 

transistor either silicon or 
germanium transistors • includes 
battery check 
facility 

SRL  TTh 

14813TURE / ////'\\̀ 
METER 
Indicates whether water 
is needed for plants and 

lawns 

* New I6-page brochure contains complete details of 
kit range 

* Big range of kits to interest Radio. Electronic and 
Hi-Fl enthusiasts. 

* Kits sent by return-of-post. 

* Each kit designed by specialists only highest quality 

and reliable components included. 

SEND FOR YOUR NEW 

KIT BROCHURE TODAY 

only 25p Inc. post and packing. 

DORAM ELECTRONICS LTD 

P.O. Box TR8, 

Leeds LS12 2UF. 
I enclOW 25o Me w tend me IN ,elwn m, new Doran. lut 

S 8% V.A.T.  bochure Ovmseas drams except foe N PeIand Meme add 
.0P to. Post and Packmg surface only 

H - 121/2% V.A.T.I ,USTUMFRS WHO (MOIR THIS KIT BROCHURE TOGETHER 

M TH OUR ., S NE . EDITION 3 COMPONENT CATALOGUE 
LAN SAvt iS. ON THE INOIVIDUAL PURCHASE PRICE FOR 

0oiO g OOTUIN TWO 3SIE VOUCHERS 

MEMMMI, 

PLEASE PRINT BLOCK CAPITALS  EE8/76  

NAME 

ADDRESS 

POST CODE 

An Electrocomponents Group Company 
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SINCLAIR IC211 
IC20  IOW + IOW stereo IC amplifier kit with free 

booklet and printed circuit £4' N. 
PZ20 Power supply kit for the above £3 N. 
VP20 Volume, tone-control and prearnp kit £7 OS 

Send sae for free leaflet. 

JC12 AMPLIFIER 
I5W IC audio amp 
with free data and 
printed circuit £2 25' 

DELUXE KIT FOR JC12 
Contains extra parts for the pcb and volume and tone 
controls. Mono version £2 33. Stereo ES OS 

JC12 PO WER KIT 
SdP011e• 25V lAmp £3 55. 

JC12 PREAMP KITS 
Type I for magnetic pickups, mice and tuners. 
Mono  56. Stereo £3 N. Type 2 for ceramic or 
crystal pickups. Mono Up. Stereo IN 76, 

Send sae for free leaflet 

111-13ECS AND T-DECS' 
S-DeC £2 24 T-DeC ES IS 
u-00C4 ES 45 u-DeCB £7 85 
IC carriers:-
16 rill: plain LI 47 
with socket £2 21 
10105: plain flp. with socket El 95 

FE  I ZN414 
IC radio chip £1 44. Extra parts and pcb for radio £3 65 
Case 90p Send sae for free data 

SINCLAIR PROJECT 80 AUDIO MODULES 
FM tuner £13 25. 018 LI 54 PZ5 £4 95, PZ6 LI 74. 
PZ8 N A. Trans for PLO £5 SO. ZIO £5 IS Stereo 80 
£11 95. Project 8050 Ell 95. Quad decoder EIS 95. 

BI-PAK AUDIO MODULES 
S450 Tuner £18 115. AL80 £4 33. PAI N EN 45. MK60 
audio kit E27 20. Teak 60 Ell IS. Stereo 30 £15 IS 
TC30  SO. AL250 £14 It. Send sae for free data 

SAXON E  INMENTS AUDIO MODULES 
SA1208 EN IS. SA1204 EN N. SA608 £11 IS SA604 
£10 311. PIA1201/8 £11.45. PMI202/8 £14 IS. PM1202 4 
£14 9$, PM120114 Ell 411. PM001/8 El M. 423301 8 
LS 79. Send sae for free leaflet. 

JCS* AMPLIFIER 
New integrated circuit 20 W amplifier kit complete with 
chip, printed circuit and data £3 $3. 
Send sae for free leaflet. 

PRINTED CIRCUIT KIT £3:911" 
Make your own printed circuits. Contains etching 
dish, 100 no ins of pc board. fib ferric chloride, etch 
resist pen, small drill bit, laminate cutter. 

SINCLAIR BLACK WATCH 
Fully assembled 
with free 
bracelet US 115• Cil 
SINCLAIR CALCULATORS' 
Cambridge % £7 35. Cambridge Scientific Ell 45. 
Oxford 300 £13 30. Programmable Scientific with free 
mains unit £24 IS. Mains adaptors are avalleble for 
all models (State model) £3 N. 

GSM CALCULATORS• 
706$413 8 dicilt/%/memory  N A. 5810 8 digit/%/4 
function memory /T N. SR79190 8 digit or 5+2' 
memory ,triglog/piipowers  Ell N.  SR1800 £26 SS. 
SR4148R (R) £311 N. SR419OR (R) £42 $5. (R)  free 
charger Mains adaptors for other models £3 24. 

NOVUS CALCULATORS' 
750 8 digit ES 30.8358 digit: % sq. root/constr4 function 
memory £7 60. 4525 10 digit programmable scientific 
(R) £45 SS. 4510 E13 20.4515 (RI £37 65. 4520(R( £23 65. 
(R)  free charger. Mains adaptors for other models 
E• 211. 

MI   I 24HR DIGITAL CLOCK KITS• 
Includes pcb. power supply. case, r display, chip and 
all parts. Kit EN 95. Built £12 GI  Also Mistral 2, 
deluxe assembled version with alarm and tilt sleep-
over facility £13 
NATIONAL MA11191H DIGITAL CLOCK 
MODULE• 
Complete module including i" display and clock chip 
fully assembled on a t(' x 3" pcb. Just add a power 
supply. switches etc to produce a 24hr clock with 
alarm and auto-dim. N 

SEND SAE FOR OUR DIGITAL CLOCK LEAFLET 

SATTERY ELIMINATOR BARGAINS 
STABILIZED PO WER UNITS• 
Millenia series. Switched 1 to 30V in 0 IV steps. 
IA output: Kit £11 45. Kit + case £14 40. Built L18 40 
2A output: Kit £13•85. Kit + case EN 90 Built EU IS 

6-WAY SPECIAL £5 20 
Switched output 
of 3, 41, 6, 71, 
9, 12V at 502mA 
II-WAY DOUBLE 
RADIO MODEL £6 20 
Switched output 
3+3/41+4f/6+6 
71+71/9+9/12+12V at 250mA Also 15/18/24V single. 
3-WAY MODEL 
Switched output of 8/71/9V at 250mA with 4-way 
multi-lack plug and free matching socket £2 93'. 
RADIO MODELS 
5OrnA with press-stud battery connectors. 12V £3'25. 
6V £3 45. 9+9V £4 115, 6+6V £4 55. 414-4/V £4 IS 
Also 9V 300mA £3 IS. 
CASSETTE MAINS UNITS 
7/1/ output with 5 pin DIN plug. 50mA £3 U. 300mA 
Ea 65. 
CAR CONVERTORS 
Input 12V DC Output 6/71/9V DC IA regulated  75• 

*IA 

BATTERY ELIMINATOR KITS 
Send sae for free leaflet on range 
1011mA radio typos with press-stud battery terminals. 
41V Et IS. 8V Et 95. 9V Et $S.4 V + 41V E2 b oy + 
6V £2 60. 9V  9V £2.60. 
100mA ca•set• type with 5 pin DIN plug. 71V £1 IN• 
Transistor stabilized 8-way type for low hum. 
3/411/71/9/12/15/18V. 100mA £3 IS, IA £6 
Heavy duty 15-way typos 41/6/7181/11/13/14/17/21/251 
28/34/42V. 1 Amp Model £4 42 2 Amp Model IN Si. 
Car Convertor kit input 12V DC. Output 6/71/11V 
DC IA regulated E1 It. 

MAINS TRANSFORMERS 
6.0-8V 100mA 95p 9-0-9V 100mA 95p. 18V IA 21 415. 
012/15120124/30V IA £3 N  12-0-12V 100mA L1 55 
0/12/15/20/24,30V 2A ES SS 20V 21A £2 29 
6-0-6V 11/1 £2 IS. 12-0-8V 1 A £2 45. 12-0-12V 1 A £2 
15-0-15V 1A £.2 IS. 30-0-30V IA £3 GO. 6 3V 11A LI SS. 
0-24V twice 100mA Et 65. 

SWANLEY ELECTRONICS 

Dept. EE, PO BOX 68, 
SWANLEY, KENT. 

Post 30p on orders under £2, otherwise free Prices 
Include VAT (Overseas customers deduct 7% on 
items  marked •. otherwise 11%),  Official orders 
welcome. 

G REE N W ELD 
443 Millbrook Road Southa mpton 
SO1 O HX  Tel:(0703) 772501 

OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK. 9 to S. Callers Welcome. 
VAT  INCLUSIVE  PRICES-NO 
EXTRAS TO PAY. JUST ADD 
20p POST 

VEROBOARD 
100 so ins asstd size offcuts (no tiny 
bits). All 0 I or mixed Et 26 17 
3f" x 0 1 sheets El N. 

CAPACITORS 
Miniature ceramic plate  WV 5% 
22pF to 1000pF 2p; 1500F to 047uF 4p 
Polystyrene,  160V  21%  10pF  to 
1000pF  Op.  1200pF-10,0000F  OP. 
Polyester 250V Mullard C280  01 to 
0 I uF 4p; 15, 22 Sp. 336p: 4760,68 
ISP: 1 uF 12p, 2 2uF Illp. 3 3uF 63V 24P 
Electrolytic. 0 47 I, 2 2, 4 7, 10 22, 
47uF 25V all 6p, 100uF 25V 7p. 100uF 
63V 9p, 720uF 16V 7p; 220uF 25V 9p; 
720uF WV 11p: 470uF 18V fp. 470uF 
25V 11p; 470uF 63V I8p. 1000uF 16V 
15P: 1000uF 25V lip. 1000uF WV 32P. 
2200uF I8V 2119. 2200uF 25V 27p 
2200uF 40V 48p; 4700uF 16V 43P 
All  are  wire  ended  horirontei 
mounting types 

TRANSISTORS AND IC's 
ACI27 15p BD131  3Sp 2142369 Up 
ACI28 15p BDI32 44p 2N2646 429 
AC176 lip BD138  Sep 2N2926G 
AC187 lip BD139 44p  12p 
AC188 tip BDI40 411p 2143053 lip 
AD161 40p BFI81  Zip 2N3054 49p 
AD162 46p BF194  I4p 2N3055 
BC107  10p BF)(29 22p 2N2440 S4P 
BC108  10p BFX134 20p 2N3442 
BC109  10p BFY50 15p  12op 
BC109C I5p BFY51  15p 2143702 10p 
BC182  12p BEY52 15p 2143703 10p 
BC1I33 12p TIP41 A Sep 2N3704 lap 
BC184  12p TIP42A 75p 2N3705 10t) 
BC212  14O TIP2955114p 2142700 10P 
BC2I3  14P TIP2055 42p 2143819 Up 
BC2I4  14p 
BCY70 is  2N706  13p 2144418 10p 
BCY71 15p 2141613 20p 2N5294 30P 
BCY72 15p 2N22I9 lip 40673  SOp 
741 8 pin OIL 25p. 555 Timer lop 
8 pin sockets 12p 

44 Page Illustrated Catalogu• only 
10p r large SAE FREE with ord•rs 
over £2. 

DIODES  LED's 
1 N4001 2 Sp: I N4003. 4 Op.  1N4005 7p . 
1N4006 Sp: IN4007 9p: IN4148 Op 
° Mil  5p  0A91  Sp.  81121 12p. 
100V3A 12p, 400V 3A 15p Bridges 
50V IA 22p: 800V lA Op. 250V 21A 
411p; 250V 5A ?Op TIL209 Red LED 
1Sp: 0 2" Red 22p, gre-n or yellow Up 

RESISTORS 
Miniature 0Air Carbon Film Hi-dabs, 
All values from 1 ohm to 10 Megohm 
5% (Over 1M 10%) lip each. 
1W Metal film 5% All values from 
27 ohms to 10M. 21p each 

WIRE 
Enamelled copper wire on 2or reels 
SWG/Price, 16i32p; 18/34p: 20;3119. 
22/38p; 24/44p; 26/42p; 28/44p; 30 46p 
32/489: 34 ,511p. 38052p: 38154. 4044p. 
Connecting wire. 40 . 2 metre lengths 
solid core asstd colours Et 5 1 Syd 
coils flex 25p 

TRANSFORMERS 
6-0-8V 100mA 911p: q-0-9V 100mA Hp. 
12-0-12V 100mA 121; 12-0-12V 5OrnA 
90p. 12-0-12V IA £2 45, 6-0-6V IA 
£2 10: 6 3V 11A LI 75. 24V 11A, 
£2 1$: Bell transformer in white case. 
gives 4. 8. or 12V at IA El N. 

DEVELOPMENT PACKS 
Save ELEE's by buying a full range 
of components at one go! All full 
spec marked devices, no rejects or 
old stock. 
50V Ceramic Plate Capacitors 5%. 
10 at each value from 22pF to 1000pF 
Total 210 £2 70. Save LI 50! 

Carbon Film min. resistors. iW 5% 
10 each value from 10 ohms to 1M, 
total 610. £5. Save £3 15! 
Electrolytics. 10 each value 1, 2 2. 
4 7, 10, 22, 47 & 100uF  All 25V 
Total 70 for £3•21). Save LI 10! 

0000 

0 0 

Become 
a radio 
amateur. 
Learn how to become a radio-
amateur in contact with the whole 
world. We give skilled preparation 
for the G.P.O. licence. 

Brochure, without obl igetion to: 

BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO 
& ELECTRONICS SCHOOL, 

P.O.Box 156, Jersey, Channel Islands, 

NAME 

ADDRESS   

WAA 
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DRILL 
CONTROLLER 
Electronically change', 

apeed  front  approxi-
mately  10  revs.  to 

Full  power  at 
.01 epeede by flager-tip control. 

Kit  Includes  all  parts.  caw, 
everything ann full inetructione. 
seas including  latal  and  V ',T 
Mole up model 1100 extra. 

NUMICATOR TUBES 
For  digital  Inetruntents.  counter... 

,locks.  etc.  Iii-vae  XNI I 
Price II 25 each. Pot0 and VAT paid. 

RADIO STETHOSCOPE 
Eadeet way to fault find, traces 
signal front M TNl to weaker. when 
signal  Mops  you've  found  the 
fault.  U.  It on  Radio.  TV. 
amplifier, anything. Complete kit 
cot/torte.'o two epoch,' traneletore 

KIM  all  parts  In-
cluding probe tube 
and  crystal  ear-
piece,  82115,  twin 
stellahmet tautestl of 
earpiece VAT and 
postage incl. 

MAINS TRANSISTOR PACK 
Designe.1  III  operate 
trandelor sets and IMIP-
Here. Adjustable output 

fiv., 12 VORA for up 
to  1500,11.3  (class  It 
working).  Taken  the 
place  of  auy  of  the 
following batterieic FPI. 
PP3,  FF4.  PP6,  PP7,  PP9  k 
comprioes, main triad's-tiler rectifier, smoothing 
am) load realetor condeneere 111111 
Heal onip at only n•so including poet 161141 VAT 

M OTORISED DISCO SWITCHES 
Wi th elt 10 amp changeover awitchen, adjuatable 
o, or 360" switches are rated at 10 amp each Ito a 
Iota) of 2000w3, can be controllni and this would 
provide  magnificent [Replay. Mal . operated. 
PRICE  14 W. DITTO  OCT  12  SWITCH 
15•75 DITTO 9 SWITCH 54•96. POST AND VAT 
1.311i 

MAINS M OTOR 
Precision made —as used in 
record (Jerks arel tape recont-
ere —Ideal also for extractor 
Mae, blower, heater, etc. New 
and perfect. Snip al 95P  ' 
VAT & Pmetage 35p. 
I" etacknottor  + VAT & 
med.& 35p. 1r etairktootor. 
re • V AT and M110111.r.. ant. 

WINDSCREEN 
WIPER 
CONTROL 
V.y  +peed  oil  you, 
wiper Iu suit '0' Illiono. 
All part« and inetructions 
to  make.  18.75  ro 
.111/I V Vr 

EXTRACTOR FAN 
(leans the air at the rate of 
10,000 cubic feet per hour. 
Suitable for kitchens, balh• 
room..  factorieti,  changing 
roorna, etc. It's  quiet it can 
hardly be bean!. Comp .t. 
5i" casing comprises, motor. 
faa blade, nheet steel easing, 
pull switch, mai m connector 
and  fixing  brackets.  115211 
I NCLU DING POST & VAT 
Monthly lint available free; 
mend long etaniped .,,elope. 

7.11 RPM GEARED MAINS MOTOR 
Thie is a substantial motor (I" Mack induction 
type) quite powerful definitely large enough to 
drive • rotating 'timothy or a tumbler for polishing 
stone etc. Approximate merall Mee 4"  
2i" these ate ex-unused equipment. carrying 
our normal eg.equltiment guarantees.  PRICE 
al* POST and VAT PAID. 

GLAMORIZE YOUR ROCKS 
The any to make rock samples, Mampo etc, really 
show themselves off la to light them by means of 
our miniature UV tube. This le only flar's we the 
electricity costs are negligible. Complete kit cono 
priors UV tube and it'o 2 mounting holders. 
control choke and starter. 
Total price 13 75 POST and VAT PAID. 

TELESCOPIC AERIALS 
for portable car radio or 

transmitter. Chrome plated 
sin sections, extending front 71 to 
471n. fOg + 15p. Post & VAT. 

KNUCKLED MODEL FOR F.M. 110p + 17p 
Post and VAT. 

NEED A SPECIAL SWITCH 
Double le of contact. Very alight premsure clown, 

bot h contact', 185  each 
bulk-  puahrod  suitable 
for  operating.  105 exch. 
10 for 08p. 

MULLARD UNILEX 
A mains operated 4 + 4 stereo system. Rated one 
of the (Intel performers in the etereo field this 
would make a wonderful gift for Idnotet any one in 
easy-to-assemble  modular form and complete 
with a pair of Doodnians speakers this about.' sell 
at about 130 - but due to a special bulk buy oni 
. an incentive for you to buy thin month we offei  4, 4 
the system complete at only 114.00 including 
VAT and postage. 

tIHI 
3. PIP! 

SWITCH TRIGGER 
MATS 

".° -to thin. Is undetectable under  4 ,1  
..arpet but will switch on with 
',lighted pressure. For burglar 
ni.rn , sho p dr"'"' etc. 
24In   Bin  Post 
VAT 4°P. 
isin  10in 11-95. Pout sod 
VAT "P. 

LIGHT PIPE 
A Indnu operated travelling light array, 2411 long it use. 
130 miniature bultie which flash in aequence to make 
hands of light move along the tube. The tube can be 
•Iraped around a particular item or net and cannot fail to 
[ttract attention —complete kit  consist,  of -24ft  of 
iranalucent  tubing--140  min  larilpm-- MO P  MUIReore 
able— m.1,9'1.d switch —tape for quick connections and 
full wiring it.tructiona 515 for complete kit. Post and 
VAT paid. 

TWIN O UTPUT PO WER PACKS 
Then, have two separate R.C. ainoothed outputs so con 
operate two battery Latino or a Mere., amp without 
erosto modulation (they will of counts- operate one radio/ 
tape cassette/calculator, in fact any battery appliance 
and will save their coot in a few months). Specs. Full 
wave rectification. double insulated ',mina transformer 
—total racketed in a bard P.V.C. caw - three core 
IIIMIUM  lead terminal output —when Ordering please 
elate output voltage 40,-, tiv, 70v. 9,, 12,, or 24v 
19  e 53 95 lot and VAT included. 

BURGLAR ALARM 

ONE TRANSISTOR RADIO 

CAR REV. COUNTER 
T.. reveler p ate for the pro/rd. featured this month. send the estimated 
price + 40p poet. Any malt adjustment can be made later. 

SHORT WAVE CRYSTAL SET 
Although thin user no battery It gives really mniashing 
retains. You will receive an mita:log assortment of 

er the 19, 25, 31, 29 metre bands-Kit contain,' 
chaaele front panel and all the parts gl 50—crystal ear• 
phone 311, Including VAT and Pilotage. 

HONEY WELL PUSH SUTTON PANEL 
MOUNTING MICRO SWITCH 
I -2-3-Bank. each bank consisting of the changeover micro 
switch rated at 10 ampa 250 voila. Through pond fixing by 
2 lock nuts complete with black I" diameter knob. Price.: 
1 bank 40, -11 bank 665 - 3 batik 765. 

ONLY LI •SO FOR SEVEN 
ELECTRIC M OTORS 
7 poorTful halt. motor,. as ItAerl in racing ears mod 
mover  tiutput and types vary for use 

.d projects- Tools, toys, models, etc. All 
brand new revendhle and for 11-12,- butts. Wiring 
diagramn inc. VAT and Post PAID. 

SMITHS CENTRAL HEATING CONTROLLER 
Push button gives 10 variations as follow.: (I) coutusuous 
hot water and continue,us central heating (2) continuous 
hot water but central heating off at night (Si continuo . 
hot water but central heating on only for '2 periods during 
the day 141 hot water and central heating both on but day 
time only (5) hot water all day but central heating only for 
two periods during the day (6) hot water and central heating 
on for 2 periods during the day time only —then for eummer 

time use with central heatIng off (71 hot water continuous (81 hot water day 
time only (9) hot water twice daily 1101 everything off. A handsome looking 
unit with 24 hour movement an,) the switches and other parts neeemary to 
select the desired programme of heating. Supplied complete with wiring diagram. 
OrIghally sold we believe at over 1115. We offer these while stock, last at 17 60 
each INCLUDING VAT and Postage. 

THIS M ONTHS SNIP 

ROOM THERMOSTAT 
Famous Satchwell, elegant design, intended for wall 
mounting. Will switch up to 20 amps at mains voltage, 
rovers the range 0-30°C. Special snip this month use, 
poet and VAT paid. 

MICRO SWITCH BARGAINS 
Rated at 5 amps 250 volts. ideal to make a switch panel 
for a calculator and for dosens of other applications Parcel 
of 10 for gl 00 VAT AND POST PAID. 

TER M: Where order i. eel., dd please add 409 surcharge to off..)  
B M 

ONLY 11 40 FOR SEVEN 
ELECTRIC M OTORS 
7 powerful batt. Inoton as used In racing cars and 
power models. Output and types vary for use in 
hundreds of projecta -Tools, toy., inodela, etc. All 
brand new reversible and for 11•121. halts. Wiring 
alas. Inc. VAT. Post PAID. 

J J. BULL (ELECTRICAL) LTD 
(Dept. E.E.), 103 TAM W ORTH ROAD, 

CROYDON CR9 15G. 

MAINS TRANSFORMERS 
All standard 230-250 volt primal-lee 
lv   I amp (special)  233 
2-4e   5 amp  1 05 
8-11v   '' imp  1 57 
6-3v   3 amp  2 19 
9v   I mop  119 
9v   3-3 amp  3 13 
12v    li amp  185 
12e    I amp  125 
6-5v 0-8-5v   I amp  1 85 
I8v    1 amp  I 85 
24v    2 amp  282 
24v    3 amp  1 75 
12-0-12v   5001A  1 58 
6-0-13v   50n,A  1 54 
8.0-8v   0 amp  1 85 
25v    li and,  244 
50e 2 amp * dav   I amp  563 
60v 5 amp & 5v   I amp  935 
27v    SI amp  563 
30v    37 amp  27 50 
80v tapped 75v k 70v   4 amp  8 87 
230v•tiOrnA k 6.3e    1-3 amp  219 
275-0-273v at  90nLA  & 
604v  3 IIIIIII  282 

EHT Trandoemer 5000v 
23mA    (Intermittent 1  6 87 

Charger Tranafonnen, 
Olv anti 12v   2 amp  1-87 
8v and 12v  3 amp  282 
6, and 12v   5 amp  425 
Add 30 pper LI to, cover postage and 3 IT 

MULTI SPEED M OTORS 
SU speeds are available 500, 1110. 
and 1,100 roil,. and 11,000. 12,000  O  
and 15.500 r.p.to. Shaft I, I in. 
diameter and approximately  I in 
long. 230(240e. lat speed may be 
further controlled with the tate of 
our  Thyriot or  controller.  Very 
powerful  and  toleful  motor  mite 
approx. 2 i,,. dia.  r 5 In. long. 
Price 52-00 including Poet and VAT. 
Speedrontrol switch 60,  t 4 

SPIT MOTOR WITH CARTER 
GEAR BOX 
Probable one of the beet spit ...titre made. 
Originally intended to be used in very high priced 
cookers howe,er thin ran be put to plenty of other 
uses, for instance your garden barbecue or III 
'Rine a 'tumbler' for stone polishing; in fact, there 
are no ends to its uses. Normal mains operation. 

Including post and V A T 
SOUND TO LIGHT UNIT 
Another new kit this month 
la single Channel Sound to 
Light Unit, complete kit 
including plastic container, 
main component', Include 5 
amp thyrietor, pine trans-
former, variable pot with 
oplott (twitch and theoreti-
cal circuit diagram. 
PRICES!! 90 Post and VAT 

SMITHS 24-H OUR TIMER HEART 
Really the 'Autoaet' without  Its plastic case. 
This la a 24 Hour twice on, twice off, clock switch 
which will repeat until reprogrammed. Switchem 
rated at 15 anion. Limited supplies. 
PRICE 114 45 INCLUDING POST soil V 1T 
PRESSURE SWITCH 
Containing a 15 amp change ove, 
switch operated by  a diaphragm 
which in turn is operated be air 
pressure through a small metal tube. 
The operating pressure is adjustable 
but is set to operate in approx. 10in 
of water. These are quite low pressure des1ces and 
can in fact be operated simply- by blowing into 
the inlet tube. Original time was for washing 
machine to turn off water when tub has reached 
correct level but no doubt  has many other 
sPPlicatIon.. SI- N each Inc. post k VAT. 

DC HIGH CURRENT PANEL 
METERS 
34 wound wide angle 240 move-
ment  meters,  flush mounting 
fitted with external shunts, made 
by Crompton Parkinann, brand 
new, still in tanker's cartons. 
These are a real bargain at 24-00 
each Inc. VAT & POST. Rea-
.nable quantities available In 
the following ranges 0.15 amps, 0.20 ato m 0-30 
aropa, 0-40 amps. 

MULLARD AUDIO AMPLIFIERS 
All in module form, each ready built complete 
with heat slob,, and connection tags, data supplied. 

Model  1153  500m W 
power output 61 50 inc. 
post and VAT. 
Model 1172 INV, power 
output 11116 Inc. post 
and VAT. 
Model  EP9000 4 watt 
power output S2 90 Inc. 
post and VAT. 
EP 0901 twin channel or 
Mere,,  pre  anip  12 90 
inc. post & VAT. 
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ESCAPE PLAN 

This month heralds the beginning of the busy 
season for home constructors. The dedicated 
will need no reminding or urging. But to any 
of the uncommitted who may chance upon these 
words we could offer some encouragement and 
advice. 
Every autumn finds numbers of people hunt-

ing about for ideas to help occupy and usefully 
employ their leisure time in the months ahead. 
Something "different" is usually the goal. Some-
thing to provide an escape channel from those 
other channels on v.h.f. or u.h.f., maybe. 
Well, there's plenty to choose from, as Flood-

light and other evening class or further educa-
tion prospectuses make abundantly clear. But 
if you want to be independent and do your own 
thing at home, why not go for something really 
different and give electronics a try? 

IT'S LOGIC 

We open this new season with the first part 
of a series entitled Doing It Digitally. This series 
starts from scratch and progresses in easy steps. 
It describes simple experiments which demon-
strate everything in an unmistakeable fashion. 
It offers an ideal way to learn the basics of 
digital and logic techniques which are playing an 
ever-increasing part in modern electronics. 
The newcomer to electronics should be com-

pletely at home with this series. Yet Doing It 

Our November issue will be published on Friday, October IS 

See page 529 for details. 

PROJECTS.. 
THEORY 

Digitally is more than a beginner's series. Many 
experienced constructors use digital circuits 
quite frequently, while perhaps not being 
entirely  conversant with the  fundamentals 
involved. Here is a good opportunity for them 
to brush up on their knowledge. 
Oh, yes, even amongst the professionals there 

will be some who, perhaps because of long con-
finement in analogue areas, will find this series 
a useful revision. 

STARTERS 
Our menu this month appropriately includes 

a couple of Starters to wet the appetite. What 
is more, a piece of circuit board to accommo-
date both circuits comes free with our compli-
ments. 
So here's to an enjoyable and rewarding 

season with do-it-yourself electronics. It can't 
really fail to be so, with EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS 
every month providing stimulating designs plus 
valuable down-to-earth technical information 
and guidance in all constructional matters. 0.K? 

EDITOR F. E. Bennett  •  ASSISTANT EDITOR M. Kenwarci  • TECHNICAL EDITOR B. W. Terrell B.Sc. 
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T HIS article describes a very 
simple and  neat Car  Rev. 

Counter. It will work with either 
polarity system (positive or nega-
tive  earth),  and  connection 
couldn't be simpler, there being 
no need to break into the ignition 
system  to  detect  voltage  or 

A 

Fig. I a. Ignition pulses 

Fig. I b. Waveform produced by mono-
stable 

111111111  
T 

Fig. lc. Increased engine speed corres-
ponding to I a. 

0 

An inexpensive unit requiring 
only supply connections to 
the car wiring. 

Counter 
current wave-forms, as in most 
commercially  available  models. 
Another advantage is that no con-
verter is needed for using it with 
electronic ignition systems. 

THEORY 
In a conventional 4-cylinder, 4-

stroke car, each revolution of the 
engine causes two sparks to be 
produced by the ignition coil. At 
an engine speed of 3,000 r.p.m., 
say, there will therefore be 100 
sparks, or pulses, per second; as 
shown in Fig. 1(a). 
If now each pulse fires a mono-

stable multivibrator with an a-
stable period of T, the wave-form 
of Fig. 1(b) is produced. 
The two graphs have  been 

repeated for an engine speed of 
6,000 r.p.m. in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d) 
and if Figs. 1(b) and (d) are 
studied it can be seen that if the 
areas contained under the pulses 
are added and then divided by 

Fig. 2. Circuit diagram 

By C. J. ALLEN 

time (or integrated) a voltage will 
be produced which is proportional 
to the engine speed. 
In this design, the wave-form is 

mechanically integrated using the 
meter  movement's  inertia  and 
return hair-springs. This produces 
a very  linear speed/deflection 
relationship. 
The period T is set such that, 

at the maximum displayed engine 
speed T is fractionally less than 
the  period  between  adjacent 
sparks, at that speed; i.e. 3.75mS 
in  this  case.  Different  speed 
ranges and engines with more or 
less  cylinders  can  easily  be 
accommodated by simply varying 
this period. 

CIRCUIT 
The circuit, as can be seen in 

Fig. 2, is extremely simple. The 
common "555" timer is used in its 
standard  monostable  configura-
tion, the period being set at 1.4 

of the Car Rev. Counter. 

Fig. Id. Increased engine speed corres-
ponding to I b. 
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Fig. 3. Construction of the Car Rev. Counter. Circuit board shown full size. 

Photographs of the completed unit. 

Components 

gehop 
Tab( 

Page 512 

Capacitors 
Cl  0. IµF (0-068µF for 6-cylinder engines.) 
C2 0-0 1/4F 
Both Polyester 100V 

Diodes 
DI  9. I volt 400m W Zener diode. 
02, D3  IN914 or similar general purpose diodes (2 off) 

Resistors  Integrated Circuit 
RI  27kfl  ICI 555 Timer. 
R2 47kil  * Watt metal oxide. 
R3 4.71d1 

Potentiometer. 
VR  4.7kfl pre-set. 

Miscellaneous 
ME I I mA d.c. moving coil edgewise meter, model PE70. 
Copper clad circuit board 67 x 57 mm. Nuts, washers, 
bolts, wire, wander-socket etc. 
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X CI x RI; approximately 3-7mS. 
As the trigger input (pin 2) on 

this i.c. has a high input imped-
ance, the only load seen by the 
pick-up wire is 47 kilohms (R2) 
and this is sufficiently high to 
use inductive pick-up for trigger-
ing it. In fact all that is necessary 
is to place the pick-up wire near 
the ignition coil. Diodes D2 and 
D3 are included to limit the 
voltage to pin 2 to within the 
circuit's limit 
The output (pin 3) is fed via 

R3 and the calibration pre-set 
VR1 to the  lmA meter-move-
ment. 
A simple stabiliser R4 and DI 

is used to allow for variations in 
the car's voltage supply. No de-
coupling was found necessary but 
C2  was  included  to  prevent 
possible spurious triggering of 
the i.c. by noise on the power 
rail. 

CONSTRUCTION 

All  the  components  are 
mounted on  a printed  circuit 
board (p.c.b.) which, in turn, is 
mounted inside the meter's case 
surrounding  the  actual  move-
ment. The p.c.b. pattern is shown, 
full size, in Fig. 3. 
Before the board is etched it is 

recommended to check that it fits 
inside the case, altering it where 
necessary. The circuit may need 
slight filing to clear two of the 
bolts that hold the case together. 
Be  careful  dismantling  the 

meter as it is extremely delicate; 
care should be taken not to put 
any  undue  pressure  on  the 
pointer as it bends easily. The 
scale simply clips in place. All 
this  will,  however,  become 
apparent when it is actually done. 
The only alteration necessary 

to the case is the drilling of a 
hole to take a miniature wander-
socket,  as  shown  in the 
photograph. 

ASSEMBLY 
When the  components have 

been soldered on the board as in 
Fig. 3 this may screwed into 
the case using the holes which 
originally contained the meter 
connection tags, these terminals 
now act as the power input tags. 
The re-calibrated scale should 
next  be  clipped  into  place, 
followed by the meter-movement. 
having first soldered thin pieces 

of insulated wire to the connec-
tions on the latter. These wires, 
plus one from the pick-up input 
socket, should then be soldered 
to the p.c.b. Finally the case's 
other half can be screwed in 
place. 

THE SCALE 
The original scale is calibrated 

0-1mA in forty steps. This is 
immediately suited for re-calibra-
tion to 0-8000 r.p.m. in steps of 
200 r.p.m. 
With a bit of patience and a 

steady  hand  re-calibration  is 
fairly  easy;  unwanted  black 
lettering  and  lining  can  be 
removed  by  scraping  with  a 
razor blade and new lines and 
letters inserted using Letraset or 
a thin India Ink pen. 

CALIBRATION 

Calibration  must  be  done 
before installation in the vehicle 
and with the case's top half 
removed to gain access to VR1. 
The best method is to use a 

square-wave  oscillator  set  at 
100Hz  (150  for  a 6-cylinder 
engine) and amplitude between 
10 and 20 volts. Connect one wire 
to the  unit's  negative  power 
terminal and the other, via a 
100pF capacitor. to the pick-up 

socket. A dry battery is sufficient 
to power the circuit which takes 
less than 10mA. Adjust VR1 to 
give a reading of 6,000 r.p.m.. 
The unit may alternatively be 

calibrated  in  another  vehicle 
which already has a rev, counter 
fitted, adjusting VR1 to give the 
same readings. 

MOUNTING 

The unit may be mounted any-
where in the car by either cutting 
a rectangular hole (7cm X 3cm) 
somewhere in the fascia and 
using  the  meter's  existing 
mounting-screw holes, or suitable 
brackets may be bent up. 
As the meter itself is fairly 

delicate, if the car's engine is 
rough or if it is to be used for 
rally-cross etc., the meter should 
be mounted in foam-rubber or 
some other similar media. 
The earth lead may be con-

nected to any convenient earth 
point and the live wire to any 
point in the car's electrical system 
that is switched by the ignition 
key. An insulated wire should be 
taken, from the meter's input 
socket, into the engine compart-
ment where it should be taped, 
for a few inches, to the outside of 
the h.t. lead from the coil to the 
distributor. 
The unit should now function 

perfectly. 

Photograph of the completed unit fitted to the dash board. New scale marking 
of the meter is shown. 

1 1 2 3 4 , 6 , 1 

X 1' .0 liP•A 
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The series of photographs on this page will enable 
you to put your free piece of wiring board to good 
use. 

4. After  checking 
the layout cut off 
excess wire. 

6. The finished board ready to take any flying leads 
—check construction before testing. 
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1 MICROPHONE PRE-AMP . MI C 

SOONER  or later, most experi-
menters will find the need to 

amplify the output from a micro-
phone—a  facility  not  always 
available in amplifiers. 
Since cost often has to be con-

sidered,  it is natural  to  ask 
whether an existing receiver or 
amplifier can be used for this 
purpose, by adding something to 
it. Depending on the individual's 
pocket,  the  microphone  used 
could either be a crystal, dynamic, 
or even ribbon type, but since the 
dynamic type is capable of good 
performance at a very reasonable 
cost, it is a very popular and 
logical choice. 
However, regardless of the type 

finally selected, the output will 
be very much lower than, say, 
that of the conventional crystal 
pickup,  and  will  require  con-
siderable amplification before it 
is large enough to be fed into the 
pickup terminals of a standard 
audio amplifier. 
Furthermore, if we happen to 

select a crystal type, it is essential 
that the input circuit to which it 
may be connected provide a high 
impedance, ideally about 5 meg-
ohms but certainly not less than 
one megohm. If it is otherwise, 

INPUT 

the bass response of the micro-
phone  will  be  seriously 
attenuated. Our simple pre-ampli-
fier is designed to satisfy both 
these requirements. 

CIRCUIT 

The circuit may appear a little un-
conventional at first, and it may be 
helpful to discuss briefly some of 
its more important features. It is 
a two stage directly coupled ampli-
fier, using an npn (BC109) first 
transistor and a pnp  (BC2I4) 
second transistor. 
Apart from the direct coupling, 

the main feature is the input 
circuit of TR1, designed to pro-
vide the high input impedance 
necessary for the crystal micro-
phone. 
The 220 kilolun resistor and the 

0-22 F capacitor, connected as 
shown between the emitter and 
base, is known as a "bootstrap" 
arrangement, which has the effect 
of increasing the input impedance 
to a much higher value than that 
of the 220 kilohm resistor, by 
decreasing its shunting effect. 
This circuit functions, broadly, 

something along the same lines 
as the emitter follower, in which 

Components 
Resistors 
RI  390k11 
R2  470k0 
R3  220k0 
R4  561(0 
R5  2.2k0 
R6  IO W 
All jAN + 10% carbon 

Capacitors 
CI  33pF 
C2  0. 1pF 
C3  0-220F 
C4  33pF elect. I 2V 
C5  0.1pF 

Transistors 
TRI BC109 silicon npn 
TR2 BC2 14 silicon pop 

Miscellaneous 
Veroboard 11 holes by 10 strips (half 
of free piece with this issue); connec t-
ing wire. 

a voltage is applied to the input 
load, so that very little current 
can flow through it from the 
signal source. Thus the source 
"sees" what appears to be a high-
resistance. 

TR1  • TR2 
VIEWED FROM 
UNDERSIDE 

DIRECTION OF 
,iCOPPER STRIPS 
 7.• 

÷ ..1 1 0  0  0  0  0 0  0  0  0 

1  TR2 
— 

0  R  0 

O  I R.4 7  0 
0 

O  b 
9V  I C3 cs 

0 

O  e  i  [ 11 

o  R5 

R2  C2  7'4- C4 
OUTPUT 

OV  4= BREAK IN COPPER STRIP 

Fig. 2. Layout of components. 
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Starters... 
(WE SUPPLY THE BOARD) 

2 MULTIVIBRATOR 

ESTIMATED COST 

OF COMPONENTS 

excluding VAT. 

£0.65 

The 56 kilohm (R4) and 2.2 
kilohm  (R5)  resistors  provide 
both  negative  feedback  and 
thermal stabilisation for the tran-
sistors. The 35p.F capacitor (C4) 
supplies the a.c. path to chassis. 
The 10 kilohm resistor (R6) to 
chassis is the collector resistor 
for TR2, and the output developed 
across it is extracted via the 
0.11,F capacitor. 

OPERATION 

This little unit performs very 
satisfactorily from a 9V supply. 
Although there are quite a few 

components to be accommodated 
on the piece of circuit board, the 
project is simple to construct and 
presents no problems. The com-
ponent layout is illustrated in Fig. 
2. It should be noted that it is 
necessary to cut the input/output 
copper strip at the point indicated 
in order to maintain the correct 
circuit and to mount all the com-
ponents on the piece of board. 
When it has been built and 

the equipment set up for test, 
don't be surprised if the whole 
thing screams its head off as soon 
as the volume control is advanced. 
This will be due to acoustic feed-
back caused by the microphone 
picking  up  signals  from  the 
speaker and feeding them back 
into the system. This is quite 
normal, and it is best to place 
the microphone as far away from 
the speaker as possible. 

Everyday Electronics, October 1976 

THE multivibrator has d IlUIllber 
of uses in radio and elec-

tronics, as we shall see. 
A multivibrator produces an 

essentially square wave output, 
and it can be shown that a square 
wave comprises a fundamental 
sine wave plus odd order har-
monics which would extend to 
infinity with a perfectly square 
wave. 

USE 

In practice it is impossible to 
achieve a perfect square wave 
output so the number of har-
monics produced is finite. None-
theless, output wave shapes very 
nearly square are possible, and 
the harmonics from an audio 
frequency fundamental will ex-
tend well into the r.f. region. 
Thus, the harmonic output of a 

multivibrator may be used for 
testing or fault-finding, in either 
radio or audio equipment. In this 
role it is used as a simple signal 
generator and, with its output 
connected to the input of the 
equipment being examined, it will 
produce an audible tone in the 
loudspeaker, or headphones, if all 
is in order. 

Fig. I. Circuit of multivibrator. 

Components 

Resistors 
RI  I Ica 
R2  I °Oka 
R3  I 001d1 
R4 lka 
All PN ± 10% carbon 

Capacitors 
CI 4700pF 
C2 4700pF 
C3 0-1µF 

Transistors 
TR I BC108 silicon npn 
TR2 BC108 silicon npn 

Th 

Miscellaneous 
Verobard 11 holes by 10 strips (half 
of the free piece with this issue); 
connecting wire. 

Ideally, we need a considerably 
more  refined  square  wave 
generator than this simple device 
in order to make measurements 
on  the  equipment.  However, 
observations  with  this  simple 
instrument can be most instruc-
tive. 

Continued over 

DIRECTION OF 
COPPER STRIPS (NO BREAKS) 

TR , 0 0 0 ,0 0 0 

C2 

R2 

• 

0 
TR2  OUTPUT 
C3 0 

0 

Rl 0 

0 

0 0 0 0  0 0 

c TR18 TR2 VIEWED 
FROM UNDERSIDE 

Fig. 2. Component layout. 
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11111:11113111311 =1 =11:11101 

= 1r =1C MII MICI 
101 M1111131131111ni ttrIrs 

Try these 
for Starters 
10112MIXIIIICIIIII 2 =11311 =11111 =1 
1131:1113101311 =1111311:1 =121121:11:111:11131210 

ESTIMATED COST 

OF COMPONEhd TS 

excluding VAT. 

£0 .50 

a  a  a  f l a 

CIRCUIT 

The actual operation  of this 
circuit is that one transistor (say 
TR1) is cut off while the other one 
(TR2)  conducts fully, this con-
dition alternating between them 
at a rate determined by the value 
of R2/C1 and R3/C2. 
To  trace  faults  in  radio 

receivers  and  audio  amplifiers, 
the best method is to start at the 
loudspeaker end of the equipment 
and inject a signal into the final 
stage. If a signal is heard in the 
loudspeaker,  work  toward  the 
input, stage by stage, until no 

signal is heard. This shows at 
which  point  the  equipment  is 
faulty and a more localised and 
thorough examination around the 
stage should reveal the fault. 
Using the values shown in the 

circuit diagram, the multivibrator 
should oscillate at approximately 
7kHz. By feeding its output into 
the aerial of a communications 
receiver it was found that the 
frequency  range  covered  was 
from  the  broadcast  band  to 
20 MHz  after  which  the  signal 
dropped off rapidly. 
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CTRONIC SUPPLIES 

By Mike Kenward 
New products and component 

buying for constructional projects. 

SOMETIMES everything seems to be against us; this month we were going 
to give you a bumper page because a 
host of information on catalogues and 
new  products  has  come  in from 
various firms, together with other 
interesting  items  we  would  have 
liked to tell you about. However. 
because of various problems we are 
unable to give this information this 
month and must confine ourselves to 
a short article and the major points. 

Catalogues 

Doram  Electronics  Limited,  have 
published a new "Edition 3" catalogue 
priced at 60p and a new construction 
kit brochure price 25p. 
Should customers order both pub-

lications together Doram are offering 
a special price reduction of 15p so 
customers only pay a total of 70p and. 
in addition each customer will receive 
two 25p vouchers which may be used 
at any time as a refund when placing 
orders for components,  accessories 
and construction kits. 
A special feature of the main cata-

logue is that during its  life span 
customers will receive free, up-date 
amendment leaflets giving information 
on new lines and price changes. Doram 
are at P.O. Box TR8, Leeds, LSI2 2UF. 
The new Heathkit catalogue will be 

available by the time you read this. 
The catalogue is free and contains 
seven new kits —it is available from 
Heath (Gloucester) Ltd., Gloucester. 
GL2 6EE. 
As we have said before, it helps us to 

help you if you always mention EE 
when buying anything connected with 
our projects or mentioned in our 
pages. 

Car Rev. Counter 

The meter for the Car Rev. Counter 

is the most expensive item and the 
correct one must be purchased if the 
circuit board shown is to be employed 
inside the meter case. The particular 
type  is available  from  the  larger 
suppliers. 

Burglar Alarm 

Only one component used in the 
General Purpose Burglar Alarm is not 
widely available —the C106 thyristor. 
This particular device or its equivalent 
the W106 thyristor should be used 
as its gate current and voltage are 
much lower than other types. Don't 
be misled by suppliers, most of them 
will tell you almost any thyristor 
could be used but in this case we 
suggest you  get the correct ones 
which are available from Electrovalue, 
28 St. Judes Rd., Englefield Green, 
Egham, Surrey, or from  Marshal's, 
42 Cricklewood Broadway,  London. 
N W2 3ET. 

One Transistor Radio 

Once again none of the components 
for the One Transistor Radio should 
cause any buying problems but it is 
interesting to note that Home Radio 
are offering 500mm (20 inches) of 
damaged lOmm diameter ferrite rod 
with a promise that it will include at 
least 3 pieces  100mm  long and 6 
formers (aerial type) for 65p including 
V.A.T. and postage, or 45p to callers. 
This would obviously provide a great 
saving for  anyone  who  builds  or 
intends to build a few radios. 
Home Radio advertise regularly. 

Try These for Starters 

The two projects which can  be 
built on the free piece of wiring board 
supplied with this issue should not 
create any component buying problems. 
If you do not have a component shop 

in your area, we suggest you send 
your order to one of our advertisers 
and if you are new to this hobby, it 
would be a good idea to buy one or 
two component catalogues while you 
are at it. 

D.I.D. 

Doing It Digitally, our new series will 
no doubt interest many existing and 
new readers and not only provides an 
introduction to digital i.c.s. but also 
a chance for many people to brush up 
on their logic. We hope a number of 
suppliers will soon be offering kits for 
the first four parts (the list given in 
this issue). In addition to the list some 
readers may like to buy a type 90-40-087 
Verocase and a d.p.d.t. toggle switch, 
although these are not essential. 
However, there should be no prob-

lems with any parts and most of our 
component advertisers should be able 
to supply —tell them what they are for 
when ordering as they should have 
knowledge of the series. 
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By ADRIAN HOPE 

Telephones For Trains 
It is now well known that the Japanese 

built a super-fast (200km/hour) "bullet" 
train to link Osaka with Tokyo for the 
1970 World's Fair. In fact there are 
numerous bullet trains, shuttling fre-
quently on the dead straight track that 
cuts a swathe across Japan. This is 
where the difference between the 
Japanese high speed train and the 
Advanced Passenger Train planned for 
the UK later this decade shows itself. 
Whereas the bullet trains need 

straight tracks the APT will be able to 
negotiate bends and thus use existing 
tracks. To handle the bends reliably, 
and without risk of driver error, the 
APT will  automatically  interrogate 
transponders  alongside  the tracks. 
These will continually send information 
to the driver's cabin in the APT to 
provide a permanent readout on a 
digital display of the maximum safe 
speed for the APT over the length of 
track currently being negotiated. 
The Japanese trains all have an on-

board telephone system which can 
both receive and send calls. Anyone 
riding on the train can thus phone 
home or you can direct-dial the train to 
contact a passenger. The charge de-
pends on where the train is at the time 
of the call in relation to the outside 
number called, but the maximum cost 
is CI for the first three minutes (for 
a local call of course). 
Train  telephones  are  now  also 

common in the USA and Europe, but 
although the first radiocommunication 
with a train took place in the thirties in 
England (a bunch of hams linked up 
with the Flying Scot), British Rail 
argue that there is insufficient demand 
for a telephone on an inter-city train. 
The problem is that a telephone on 
board a train is an expensive item. 
Simple on-air radio communication 
is useless because the radio link is 
broken every time the train passes 
through a cutting or tunnel. This is 
why most of the old tube lines in 
London still rely on the primitive and 
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generally unsatisfactory system of re 
quiring the driver or guard to stop 
the train, climb out and clip the wires 
of a portable handset onto a pair of 
bare phone lines that run alongside the 
track through the tunnels. 

Remote Control 
On London's Victoria line however 

the trains are remote controlled, and 
the driver given telephone contact 
with the outside world, via a carrier 
wave transmission system with com-
munication to and from the conductor 
live rails. This is relatively simple 
because the rails carry only d.c. to 
power the trains (at around 600 volts) 
and this will not normally affect the 
a.c. control signals and audio frequency 
telephone link. 
The Japanese bullet trains are remote 

controlled (just as on the Victoria line 
the driver is really redundant) and 
make telephone contact with  the 
stationary world in exactly the same 
way. The snag is that the rails drastically 
attenuate the signal they carry, and it 
is necessary  to  provide  frequent 
repeater stations, to keep the signal 
strength at a reasonable level. 
It is for this reason that, if and when 

an on-board public telephone system is 
developed in the UK, it is likely to use 
the more modern technique of a " leaky" 
coaxial cable stretched along the track 
side to radiate the signals to the train. 
This system is currently in use by 
London Transport on an experimental 
basis, but of course only to provide a 
communication link with the driver and 
guard. So far as I know no country in 
the world yet  provides a public 
telephone on their underground trains! 

Equipment Repairs 
Here's a couple of hard-learnt tips 

that can save a lot of grief. When you 
buy any kind of audio or electronic 
equipment, do try and keep the 
original box and packing. If the equip-

ment develops a fault, returning it to 
the retailer or manufacturer will be 
far less miserable if you have exactly 
the right packaging ready to hand. But 
your troubles may not end there, 
To  safeguard  themselves  against 

dishonest customers and clumsy de-
livery men, most firms have a checklist 
which they fill out whenever a new 
piece of equipment is received. A tick 
is put on a form against the appro-
priate box—good condition, fair, poor, 
and so on—to record its state on 
arrival. But this puts the poor old 
customer at the mercy of just about 
everyone else involved. 
Recently, I saw an electrostatic 

headphone  control  box  that  had 
developed an internal fault and been 
sent back in 100 per cent good-as-new 
condition to the manufacturer. It was 
returned after repair, covered  in 
scratches apparently put there by an 
ape with a monster screwdriver, but 
accompanied by a checklist rating its 
condition on arrival as "poor". There 
are two ways to safeguard yourself 
against this kind of nonsense, Photo-
graph, e.g., with a Polaroid camera, 
any piece of good-as-new equipment 
before you return it for repair and, 
wherever possible, deliver by hand 
and insist on the condition being 
noted in your presence before you 
leave. 

T.V. Games 
Whereas it now costs around BOO 
to equip a domestic TV set with a 
decoder to receive Ceefax and Oracle 
teletext transmissions, the cost could 
well have dropped to around £25 by 
1978. More likely to interest the 
average reader however, is the fact 
that domestic TV table tennis games 
suddenly are starting to get cheaper 
all the time. 
The original invention was made in 

the USA around five years ago. It was 
probably intended as a military training 
aid, because the first design was for a 
photoelectric gun which caused a spot 
on a TV screen to disappear when 
correctly aimed at the spot. Then the 
idea of chase games was developed, 
and  finally  table  tennis,  football, 
hole-in-the-wall and a whole range of 
other fun ideas. 
A single chip which carries all the 

essential circuitry for enabling a dom-
estic TV set to play a wide range of 
games and read out the score is now 
available. You can understand why no 
one is shouting about this yet. Several 
domestic games using discrete cir-
cuitry are on the market and when they 
work they work well. But the two I 
have used both went wrong and they 
are still pretty expensive. But now 
the chip is available new games will 
appear that are far cheaper and far 
better than the older ones. It will 
then be as hard to sell an old style 
game as it is to sell an old style calcu-
lator. So beware. 
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E I A C  
By A.P. STEPHENSON 

Part Thirteen 

13.1 OSCILLATORS 
Oscillators are black boxes which generate periodic 

voltage waveforms, i.e. voltages which vary in a 
regular manner. They may be divided into sinusoidal 
and non-sinusoidal such as rectangular, square, 
pulse, triangular, sawtooth etc., see Fig. 13.1a which 
shows some typical oscillatory outputs which are 
required in electronics). 
Nearly  all  oscillators  rely  on  a very  simple 

principle.  A voltage amplifier normally  has an 
external input signal but an oscillator uses its own 
output as the input signal; Fig. 13.1b shows the basic 
idea behind this strange black box. A "feedback" 
loop which allows a certain fraction, it, of the output 
to re-enter the input, is causing the oscillations, (the 
circle with "fi" inside represents some network 
which is tapping off this fraction and could be a 
simple  voltage  divider  or  a complex  network 
containing capacitors, inductors etc). 
There is one important proviso however—the 

phase of the feedback must be in such a direction 
as to re-inforce the input. For example; if the input 
to the amplifier rises in the positive direction the 
amplified output must arrive back at the input as a 
rise. This is called positive feedback, to distinguish 
it from the "negative" feedback which we used in 

+6V - - 

AVERAGE 

k  , I  TIME 

PERIOD 

(i) Rectangular wave with 
average value of zero 
volts and amplitude of 12 
volts. 

+6V - 

o--

-6V 

PERIOD   

(v)  Symmetrical  tri-
angular wave with zero 
average level and 12 volts 
amplitude. 

MI=EIS 

Fig. 13.1b. The oscillator in "black box" form. 

amplifiers to increase stability. 
An oscillator may be described as an amplifier 

which is persuaded to be unstable. There is a very 
simple but extremely useful equation which is used 
to design the feedback loop: 

Fig. 13.1a. Non-sinusoidal waveforms. 
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(iii)  Narrow  positive 
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amplitude. The average 
value is slightly positive. 
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(vii) Positive going ramp  (viii) Non-linear ramp. 
with finite flyback time. 
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0  I--

(iv) 12 volt negative going 
pulses with a slightly 
negative average. Period 
is longer than in (iii). 
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A' 
A   

1  #A 

where A is the gain of the amplifier without the 
feedback loop; # is the fraction of output fed back; 
A is the gain of amplifier with feedback loop. 
Note something very extraordinary about this 

equation if fiA happens to equal 1. The value of 
A' would be A/0 which is infinity. An "amplifier" 
with a gain of infinity doesn't need an input—even 
an angry glance at it could plunge it into oscillation! 

Example 
An amplifier has an "open-look" gain A of 100. 

13.2 SINE W AVE OSCILLATORS 

It is not easy to generate a pure sinewave—in fact 
it is impossible because transistors are not perfect 
devices. However reasonably good replicas can be 
obtained by trying to keep the feedback percentage 
just enough (and no more) to keep the oscillations 
going. If the feedback is allowed to increase above 
this critical point the sinewave becomes grossly 
distorted by "squaring" at the tops and bottoms. 
The frequency of the oscillations can be controlled 

by using feedback circuits in which the fraction # 
is only correct at one frequency. The LC resonant 
circuit discussed previously in a.c. theory can be 
used to provide such a frequency selective feedback 
network. A very simple oscillator is shown in 
Fig. 13.2a, which if adjusted correctly, can generate 
good sinewaves at some predictable frequency. 

Vc c 

Fig. 13.2a. A simple inductive feedback oscillator. 

The coil L2 and variable capacitor Cl provide "the 
tuned" resonant circuit, the frequency being given 
by: f  1/s, (2:7 L2C1). The amplifier is a conven-
tional grounded emitter stage with bias provided by 
R1 and gain controllable by Rr. The feedback "loop" 
is by transformer action between Li and L2 and we 
will assume that the feedback is sufficient to maintain 
oscillations. 
But how do they start? 
Well when the circuit is first switched on, the 

first pulse of collector current through Li induces 
a small e.m.f. into L2 which trembles back and forth 
into the capacitor C/ producing a tiny sinewave. 
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What fraction of the output must be fed back in 
phase in order to ensure oscillations? 
For oscillations, #A  1, so fl = 1/A = 1/100 

0.01. This fraction is normally quoted as a percentage, 
in which case we would say "1 per cent positive 
feedback" is required. A value of # less than this 
would not cause oscillations; A value greater is 
more than necessary. 
Notice from the equation that the higher the gain 

A of the amplifier the less feedback is required, 
which is why very high gain amplifiers are always on 
the verge of instability, i.e. they change from ampli-
fiers to oscillators if the input gets a sniff of the 
output (due to a wire being too close and inducing 
inductive or capacitive e.m.f.s.). 

Because this sinewave is fed to the base via C2 the 
amplifier has a small starting signal. 
Once started, the signal is amplified and fed back 

again causing a higher signal, and so on. The 
amplitude grows and would eventually be distorted 
by the limits imposed by the power supply. To 
prevent this, the gain must be adjusted (or calculated 
by mathematics) so that oscillations are just main-
tained, ticking over like a car at the traffic lights. 
The capacitor C2 has two basic functions, (a) to 

prevent the coil L2 shorting the base to ground and 
(b) acting as a kind of automatic throttle control. 
The higher the signal on the base, the greater is the 
base current and therefore more electrons are on 
the right hand plate of C2. 
Because a surplus of electrons is, by definition, a 

negative change, the base forward bias is auto-
matically reduced as the signal grows—which is 
what we want to prevent the oscillator going wild 
and distorted. The average charge on C2 depends 
on the time constant C2v RE, but the details are 
admittedly difficult and (regrettably) must be filed 
in a thick folder marked "for later study". 
There are several modified versions of this kind of 

oscillator, the two most well known are the Hartley 
and Colpitts oscillators shown in Fig. 13.2b in 
skeletal form only, i.e. just sufficient detail to show 
the feedback loops. 
Only one coil is used and the feedback fraction 

depends on how far up the oscillatory circuit the 
emitter is tapped, the Hartley version taps the coil 
while the Colpitts version uses a capacitive voltage 
divider. 

TR1 

Fig. 13.2b. Simplified circuits of Hartley (left) and 
Colpitts Oscillators (less power and bias supplies). 
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13.3 CR SINE WAVE OSCILLATORS 

THE THREE-SECTION DIPPY 
The Dippy oscillator is shown in Fig. 13.3b. 
From a.c. theory, we know that a single CR network 

can produce a phase shift of something less than 
90 degrees. If a signal is passed through two such 
sections the total shift is something less than 180 
degrees, and if through three sections, less than 
270 degrees. In Fig. 13.3a, providing all resistors 
equal and all capacitors equal, the total phase is 
exactly 180 degrees at a frequency, f  1/2:7 \/(6CR) 
and the output voltage is exactly 1/29th of the input. 

Cl C1 

(a) 

(b) 

C3 

Fig. 13.3(a). 180 degree phase shift network (b) three-
section Dippy oscillator. 

To turn this network into an oscillator, the output 
is fed into a common emitter amplifier (which always 
shifts by 180 degrees) with a gain of 29, see Fig. 
13-3b. Since the total shift is 360 degrees the feed-
back is positive with PA  1, so the circuit will 
oscillate. 

13.4 PULSE CIRCUITRY 

To generate or use the strange waveforms shown 
in Fig. 13.1a it is necessary to operate transistors 
under rather extreme conditions. In fact we depart 
from the delicately adjusted base bias (which was 
found to be essential in signal amplifiers) and launch 
into a kind of "all or nothing" world. 
A transistor is used as an electronic switch, 

either conducting heavily or not conducting at all. The 
input to the base is no longer a "signal" (in the 
sense that it requires amplification); instead it is 
merely a trigger to change the transistor over from 
on to off or vice versa. Fig. 13.4a shows a circuit with 
an actual switch in the base circuit and Fig. 13.4b 
and c shows the output voltage distribution with 
switch on and off. One might ask of course why 
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THE WEIN-BRIDGE OSCILLATOR 
There is a network called a Wein-Bridge, see 

Fig. 13.3c with the following properties: 
At a frequency given by f = 1/2.77CR the output 

voltage is exactly in phase with the input (zero phase 
shift) and is exactly one third of it in voltage. 
To turn this network into an oscillator, the 

amplifier must have a gain of 3 and must have zero 
phase shift. This is achieved in the circuit of Fig. 
13.3d by using two common emitter stages which 
brings the final collector output in phase. 
The feedback loop is therefore positive and 

oscillatory. 
The proof of the operations is rather difficult and 

demands a little more] notation fiddling than we had 
space for last time! 

LRI CI V IN 
T cz 

(c) 

R21 VOUT IN PHASE I 

(d) 

Fig. 13.3(c). A Wien bridge zero degree network and 
(d) the Wein bridge oscillator. 

couldn't the switch itself be used to change the 
output volts from zero to 6 volts—why have the 
transistor at all? 
A glance at the figures however (plus a bit of 

Ohm's law) will reveal that a small current in the 
switch circuit "turns on" a much larger current 
through the output circuit. 
With such circuits, we arrange the values such 

that when the transistor is "on" it is in saturation. 
This means that heavy current flows through Rc 
and the voltage drop across it leaves the poor tran-
sistor almost voltless! It just can't pass any more 
current even if we increase the base current by 
lowering RB. 
In saturation, although we may have a twinge of 
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6V +6V 

RC 

VOUT 

+6V 

— 
AL MOST 
6 VOLTS 

AL MOST 
ZERO VOLTS 

NO 
CURRENT 
F LOW 

ZERO 
VOLTS 

(c) 

Fig. 13.4(a). A simple electronic switch (6) output is 
high due to no collector current (c) output low due to 
heavy collector current (d) a simple solid state lamp 

switch. 

pity for the transistor, it is quite happy and relatively 
cold, because although it is passing a very heavy 
current, the voltage across it is very small. 
Since heat is proportional to power (which is 

13.5 PULSE TRIGGERING 

The base can be switched on or off by a pulse 
from some other circuit as shown in Figs. 13.5a and b. 
If RB is returned to ground, the transistor is off and 
the output is high in the "resting" condition. The 
input pulse jerks the base upwards, the transistor is 
then on and the output goes low. The terms "high" 

+ 

IN P'J --

0 — 

Fig. 13.5a. Input pulse momentarily switches on 
transistor. 

volts times amps) the high current is cancelled by a 
low voltage. In the case of a BC107 the saturation 
voltage at 60mA collector current is less than 0-1 
volt which would mean a power in the transistor of 
0.1V x 60mA  6 milliwatts. 
We must learn how to design such a switch circuit 

because a large slice of electronics is devoted to 
its application. We will take as our example the lamp 
circuit of Fig. 13.4d. Suppose it is a small pea-lamp 
(like the two on the Circuit Deck) rated 6V 60mA. 
The battery must therefore be 6 volts and the 

transistor when in saturation must be capable of 
passing 0-06 amps (60mA). We shall use one of our 
BC107's with its "typical" hFE value of 200. 
Now we come to a rule of thumb applicable in a 

rough way to switch design: To ensure saturation 
assume the hFE  is only a tenth of its normal value. 
Thus we take hFE  as 20, which means we require 

a base current of about 60mA/20 = 3mA. 
Now the voltage across RB is about (6 — 0-6) 

volts = 5.4 volts, but in crude switch circuits who 
cares about such accuracy? Lets say 6 volts and 
forget the 0-6 altogether—don't be horrified because 
even expert designers take such short cuts when 
they know it is safe to do so. This makes RB = 6 
volts/3mA = 2 kilohms. Notice the lamp is behaving 
as a 100 ohm resistor which makes Fig. 13.4d identical 
with Fig. 13.4a. (What a coincidence!) 
One word of warning about the rule of thumb 

above. There is a limit imposed by the manufacturers 
on the maximum allowed base current so the "divide 
hFE  by 10" rule must always be subject to this limit. 

and "low" are often used to describe the output 
voltage state when it is unnecessary to state actual 
voltages. 
If RB is returned to + Vcc, the resting state is on 

and the output is low. The negative going trigger 
pulse temporarily reverses the state. 

Fig. 13.5b. Input pulse momentarily switches transistor 
off. 

TEACH-IN '76 EXPERI MENTS AND EXERCISES 

EXPERIMENT I3A 
To demonstrate saturation and relaxation. 

PROCEDURE 
Saturation 
Assemble the components on the Circuit Deck as 
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shown in 13A.1, leaving Si in the off position and the 
25 kilohm potentiometer set to minimum resistance. 
The lamp should be glowing reasonably well 

because the transistor should be deep in saturation 
(there is only the 1 kilohm resistor left in the base 
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circuit). Measure the voltage across emitter and 
collector to confirm VCE Cat) is about 100m V. 
Rotate the potentiometer slowly and note that even 

with maximum resistance the lamp is almost as 
bright although probably (depending on your speci-
men) the transistor is coming out of saturation. 

Relaxation 
Rotate the potentiometer to maximum resistance 

and close Si. The lamp should extinguish and will 
remain off for a time approaching 20 seconds when it 
will mysteriously come on again. This will happen 
each time you open the switch and immediately close 
it again. The off time can be shortened by reducing 
the potentiometer resistance. 

Fig. 13A1. Theoretical circuit and physical layout of 
components for experimental 13A. 

Explanation 
With Si open, plate B is at +4-5V and plate A is 

about 0.6V. The voltage across the capacitor is 
therefore 3.9 volts. When Si is initially closed, plate 
B drops downwards to zero volts, i.e. a drop of 4.5 
volts. A capacitor cannot instantly loose its voltage 
so plate A also drops 4.5 volts downwards, i.e., 
from +6 volts to —3.9 volts! 
This means the base of the transistor is cut-off, 

a state of affairs which lasts for as long as it takes 
plate A to struggle up from a negative value back to 
the normal testing  position at 0.6 volts. This 
"struggle" depends on the time constant of Cl and 

the total resistance in the base circuit. 
If we assume that the total voltage to which the 

base is aiming is the battery +4.5V, then the time is 
about 0.7CR. With a total resistance of 26 kilohms, 
the time would be 1000 ,i/F x 26ki2 x 0.7=. 18.2 seconds. 
The 100 ohm resistor would have negligible effects 

on the calculation and is included only to protect 
the battery when Si is closed. Remember, however, 
that 4.5 volts/100 ohms drains 45mA from your 
batteries all the time Si is closed and it would be 
wise to increase the resistor to 470 ohms if you 
intend to repeat this experiment ad nauseam. 

EXERCISES 

13.1 An amplifier has a gain A of 2000. What 
percentage positive feedback will ensure oscilla-
tion? 

13.2 A three-section Dippy oscillator using 10 
kilohm resistors and 0.01 microfarad capacitors 
in the feedback network. What is the oscillation 
frequency? 

13.3 A wien bridge network has 100 kilohm 
resistors and 0.01 microfarad capacitors. What 
would be its frequency if part of an oscillator? 

13.4 The "Q" terminal of a bistable is low. What 
happens if a pulse to reset is applied? 

13.5 An  astable  multivibrator  has  coupling 
capacitors of 0.1 microfarads and base resistors 
of 10 kilohms. What is the oscillation frequency? 

Answers 

.3aplide zpaq 228 s•gi  Apealle s! 2! 
asnepaq  ygi  •xoJcIde zpaq 091  vs' 
•xoldde zpaq 09  z•gi itiaa Jad 0.0  I'CI 

PLEASE 
TAKE NOTE 
There is a wire link missing from the physical 

diagram Fig. 2 of the Couples game published in the 
August '76 issue. The switches SI and S2 (Jim and 
Joy) each have an uncommitted tag—these should 
be joined with a length of wire. 

In the Fermentation Indicator September '76 one of 
the sensor leads is shown in the wrong position in 
Fig. 4, page 460. The lead coming from pin 13 of ICI 
should be moved down one strip so that it comes from 
pin 12 as per circuit diagram. 

On page 463 of the September issue, the switch 
specified for Clunk Click Jogger should be a push-to 
break, release-to-make type. 
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CABLE AND WIRELESS LTD. 
IT is now over a year (August 
I 1975 issue) since telecommuni-
cations was discussed in Your 
Career in Electronics. On that 
occasion the employer was the 
Post Office with a virtual mono-
poly of telecommunications within 
the United Kingdom. 
This month we take a look at 

the international telecommunica-
tions business and, in particular, 
Cable and Wireless Ltd. who own 
and manage a number of inter-
continental trunk routes as well 
as  being  shareholders  and 
managers of a number of internal 
telecommunication companies in 
other countries, principally in the 
Caribbean, the Middle East and 
Far East. A career with Cable and 
Wireless will particularly appeal 
to young people keen on work 
overseas. 
Cable and Wireless Ltd. is a 

nationalised corporation owned by 
the British nation through the 
Government. It is run on strictly 
commercial principles and is out-
standing  among  nationalised 
industries in being consistently 
profitable in its overall operations 
although, of course, there are loss-
making sectors in areas where 
traffic is minimal  and yet a 
service has to be maintained in 
the  public  interest  or,  for 
example, where capital invest-
ment for future expansion has 
been made and the extra capacity 
provided has not yet been taken 
up by users. 
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Your Career in 
Electronics 
HISTORY 
Cable  and  Wireless  has  a 

distinguished history, pre-dating 
even the Post Office in telecom-
munications although not in postal 
services. It all started with a com-
pany formed on May 18, 1868, 
called the Anglo-Mediterranean 
Telegraph Company Ltd. It was 
at the beginning of the age of 
instant  world  communications. 
Today it takes some effort to 

imagine the impact of the early 
electric telegraph. In 1866 when 
the first transatlantic telephone 
cable was laid, news and messages 
which had previously taken 12 
days by sea could now be received 
by wire in minutes by Morse code. 
Samuel F. B. Morse, by the way, 

was one of the early electrical 
hobbyists, his normal occupation 
being portrait painting and his 
"contraption"  was  considered 
absurd when first proposed, a fate 
shared by most innovators. 
The early impetus for a tele-

graph link from Britain to India 
came from the Indian Mutiny in 
May 1857. Nobody at home knew 
about the event until it was over 
and when the news eventually 
broke the nation was shocked at 

A student from the Cayman Islands, 
operating a submarine cable test set at 
Porthcurno. 

by Peter Verwig 

the massacres carried out by both 
sides. A telegraph link to India, 
then the "jewel" in the crown of 
the British Empire, would clearly 
be of enormous value. 
The Anglo-Mediterranean Tele-

graph Company laid a cable be-
tween Malta and Alexandria and 
this was to be the central link. 
The following year the British 
India Submarine Telegraph Com-
pany was formed to lay a cable 
from Bombay to Suez and the 
Falmouth, Gibraltar and Malta 
Telegraph Company would com-
plete the chain to England via 
Gibraltar and Portugal. Signals 
were taken  overland  between 
Suez and Alexandria. 
The final submarine cable link 

to Porthcurno, Cornwall, was com-
pleted in June 1870. The three 
companies were merged in 1872 
to form the Eastern Telegraph 
Company as a single group which 
rapidly expanded the system in 
other directions. 
All the early cable companies 

were formed by men of vision and 
private enterprise. They risked 
their personal fortunes and that 
of investors in pioneering the new 
science of submarine cable tele-
graphy. Each extension led to the 
formation  of  new  companies 
because money had to be raised 
to finance each operation. By 1888 
£40 million of capital had been 
sunk at the bottom of the sea but 
it was earning revenue. 

MERGERS 
Many of the early companies 

were interlocking and it was in-
evitable that they should merge 
into larger units. Thus, we find 
that when Cable and Wireless 
Ltd.  was formed  in  1934 it 
acquired some 28 companies and 
services which had been built up 
over the years. 
In 1945, one of the first acts of 

the newly elected Labour govern-
ment was to eliminate private 
shareholders interests in the over-
seas telecommunication service of 
Great  Britain,  India  and  the 
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Instructot Alan Petts explains line telephoning to three young 
students from Hong Kong. 

Dominions by the acquisition of 
the  shares  by  the respective 
governments. The British govern-
ment acted on the recommenda-
tion of the Commonwealth Tele-
communications Conference which 
had suggested such a course and 
the  "appointed  day"  for  the 
change to public ownership was 
fixed for January 1, 1947. 
In 1950 we find Cable and Wire-

less having lost all its internal 
British operation  to the Post 
Office and a great number of its 
overseas branches had been taken 
over by the local governments 
concerned. But it still retained its 
telegraph  cable  network  of 
155,000 nautical miles and a fleet 
of cable ships. 
Cable and Wireless, though now 

smaller in size, still had a great 
future  and  many  technical 
challenges  ahead.  It was the 
beginning of a great electronics 
era  which  was  to  see  the 
emergence of high capacity sub-
marine cables and the threat of 
competition from communication 
by earth satellite. 
Cable and Wireless had been 

through it all before in the 1920s 
when Marconi had opened up 
Empire Communications by wire-
less using shortwave and beam 
aerials. The new-fangled wireless 
telegraphy was not as reliable as 
cable and suffered from the dis-
advantage that the signals could 
be received by anybody with suit-
able apparatus and was thus not 
private, but it was much cheaper 
to install and run and there was 
considerable  price  cutting  on 
services, to the detriment of the 
cable operators. 
The situation was resolved by 

the acquisition of the communi-
cations business of the wireless 
companies  including  that  of 
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Sate/ ite earth station instructor Dave Boulton in an informal 
session with students from Fiji. 

Marconi's  Wireless  Telegraph 
Company although Marconi's re-
tained its manufacturing assets. 
The two services, cable and wire-
less, were henceforth regarded as 
complementary rather than com-
petitive and the spirit of together-
ness was eventually reflected in 
the new title of Cable and Wire-
less in 1934. 
During the immediate post-war 

years the first priority was further 
development of the cable system 
using co-axial cable and sub-
merged amplifiers (repeaters) to 
maintain signal strength every 
few miles. The first of the new 
Com monwealth links was 
CANTAT from Oban, Scotland, 
to Hampden, Newfoundland, cost-
ing £9 million and providing 80 
speech circuits over 2,000 miles. 
The second, COMPAC, was to 

connect Vancouver, Canada to 
Australia and New Zealand at a 
cost of £28 million and the third, 
SEACOM, would link in Asian 
Commonwealth countries over a 
7,000 mile route at a cost of £23 
million. 

SATELLITES 
In the late 1960s Cable and 

Wireless moved into space com-
munications and today it now has 
a chain of satellite ground ter-
minals as part of its world-wide 
communication system, comple-
mentary to the submarine cable 
network. Early fears that satellite 
communications would kill off the 
cable business did not materialise. 
The enormous growth in inter-

national communications traffic 
during the past ten years has 
ensured the future of both main 
systems plus others, such as radio 
troposcatter and microwave line-

of-sight links where appropriate. 
In fact the latest project of 

Cable and Wireless is the comple-
tion of the longest microwave 
system in the world linking, over 
a distance of 800 miles, the chain 
of twelve islands in the Caribbean 
from Tortola in the north to 
Trinidad in the south. 
In over 100 years of history, in 

peace and in war, Cable and Wire-
less was always a pioneer and 
built up in the first 40 years an 
unchallenged monopoly in world 
communications. Today the com-
pany and its business associates 
are still the world's largest inter-
national  telecommunication 
operators employing more than 
10,000 people in over 50 countries. 

EXPANDING TECHNOLOGY 
Submarine cables is still an 

important part of the business 
and there are six cable-laying and 
repair ships in the Cable and 
Wireless fleet. But the greatest 
expansion in technology in recent  I 
years has been in other telecom-
munications  disciplines.  If we 
look at Hong Kong, one of the 
company's  principal  operating 
centres, we find every form of 
technology employed. 
Two  earth  satellite  stations 

for all types of international 
traffic, including colour TV, to 
destinations either east or west, 
computerised  Telex,  a corn-
puterised switching centre for 
the telegraph service handling 
two million messages a month, 
troposcatter, h.f. and v.h.f. radio 
links, leased circuits for banks 
and airlines which include data 
transmission and message storage, 
and engineering services for the 
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airport. Cable and Wireless even 
runs the computerised tote for 
the race track and the sound sys-
tem for the City Hall. 
It is said that Hong Kong as a 

great trading centre has a com-
munications requirement equal to 
that of the whole of the Australian 
continent. And it is still expanding. 
A new cable, with a capacity of 
1,840 voice circuits is currently 
being laid between Hong Kong 
and  the  Philippines  by  c.s 
Mercury, largest of the C and W 
fleet, and then on to Okinawa by 
a Japanese cable layer. Total cost 
£22 million and Cable and Wire-
less will own 40 per cent of the 
system due for completion next 
year. 
The company's two latest space 

communications installations are 
in the Seychelles and Fiji, both 
inaugurated this year and now in 
full operation. In the Gulf, Cable 
and Wireless has earth satellite 
stations at Bahrain and Dubai 
with a third station at Qatar. New 
Telex systems are being installed 
by the company in the Kingdom 
of Swaziland, and in Iraq. 
Modernisation and expansion of 

services in so many countries pro-
vides  a strong  demand  for 
enthusiastic engineers for design, 
commissioning,  operating  and 
maintaining Cable and Wireless 
installations throughout the world. 
These positions are all of great 
responsibility and challenge and 
engineering entry into the com-
pany is therefore relatively strict 
and selective. But if you've got 
what it takes to work in Cable and 
Wireless the company has all the 
facilities to help you along the 
career path. 

Loading submarine co-axial high-capacity 
cable into one of the three cable tanks in 
C.S. "Mercury". 

TRAINING 

There are four company train-
ing colleges located at Porth-
curno,  Cornwall,  Hong  Kong, 
Bahrain and Barbados. The largest 
and that of most interest to our 
UK readers is at Porthcurno in 
eight buildings on 50 acres of 
Cornish cliffs. Porthcurno was the 
original land terminal for sub-
marine cables into the UK and at 
one time was the entry point for 
14 cables of the British Common-
wealth network totalling 155,000 
miles of ocean cable. 
It was natural that the train-

ing college should be sited where 
the action was and Porthcurno 
has been a training centre for 
more than 100 years. Some of the 
early test equipment is still work-
ing and a popular exhibit with 
students. Porthcurno ceased to be 
a cable terminal in 1970, but some 
of the old cable ends trail away 
on the sea bed for 40 or 50 nautical 
miles and are used to demonstrate 
cable testing techniques. 
About 200 students a year 

attend  Porthcurno  Engineering 
College, most being Cable and 
Wireless staff from the UK and 
overseas. About 100 are under 
instruction at any one time, with 
provision for 80 single students 
in residential accommodation. The 
college  is completely  self-con-
tained with ample leisure and 
sports facilities for off-duty hours. 
As there are 30 lecturers, student 
groups are small, seldom exceed-
ing 16, sometimes at little as one 
person. 
Many of the lecturers have 

recent experience in the field, 
coming into the college for a few 
years, generally not more than 
six, and then returning to their 
normal occupations. Thus, as well 
as the hard core of permanent 
lecturers and administrative staff 
there  is plenty  of  up-to-date 
practical experience available to 
students,  essential  with  ever-
changing technology. 

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS 

If you are without technical 
qualifications there is a long basic 
course of 21 months. The educa-
tional standard required for entry 
is five GCE's minimum including 
'A' level Mathematics and Physics 
or City  and  Guilds  Practical 
Mathematics  and  Engineering 
Science. 

There  is,  however,  some 
flexibility in the mix with, for 
example, the possibility of being 
accepted with one 'A' level in 
Maths or Physics, or five good '0' 
level passes provided they include 
Maths, Physics and English. The 
basic  course  is normally  for 
students in the 17-23 years old 
bracket, age on entry being ip the 
range 17-21. You must be un-
married. 
The basic course will turn you 

into a technician engineer with 
a leaning towards either line or 
radio technology and you will then 
be  posted  overseas  to  gain 
practical field experience in your 
chosen discipline. While overseas 
you are expected to continue 
studying and, if successful, you 
may qualify for advanced train-
ing. If so you are likely to be 
brought home for a term of 14 
weeks at an external technical 
college and then back to Porth-
curno for Advanced Vocational 
Studies, or you may by-pass the 
external  college  if you  have 
passed  the appropriate exams 
overseas by private study. 
Finally, there are Advanced 

Module courses on systems and 
equipment  at  Porthcurno  of 
typically up to six months dura-
tion. Those showing outstanding 
academic and practical  ability 
may be selected for a sandwich 
course leading to B.Sc. 

GRADUATES 

Graduates  in  electrical  and 
electronic engineering by-pass all 
the basic training but depending 
on their experience and company 
requirements will almost certainly 
spend some of their initial service 
on  Advanced  Module  courses 
after an introductory course in 
the company's role in the tele-
communications industry. 
Further training is provided as 

and when necessary during your 
career. Note the insistence on 
adequate training. You may, on 
entry, be an amateur enthusiast 
but you will be a professional 
engineer in the end and have the 
opportunity to climb the manage-
ment ladder if you show organisa-
tional and administrative ability. 
Many of the top managers in 

the  1,000-strong  London  head 
office have been recruited from 
the mobile engineering staff as, 
indeed, have many of the over-
seas managers.  l=1 
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NLY ten years ago, the phrase 
"noise reduction" would have 

meant muffling a noisy machine. 
Now, to anyone even remotely in-
terested in audio, it means some-
thing quite different —to cut down 
on process noise such as tape 
hiss. Unfortunately, in the area 
of noise reduction, as quadra-
phonics, it is only too easy to talk 
about the subject without under-
standing it. What follows in this 
and subsequent months is in-
tended as an aid to understand-
ing the whole area of hifi noise 
reduction. 
Rightly or wrongly, I believe 

that one of the major causes of 
confusion in the area of noise 
reduction is our tendency to talk 
and think of the various systems 
by name rather than by working 
principle.  Spread  between the 
professional  and  amateur  or 
domestic market, the household 
names in noise reduction are 
Burwen, dbx Dolby, DNL and JVC 
ANRS. All are different and all 
are incompatible with each other. 
Often there are several systems 

under the same  brand  name, 
which also are mutually incom-
patible. No one explanation can 
cover all systems, and some are 
as dissimilar as chalk and cheese; 
on the other hand others can be 
regarded as much of a muchness. 
As a deliberate policy, the general 
description that follows as Part I 
refers to no specific noise reduc-
tion system by name. Only when 
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the topic has been understood in 
general terms do the specifics 
make sense. These will be dealt 
with in the subsequent parts. 
All recording and transmission 

processes, be they disc, tape, film 
or radio, introduce their own 
noise. Attempts at reducing this 
"process noise" are almost as old 
as the media themselves and vir-
tually every domestic sound re-
production system, be it hifi or 
lowfi, old or new, already incor-
porates  some  noise  reduction 
circuitry.  Some  parts  of  this 
circuitry function automatically 
and other parts are under manual 
control. 

TONE CONTROLS 

Although the treble tone con-
trol on a radio or amplifier may 
be used to compensate for in-
dividual audio peculiarities of a 
programme source or an environ-
ment in which it is played, the 
main purpose of the treble tone 
control is to enable the listener 
to cut down on high frequency 
noise. 
Turning the control back rolls 

off some of the high frequencies 
reaching the loudspeaker, and in 
so doing reduces the single, most 
irritating noise that encrouches on 
domestic listening—hiss. Hiss of 
course is the high frequency noise 

generated by film grain or the 
oxide particles that coat magnetic 
recording tape, by the material of 
a disc or by electron noise for in-
stance in a radio receiver strain-
ing to pull on a weak station. 
The simplest form of noise re-

duction circuit is thus a filter that 
rolls off whatever area of the fre-
quency range suffers most from 
unwanted noise. The unwanted 
noise may not always be high 
frequency hiss, it may also be 
low frequency hum or mechanical 
rumble noise from a gramophone 
turntable; in the latter case the 
tone control simply rolls off the 
low frequencies. 
Refined noise controls take the 

form of switchable filters which 
are tuned to act in just that area 
where the noise is most notice-
able, rather than simply roll off 
all the top or all the bottom in 
the manner of a conventional 
treble or bass cut control. But 
every passive network of this 
type suffers from the obvious dis-
advantage that in cutting out the 
unwanted noise it inevitably cuts 
out any wanted signal of the same 
frequency. 
To use an analogy, to which we 

shall later return several times, if 
the violins of an orchestra pro-
duce musical notes of the same 
pitch as tape hiss, rolling off the 
hiss noise will roll off some of 
the violin sound as well. Likewise, 
if a string bass produces notes of 
around the same frequency as 
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mains hum, rolling off the hum 
will roll off some of the string 
bass as well. 
Long ago it dawned on en-

gineers that one way round this 
problem was to work out in 
advance which frequencies would 
be reduced at the reproduction 
stage, by the use of tone controls 
and filters, and put a dispropor-
tionately high amount of wanted 
signal on the recording or trans-
mission medium  at these fre-
quencies. Thus when the roll-off 
occurs, the unwanted noise is re-
duced and the wanted signal will 
be reduced, but only back down 
to its original level (i.e. before it 
was artificially boosted prior to 
recording or transmission). 

EQUALISATION 

This  technique  is  called 
equalisation, and it accounts for 
the automatically operating' noise 
reduction  circuitry  which  is 
present in modern audio equip-
ment. Discs, radio broacasts and 
film soundtracks are all equalised 
with pre-emphasis (boost) of some 
frequencies before recording or 
transmission, and equalised again 
with de-emphasis (reduction) of 
those frequencies on playback or 
reception. 
A rather  more  complicated, 

but  nevertheless  comparable, 
situation exists for tape. Because 
pre-emphasis and de-emphasis for 
recording and broadcasting fol-
lows  standard  boost  and  cut 
curves, there is no need for the 
user of the equipment even to 
know that such circuitry is in-
cluded. 
Simple, passive noise reduction 

(with tone controls) is clearly un-
satisfactory, and the success of 
equalisation techniques is limited 
by the restrictions imposed by the 
characteristics of the recording 
and  transmission  medium.  In 
practice there is a very definite 
limit to the extent by which 
noise  prone  frequencies  (both 
high and low) can be boosted be-
fore the recording or transmission 
medium (tape, disc, film or radio 
wave)  is over-modulated.  The 
signal either clips or distorts and 
the  final  result  on  playback 
sounds far worse than it would 
with a little extra noise. 
To  illustrate  the  problem 

already mentioned, Fig. 1.1 shows, 
in highly schematic form how an 
original sound signal may have a 
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Figs. 1.1 to 1.10 illustrating boost and cut techniques at various frequencies. 

notionally equal amount of low 
and high frequencies. When it is 
reproduced, the low and high 
frequency ends can be passively 
rolled off (Fig. 1.2) to reduce hum 
and hiss but, with it, useful pro-
gramme material. So, as shown in 
Fig. 1.3, the original signal can be 
boosted at its low and high fre-
quency ends, so that rolling off 
theoretically returns it to normal 
(Fig. 1.4). But, as shown in Fig. 1.5, 
it may be impossible to record or 
transmit the low and high fre-
quencies if they are boosted too 
high, so they are clipped off and 
on playback (Fig. 1.6) sound dis-
torted. 

DYNAMIC FILTER 

Turning now to noise reduction 
systems that are used in addition 
to the standard practices des-
cribed above, it is logical to refer 
first  to  the  dynamic  filter 
approach. In many respects a 
dynamic filter or "noise gate" 
may be regarded as a manual 

tone control which is continually 
operated by an automatic and un-
seen hand. At first sight, this 
seems a clumsy approach, and it 
is certainly far from perfect; but 
with sophistication it can give 
surprisingly  effective  results. 
thanks to a peculiarity of the 
human ear. 
Take a blank cassette, and play 

it on a cassette machine without 
any  noise  reduction  facility 
switched in. Note the volume 
level  and  listen  to the  hiss 
through the loudspeakers, caused 
mainly by the random aggrega-
tion of the oxide particles in the 
tape coating moving past the play-
back head. Now record a musical 
passage with loud and soft pas-
sages on the tape, and replay it 
at the original volume setting. 
Whereas the hiss level sounded 
loud when the tape was blank and 
still sounds  loud  in the soft 
musical passages, it will sound 
virtually unnoticeable when loud 
music is recorded on the tape. 
The hiss is of course still there, 

but it is drowned out, or masked, 
by the music. Thus a dynamic 
noise  filter  passes  high  level 
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The Pioneer CT 4141 cassette tape deck with Dolby circuitry. 

signals through its circuitry with-
out any effect on them whatso-
ever. But when the signal drops 
in level, the circuitry detects this 
and brings into operation a treble 
filter which progressively rolls off 
the high frequencies. In this way 
the hiss is reduced just when it 
would start to become noticeable 
(because it is no longer being 
drowned by the music) and as the 
music rises in level again the 
filter is taken out of operation. 
It is easy to see how difficulties 

can arise with the unsophisticated 
adoption of this basic approach. If 
the circuitry senses the overall 
level of the signal present, regard-
less of its frequency content, the 
presence of a thumping bass will 
bring the high frequency filter 
into and out of operation. Thus 
the sound of tape hiss will be 
"modulated," or come-and-go, in 
time with the bass notes, to pro-
duce highly noticeable breathing 
sounds. Also, no system can have 
instantaneous attack and decay so 
the operation of the filter will 
always lag slightly behind the 
signal that is controlling it. 
Furthermore, the circuitry can-

not be expected to distinguish 
between musical sounds in the 
high frequency range (such as 
violins) and unwanted high fre-
quency noise (such as tape hiss). 
The latter problem becomes acute 
when the violins play quietly. 
perhaps producing only a little 
more high frequency sound than 
the tape itself. 
To clarify this, Fig. 1.7 schemati-

cally shows an audio signal which 
is equally loud over its whole fre-
quency range and this passes un-
affected through a dynamic noise 
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filter; Fig. 1.8 shows a signal which 
is equally quiet over its whole 
range and which, as shown in Fig. 
1.9, will have its high frequencies 
rolled off when it passes through 
a simple dynamic filter. 
So far, so good, but see now 

Fig. 1.10 which shows a signal that 
is loud in its bass end with vir-
tually no high frequency content. 
If such a signal pulsates (as with 
bass notes), it will cause the 
modulation of tape noise in a 
simple dynamic filter, by pulsing 
the filter circuit into and out of 
operation and making the sound 
of tape hiss come, and go or 
breathe in time with the pulses. 
Various sophistications of the 

basic idea are adopted in modern 
circuitry. Usually these involve 
sensing the high and low fre-
quency  content of the signal 
separately and filtering only when 
appropriate to avoid modulation 
and breathing. 

COMPRESSION 

Many years ago, it was realised 
that one method of reducing 
noise (other than by gating or 
equalisation with pre- and de-
emphasis) was to ensure that no 
low level signals need ever be 
handled by the recording or trans-
mission medium. 
Consider the notional example 

of a piece of classical music with 
a wide dynamic range, in other 
words, continuous variation be-
tween very quiet musical sounds 
and very loud musical sounds. If 

this music is recorded or trans-
mitted in its virgin state, the 
quietest sounds may well end up 
merging with the hiss or hum 
process noise of the medium and 
thus be lost on reproduction. If. 
on the other hand, the dynamic 
range of the music is compressed, 
so that the quieter sounds seem 
louder and the louder sounds 
seem quieter, then there will be 
no sounds so quiet that they get 
lost in amongst the process noise. 
By hi-fl standards the result is 

unacceptable because the final 
sound is unreal; but it is a com-
promise adopted in the recording 
industry (for pop singles) and in 
broadcasting (e.g. on Radio One). 
where it is considered more im-
portant to have an overall meaty 
signal level which always rises 
above the background noise than 
it is to have realistic dynamic 
range. 
Compression is best understood 

with reference to Fig. 1.11 and 1.12. 
In Fig. 1.11 the constant straight-
slope transfer characteristic of a 
theoretically perfect recording or 
transmission  chain  is  shown. 
Whatever level signal is fed in at 
one end (at levels A, B, C), an 
exactly equivalent level signal 
will be fed out again at the other 
end (a, b, c). However, with the 
non-constant compression charac-
teristic of Fig. 1.12, the same 
signals (A, B, C) fed in will 
produce an output of signals a, 
b, c, with a squashed dynamic 
range, so that there is an un-
naturally reduced difference in 
their relative levels. 

EXPANSION 

Just as it is old to compress the 
dynamic range of signals in this 
manner, so it is equally old to 
expand signals, to produce an un-
naturally large dynamic range. 
Expansion works in exactly the 
mirror-image fashion of compres-
sion. As shown in Fig. 1.13, when 
the signals of level A, B, C are fed 
in they emerge with an exag-
gerated difference in level, a, b, c. 
Immediately a possible solution 
to extra noise reduction becomes 
obvious. 
If a signal is compressed in a 

compressor when it is recorded or 
transmitted it will have a better 
chance of emerging unscathed by 
noise when it is reproduced; but 
of course it will be distorted in 
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LINEAR TRANSFER 

Fig. 1.11 Linear transfer. 

dynamic range. If, however, the 
compressed signal is fed through 
a mirror-image expander at the 
reproduction stage, it will remain 
unscathed by noise but have its 
original  dynamic  range  rein 
stated. 
This is exactly how the so-

called  compandor  (compressor-
expander)  system  of  noise 
reduction works. The compandor 
concept dates back to well before 
the War, and it has long been a 
useful answer to the problem of 
noise in telephone line and other 
circuits, where high fidelity is not 
of prime importance. There are. 
however, inherent difficulties in 
compandor systems which have 
always stood in the way of then 
adoption in high fidelity systems. 
One problem is that of over-

shoot. Both the compressor and 
the expander must incorporate 
circuitry which senses the level of 
the signal being processed and 
alters the characteristics of the 
circuit to  boost  or  reduce  it 
according to the governing com-
press or expand  characteristic 
But no circuitry can operate in-
stantaneously, and some signals 
may pass (or at least start to 
pass) through the circuitry at too 
high level. The recording or trans-
mission medium (the tape, film or 
disc recorder or the radio trans-
mitter) may be unable to handle 
the excessive signal or transient. 
and will over-modulate, perhaps 
simply clipping it off. 
As  anyone  who  has  over-

recorded on tape will know, once 
distortion such as clipping has 
been introduced it can never be 
removed. Another problem with 
the  basic  compandor  parallels 
that  encountered  with  active 
noise filters. The compandor must 
in mirror image fashion follow or 
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Fig. 1.12 Compression transfer. 

COMPRESSION TRANSFER 

"track" the action of the com-
pressor to restore the compressed 
signal to its original form. If the 
signal varies rapidly in overall 
level, there may be mis-tracking. 
Moreover, if a loud signal at one 
pitch range comes and goes it may 
cause modulation of another, such 
as  tape  noise,  with  resultant 
breathing sounds.  Furthermore, 
any error that is induced into the 
signal by the compressor, for in-
stance  any  unintentional exag-
geration of one frequency with re-
spect to another, will be further 
exaggerated in the expander. 
Over recent years, different re-

searchers have adopted different 
approaches to curing or circum-
navigating the problems inherent 
in compandor systems. One line 
of approach has been to doctor 
or "weight" the frequency re-
sponse of the compandor, for in-

EXPANSION 
TRANSFER 

Fig. 1.13 Expansion transfer. 

stance by adding high frequenc) 
pre-emphasis (artificial boasting of 
all high notes) during compres-
sion,  with  mirror-image  de-
emphasis or de-boosting on expan-
sion. This is intended to minimise 
tape modulation noise and reduce 
distortion problems. 
Also the sensing circuitry of 

the compressor and expander has 
been refined to a considerable 
extent, to make its action fast 
enough to be inaudible but not so 
fast  as  to  introduce  audible 
transient distortion. Furthermore, 
complex  filtering  arrangements 
are adopted in an effort to pre-
vent the change in level of one 
frequency in the signal modulat-
ing the system in its handling of 
another,  quite  different.  fre-
quency. 

Next month a simple compandor and 
details of various systems. 

The Grundig CN700 stereo recorder which incorporates a dynamic noise limiter. 
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ONE-TRANSISTOR 
RADIO By R.A.PENFOLD 

Can receive many stations. 
C VEN  though this simple re-
ceiver uses just one transistor, 

it is capable of receiving several 
stations on the m.w. band at a 
reasonable volume from a crystal 
earphone.  The  prototype  can 
receive BBC Radios 1, 3, and 4, 
plus the World Service of the 
BBC and a couple of pop pirate 
stations. It should also receive 
BBC m.w. local radio stations in 
areas where these are in opera-
tion. 
Since the receiver uses so few 

parts, construction is very simple 
and straight forward and the 
design is also very inexpensive to 
build. The current consumption 
of the set is extremely low, being 
about 400 microamps, and this 
gives many months of operation 
at low cost from a PP3 battery. 

HOW IT WORKS 
A complete circuit diagram of 

the receiver is shown in Fig 1. 

Operation of the circuit is as 
follows: Li is the ferrite aerial 
coil, and it is this which picks up 
the radio signals and produces 
small electrical signals from them. 
Capacitor Cl is the tuning capaci-
tor, and this enables Li to cover 
the entire m.w. band, permitting 
the desired transmission to be 
received  while  all others  are 
rejected. This type of circuit is 
known as a parallel tuned circuit. 
Capacitor C2 also forms part of 
this  tuned  circuit,  and  it is 
adjusted to give correct frequency 
coverage of the m.w. band. 
The electrical signals developed 

across Ll are at a fairly high 
impedance, and cannot be suc-
oPcsfully fed direct into the base 
of TR1, with its rather low input 
impedance. The signal is there-
fore fed from a low impedance 
tap on Ll. This tap is coupled to 
earth at r.f. by C3, which provides 
d.c. blocking, and the lower end 
of LI couples to the base of 

Transistor TR1 operates as a 
high gain common emitter r.f. 
amplifier having L2 as its collec-
tor load, and RI as its base bias 
resistor. The positive supply is 
fed to the circuit via R2 and C5 
which operate as  an r.f. de-
coupling network. 
The  amplified  radio  signals 

appear at the collector of TR1, 
and are fed via C4 to D1, which 
is an ordinary diode detector. The 
r.f. half cycles appearing at the 
output of DI are smoothed to a 
small d.c. bias by C3, and this 
leaves only the audio signal. This 
is fed via the lower part of Li 
to the base of TR1. 
Now TR1 operates as a high 

gain  common  emitter  audio 
amplifier. Coil L2 has a very low 
impedance at audio frequencies (a 

Fig. I. The circuit diagram of the One Transistor Radio. 

•  

L 

m14( 1•124. 

77,  772 
235pF  15pF 

I a) 

c=. 

,Cr( 
(SEE TEXT) 

DI 
0A91 c> 

C4 22 nF 

6-8M12 

TR1 
PC169C 

R2 12 klI  Si 

c5 
nF 

• 

PL1 

SKI TL1 
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few ohms), and so at r.f. R2 is in 
eflect connected straight to TR1 
collector. Equally, C5 has a very 
high impedance at a.f., and so it 
can be ignored. R2 thus becomes 
the collector load for TR1 at a.f., 
and the amplified audio signal is 
developed across it. From here it 
is fed to SKI, and then to the 
earphone.  Switch  SI  is the 
ordinary on/off switch. 

REGENERATION 
From this description it will be 

seen that TEl is used to amplify 
the signal twice, first at r.f., and 
then after detection it amplifies 
it at a.f. This process is known 
as reflexing. 
It is also possible to make TEl 

amplify some of the signal twice 
while it is at r.f. This is known 
as  regeneration  and  is  the 
purpose of C6, which is a very 
low value capacitor. This sends 
some of the amplified r.f. signal at 
the collector of TEl back to the 
aerial, from where it is coupled 
back to the base of TEl for ampli-
fication for a second time. This 
produces a very worthwhile in-
crease in gain, and also increases 
the selectivity of the receiver (its 
ability to select just one station 
where there are two or more 
close together). 
The level of regeneration must 

be carefully controlled though, as 
if too much is applied to the 
circuit the circuit will break into 
oscillation, and proper reception 
will not be possible. 

FERRITE AERIAL 
The  ferrite  aerial  is home 

made, and is wound using approx. 
34 s.w.g.  enamelled  or  d.c.c. 
copper wire on a 50mm x lOmm 
ferrite rod (see Fig. 2). 
If a rod of about the correct 

length cannot be obtained (see 
Shop Talk), then one can be 
broken from a longer rod. Use 
one corner of a triangular file to 
cut a groove around the circtun-
ference of the rod at the place 
where it is to be broken. It can 
then be easily broken over the 
edge of a workbench at this point. 
The winding starts lOmm from 

one end of the rod, and the wire 
is taped to the rod with a narrow 
band of insulation tape. Leave a 
leadout about 75mm long. Then 
carefully wind 70 turns of wire 
around the rod, making sure that 
the turns run neatly side by side 
down the rod. Space the turns as 
closely as possible. 
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SOLDER LEAD TO 
TWISTED LOOP 

70 TURNS 10TURNS 

80 TURNS 

INSULATION TAPE TO SECURE WINDING 

Fig. 2. Winding details 

After  70  turns  have  been 
wound, throw up a small loop in 
the wire, as shown in the diagram, 
and then add a further ten turns 
in the same manner as before. 
Another band of insulation tape 
is used to hold the end of the 
winding in place, and a 75mm 
leadout is left. 
The insulation is stripped from 

the loop of wire, and an insulated 
lead is soldered to the loop. A 
further band of insulation tape 
(omitted from the diagram for 
clarity) is then wound around the 
tapping to prevent the coil from 
unwinding at this point. 

CASE DRILLING 
A ready made plastic case is 

used to house the receiver. This 
has a front panel, on which the 
unit is built, and a moulded outer 
casing onto which the front panel 
is screwed. Any case similar to 
that specified can of course be 
used, provided it is made from a 
non-metallic material. 
It is strongly recommended 

that the general layout employed 

for the ferrite coil. 

FOR 
GUIDANCE 
ONLY  • 0• 

.• 
ESTIMATED COST 
OF COMPONENTS 
excluding VAT. 

£2.50 
excluding case 

on the prototype, and which can 
be seen in the accompanying 
photographs,  is  adhered  to. 
Deviating from this may cause a 
loss of performance, or even in-
stability. 
Capacitor Cl requires two short 

(approximately 6mm long) 6BA 
countersunk  mounting  screws. 
These should not be allowed to 
penetrate so tar into the frame 
of CI that they foul either its 
moving or fixed vanes. If the 

Components 

Resistors 
RI  6.8Mil 
R2  12kfl 

± 10% carbon 

Capacitors 
Cl 
C2 
C3 
C4 
C5 

235pf variable (165pf+70pf in parallel or similar) 
trimmers fitted to Cl—see text 
lOnf disc ceramic 
22nf type C280 
lOnf disc ceramic 

Semiconductors 
TR I  BC169C silicon npn 
DI  0A91 germanium diode 

Miscellaneous 
TLI  crystal earpiece with lead and plug  See page 512 
SKI  socket to suit TL I 
BI  PP3 battery and connector 
LI  Ferrite rod 35mm long lOmm diameter and wire for coil—see text 
L2  10mH ferrite cored choke 
SI  d.p.d.t. slide switch (only one pole needed—see text). 
Plastic or wood case approximately 100 x 70 x 50mm; control knob; 0.15 
inch matrix Veroboard 7 strips 13 holes; connecting wire; 6BA fixings etc. 

 1 

gehoR 
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TWO CASE TYPES 
FOR TRI VIEWED 
FROM UNDERSIDE 

DIRECTION 
OF COPPER 
STRIPS NO 
BREAKS ON 
UNDERSIDE 

Fig. 3. Layout of the components on the wiring board and inter-connection details. 

screws are a little too long, fit 
washers over them between the 
front of Cl and the front of the 
case, to lessen their penetration. 

WIRING 

All the small components are 
mounted on  a 0.15in  matrix 
stripboard panel having 13 holes 
by 7 copper strips. 
When a board of the required 

size has been cut out using a 
hacksaw,  the  components  are 
inounted on the board and con-
nected in the positions shown in 
Fig. 3. This diagram also shows 
all  the  other  wiring  of  the 
receiver. All the connecting leads 
are made of thin insulated wire, 
except  the  two  short  wire 

supports for the component panel. 
These are made from a fairly 
heavy  guage  wire  (about  14 
s.w.g.), and for ease of construc-
tion should be the last connec-
tions to be made. They are used 
to secure the panel to a couple of 
spare tags on Si. 
Capacitor C6 is home made by 

twisting together a couple of 
pieces  of  single  strand  (for 
rigidity) insulated wire, as shown 
in the diagram. 
The capacitor specified for Cl 

has built in trimmers (C2) which 
must be fully screwed down to 
give  the  correct  frequency 
coverage. If a different type of 
component is used and it is not 
fitted with trimmers, then a 15pf 

Photograph of the proto-
type showing layout of 
components and board on 
lid of case. 

polystyrene capacitor should be 
connected across Cl in place of 
these. Note that Cl has two 
sections and that these are con-
nected in parallel to obtain the 
required capacitance swing. 
The ferrite aerial is glued in 

position using Bostik No. 1 or a 
similar adhesive. There is a space 
for the battery inside the case 
behind Si and SKI. 

ADJUSTMENT 

Before connecting the battery 
and earphone, and switching on, 
carefully check the wiring for 
mistakes, and correct any that 
are found. 
When all is well, switch the set 

on and rotate the control knob of 
CI to search for a station. If 
whistles are heard as the tuning 
knob is turned, try slightly un-
twisting the two wires forming 
C6. If no whistles are evident, 
then the effect of twisting the 
two wires more tightly together 
can be tried. 
For best results the two wires 

are twisted together as much as 
is possible without a whistle being 
produced as the set is tuned 
across a station, on any part of 
the waveband. 
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CLEAR SKY 
INDICATOR 
For the amateur astrcnomer—an "elec-
tronic eye" to watch a selected area of the 
sky and provide a remote indication when 
no clouds obscure the view. 

Scratch and Rumble 
FILTER 

Get rid of those unwanted noises from old, worn or poor 
quality records; reduce mechanical noise from the deck or 
use this stereo filter with a cassette deck to reduce tape hiss. 

Plus... 
Enlarger EXPOSURE TIMER 
... 2 more STARTERS 

and Doing it Digitally Part 2 

Make sure of your copy, place a regular order with your newsagent. On sale Friday October 15 

everyday 
electronics 
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mob" trot  ... 
By 0.N. Bishop 

I of a new s 

ding an introdu 

r revision of, di 

T HIS seems describes some of 
I the things that can be done 
with digital integrated circuits; it 
does not go into the theory of 
how they work, but tells what 
they can do and how they can 
be made to do it. 
Digital circuits are the building 

blocks of computer systems and 
many types of automatic control. 
They can also be used in the 
home for all kinds of things, some 
useful and some just amusing. 
Because of the very large de-

mands of the computer industry, 
digital integrated circuits (or i.c.s 
as they will be called from now 
on) are cheap and getting cheaper. 
No special knowledge of i.c.s, 

computers, electricity or mathe-
matics is needed to be able to 
build the projects described in 
this series. What knowledge is 
needed can be learnt from experi-
ence as the series progresses. 
The circuits used in the series 

require only the cheapest and 
most  readily  available  compo-
nents and most of the components 
bought will be used over and over 
again for building up different 
projects. When the experiment-
ing is over these same compo-
nents can be built into perma-
nently useful devices. 
The series has been written to 

do two things: to give clear in-
structions on making a large num-
ber of useful or interesting de-
vices using i.c.s; and to provide 
a basic understanding of what 
can be done with i.c.s so that the 
reader can design and build de-
vices of his own. 

DIODE GATES 

Before we look at integrated 
circuits it would be as well to 

familiarise ourselves with simple 
logic gates using basic compo-
nents such as resistors, diodes 
and transistors. 
A diode is a two-terminal de-

vice which lets current flow easily 
in one direction but not in the 
other. There is a special type of 
diode called a "light emitting 
diode" which gives out light when 
current is flowing forward through 
it. 
Both diodes and light emitting 

diodes used in this series can only 
carry quite a low current and for 
this reason a resistor must be 
placed in series with them to limit 
the current they carry. 
For the first experiment five 

components are necessary: a 6V 
battery; two small silicon diodes; 
a 560 ohm resistor and a light 
emitting diode. 
The circuit diagram of Fig. 1.1a 

shows how the five components 
are connected and Fig.1.1b indi-
cates the physical arrangement. 
Note the markings on the diodes 
and the lead identification of the 
1.e.d. These must be as shown 
or the circuit will not perform 
properly. 
Now for the experiment. 
When neither of the diodes is 

connected to the positive termi-
nal of the battery does the 1.e.d. 
light? 
Touch the free end of one of 

the diodes to the positive. Does 
the 1.e.d. light? 
Touch the other diode to the 

positive terminal. Does the lamp 
light? 
Finally touch both free ends to 

the terminal. What happens to 
the 1.e.d. now? 
The results obtained should look 

like this: 
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— 1 

RI 56012 

lal 

CURRENT 
FLOW 

lb) 

Fig. 1.1 A simple gate using two diodes. (a) shows the circuit diagram and (b) the 
physical layout 

With no diode connected 
Lamp not alight 

With one diode connected 
Lamp alight 

With other diode connected 
Lamp alight 

With both diodes connected 
Lamp alight 

To put it more simply: 
If one OR  the other OR  both 
diodes are connected, the lamp 
lights. Connected any other way, 
the lamp does not light. 

PROBLEM SOLVING 
This circuit could be used to 

solve a very simple logical prob-
lem: Suppose a person likes to go 
to the cinema whenever there is 
a thriller showing and he also 
likes to go on Fridays whether 
the film is a thriller or not—just 
for the sake of a weekend treat. 
His  preferences  could be ex-
pressed as "he goes to the cinema 
if the film is a thriller OR if the 
day is Friday OR if the film is a 
thriller and the day is Friday, 
otherwise he does not go". 
Connect one diode when there 

is a thriller and the other when 
it is Friday, the lamp will light 
when he should go to the cinema. 
A very simple problem and one 

that really did not need a circuit 
to solve it—but then this is a very 
simple circuit. 

THE "OR" GATE 
The  circuit  is one  of  the 

simplest logical circuits —it solves 
problems involving the term "or". 
If two events are possible (such 
as the film being a thriller and 
the day being Friday, or one or 
the other diode touching the bat-
tery terminal) then the lamp will 
light  when  either  one  event 
occurs OR the other OR both. It 

will stay out when neither event 
occurs (the film is a western and 
the day Wednesday). 
The circuit of Fig. 1.1 really 

consists of two parts: one part 
is made up of diodes and per-
forms the OR logic—this part is 
called the OR gate; thel.e.d. and the 
560 ohm resistor were merely there 
to indicate the state of the gate— 

NEITHER 
(a) 

OR THE OTHER____ 
(c) 

whether it was open or closed. 
Other ways of indicating the state 
of the gate could have been used, 
such as a voltmeter as shown in 
Fig.1.2. 
In Fig. 1.2 parts of the circuit 

which are at or near the voltage 
of the positive terminal of the 
battery are shaded. These parts 
are said to have a "high" poten-
tial. Relatively speaking, the rest 
of the circuit is at a "low" poten-
tial. 
If a voltmeter reading up to six 

volts is available these results can 
be verified. 
The four diagrams can be sum-

marised by making out a table 
to show which parts of the cir-
cuit are high and which parts low. 
Write H for high and L for low. 
The results are shown in Table 1.1. 
This kind of table is called a 

"truth table". It shows the output 
of the OR gate for all possible 
inputs—all  possible  ways  the 
diodes could be connected. 
This OR gate is the simplest one 

to construct and it has been des-

ONE____ (b) 

OR BOTH 
(d) 

Fig. 1.2 The four states that the circuit of Fig. 1.1 can take. The shaded 
indicate parts of the circuit which are "high" 

Table 1.1. Truth Table of Fig. 1.2 

Inputs 
Diode I  Diode 2 

Output 

wires 
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"Components 
Resistors 
!son 
1500 
5600 
IOW 

pni 

iv"y' 

(4 off) 
(I off) 
(1 off) i• all ± 
(2 off)  I 
(2 off) J 

Semiconductors 
IN914 or similar silicon diodes 
TIL209 or similar I.e.d. 
2N2926 silicon npn transistors 
SN7402 quad 2 input NOR gate 
SN7400 quad 2 input NAND gate 
SN7473 dual J-K bistable 
SN7493 4-bit binary counter 

Miscellaneous 
1-5V, HP7 batteries (4 off) with holder to make 6V battery with connector 
0. I inch matrix Veroboard 36 strips by 50 holes (I off) 
Soldercon pins (200 off) 
High impedance (crystal) earpiece (I off) 
BOO approx 60mm moving coil speaker (I off) 
Ika carbon potentiometer (log) (I off) 
Connecting wire—single strand-300mm lengths various colours (4 off) 

Capacitors 
0.10F polyester 
1pF elect. I6V 

470/4F elect. 16V 

(4 off) 
(4 off) 
(2 off) 
(I off) 
(I off) 
(I off) 
(I off) 

(2 off) 
(2 off) 
(2 off) 

See 

Shop 
Tali( 
Page 512 

cribed in detail to show how elec-
tronic components can be con-
nected to solve logical problems. 
Usually, many more gates are 

needed to solve the sort of prob-
lems encountered in normal life 
and many more gates are needed 
to solve the sorts of problems 
which interest scientists, or to 
perform  mathematical  calcula-
tions. In later parts other types 
of gate will be described as well 
as the uses to which they can be 
put. 

FOUR INPUT GATE 
Before leaving the OR gate, try 

to work out what would happen 
if, say, four diodes were connected 
to make a gate. The circuit is 
shown in Fig. 1.3 and if four 
diodes are available the circuit 
could be constructed to check the 
results. 
If one or more of the diodes is 

connected to the postive terminal 
(i.e. is made "high") the Led. will 
light (output high). In other words, 
if A OR B OR C OR D OR any com-
bination of these is high the out-
put is high. 
The truth table is shown in 

Table 1.2. 
It will be seen that there are 

15 ways of getting H and only 
one way of getting L as the out-
put. 
The logical problem requiring 

this circuit might be "a person 
goes to cinema if there is a thril-
ler OR if it is Friday OR if there 
is no good programme on TV OR 
if a friend invites him. Will he 
go tonight or not?" 

With all those H outputs it 
seems that he must be very fond 
of the cinema! But suppose his 
friend does not like westerns— 
what does he do then? This re-
quires some logic which is a bit 
more complicated and to solve it 
some different gates are needed. 

TRANSISTOR SWITCHES 
In constructing a radio or ampli-

fier it helps a lot to know how a 
transistor works. In this series it 
is simply being used as a switch 
so it is not important to know 
how it works only what it will 
do and how it is used. 
The majority of transistors have 

three leads coming from them, 
some typical ones being shown in 
Fig. 1.4. The three leads are con-
nected to parts inside the transis-
tor called the base (b), the collec-
tor (c), and the emitter (e). 
To  see  how  the  transistor 

operates connect it in the circuit 
of Fig. 1.5. Leave the final con-
nection to the positive until the 
circuit has been checked against 
the wiring diagram. 
Connect the Le.d. to the posi-

tive terminal of the battery. This 
completes the path from positive. 
through the Led. and the resistor, 
through the transistor and so to 
the negative terminal of the bat-
tery. 
Is current flowing through this 

path? If it were the Le.d. would 
be alight. Since the Led. is not 
on it is clear that the transistor 

IN911 

RI 56011 

Fig. 1.3 A four input diode gate 

Table 1.2. Truth Table of Fig. 1.3 

Inputs 
A 

Output 
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2N2926  BC107 

(a) (b) (C) 

ZTX300 

Fig. 1.4 Four types of commonly encountered transistors showing lead 
identification 

must be preventing the flow of 
current. 
Keeping the 1.e.d. on the bat-

tery positive, touch the free end 
of the 10 kilohm resistor on the 
battery negative. Does the 1.e.d. 
light? 
Finally touch the 10 kilohm 

resistor on the battery positive. 
Is the 1.e.d. on? 
The transistor is acting as a 

switch — when the resistor is 
touched to negative (or discon-
nected) the switch is off, when 
to positive it is on. 

W HY THE TRANSISTOR? 

It might be wondered why the 
transistor is needed as a switch— 
why not an ordinary type? 
There are several reasons: an 

ordinary switch has to have some-
thing to push the lever across— 
usually  a finger—a  transistor 
switch is operated by electric cur-
rent; a transistor switch operates 
much faster than a mechanical 
switch—this being very impor-
tant in computers where there 
are millions of switching opera-
tions to be carried out; a transis-
tor switch is very reliable—it can 
switch on and off millions of times 
without  breaking  down — an 
ordinary switch would be worn 
out with such treatment. 
There is still one point which 

could cause some bother: if a 
resistor is necessary to the bat-
tery to switch the transistor on, 
why not do away with the tran-
sistor and simply have the 1.e.d. 
and its resistor wired in series? 
The 1.e.d. would then light when 
the 560 ohm resistor was touched 
against the battery terminal! 
The answer lies in the amount 

of current required to light the 
lamp. In the circuit of Fig. 1.5. 
current passing through the 1.e.d. 
when it is alight is about 13 milli-
amps (0.013 amps). When the 10 
kilohm resistor is connected to 
positive,  the  current  passing 
through it is only 0.5 milliamps 
(0-0005 amps), see Fig. 1.6. 
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By using the transistor a very 
small current can be used to 
switch on a current large enough 
to light the lamp. This is a very 
useful way of saving power. It 
means that small batteries or light 
duty mains power supplies can be 

DI 
111209 

R2 
56011 

(a) 

81 I 
6 V I 
— 1— 

used and that very little heat is 
generated in the circuits. 
Also it means that the transis-

tor can be switched by devices 
such as photocells which produce 
only small currents, and that the 
transistor can be used to drive 
devices requiring large currents 
such as relays, motors and indi-
cator lamps. Later in the series 
many circuits using transistors as 
switches will be found. 
Before leaving Fig. 1.5. try writ-

ing a Truth Table for it. The 
solution is shown in Table 1.3. 
Next month integrated circuits 

proper will be described together 
with a special re-useable board 
(as shown on the cover of this 
issue) which can be used for a 
multitude of experiments. 

(b) 

Fig. 1.5 The transistor used as a switch. The circuit is shown in (a) and the physical 
layout in (b). 

Table 1.3. Truth Table of Fig. 1.5 

Inputs 
(Connection of 10 
kilohm resistor) 

Output 
(State of 
I.e.d.) 

SMALL 
CURRENT 

DI 
TIL209 

gLARGE 
CURRENT 

TR1 
2N2926 

▪ E▪ n 

(a)  lb) 

Fig. 1.6 (a) shows that a large current (relatively speaking) is needed to switch 
the I.e.d. on whereas at (b) a tiny current and a transistor achieve the same end. 
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Can be used for normally 

T HIS article shows the develop-
 ment of a thyristor burglar 
alarm  control  module from  a 
basic circuit to a full function 
module with testing facilities. The 
finished circuit can be built on 
a piece of stripboard 12 strips by 
28 holes. 

THYRISTOR OPERATION 

The thyristor uses a small cur-
rent in the gate/cathode circuit 
to control a large current in the 
anode/cathode  circuit  (Fig.  1). 
Until triggered by a small cur-

rent (/,a) in the gate circuit, no 
current can flow from anode to 
cathode. When a current is applied 
to the gate the device starts to 
conduct between the anode and 
cathode  and internal feedback 
causes it to remain in a conduct-
ing state even if the gate current 
is removed. 
Conduction continues until the 

current  through  the  thyristor 
drops below the "holding cur-
rent" at which point the internal 
feedback is insufficient to main-
tain conduction and the device 
returns to its "off" state. 
The theoretical symbol and the 

lead configuration of the thyristor 
used in the article arc shown in 
Fig. 1. 

GATE CIRCUITS 

For alarm circuits there are 
two different conditions which 
must operate the thyristor, either 
opening a normally closed switch 
or closing a normally open switch. 

leftera 

BURGlAR 
ALARM 

By D.H. WILLIAMS 

open" and normally "closed" systems. 

Referring to Fig. 2a, if points A 
and B are connected to a nor-
mally closed switch the current 
through 111 is shorted to the nega-
tive rail and no current can flow 
into the gate. When the switch is 
opened current flows into the 
gate and triggers the thyristor. 
In Fig. 2b points C and D are 

connected to a normally open 
switch, closing the switch applies 
the supply voltage to the gate 
through R2. Resistor R3 is used 
to decrease the sensitivity in this 
configuration, as without this the 
thyristor can trigger with as much 
as 2 megohms between C and D. 

CSRI 

ANODE (a) 

CSR1 

CATHODE lk 

Fig. I. Thyristor circuit syniboi and 
lead-out details of the C10661. 

(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 2. (a). Breaking link between AB or 
(b) making CD—operates thyristor. 

BASIC ALARM 

The two gate circuits are used 
together in the basic alarm shown 
in Fig. 3. Diode DI has been in-
corporated so that the normally 
closed loop does not short the 
gate to the negative rail which 
would prevent the normally open 
circuit triggering the thyristor. 
Capacitors Cl and C2 suppress 

any transients or "spikes" picked 
up on the wiring, which may acti-
vate the alarm. Resistor R4 en-
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NORMALLY{ 
CLOSED 
LOOP 

sures that the current through 
the thyristor does not drop below 
the holding current. 
One of the disadvantages of this 

circuit is that the bell rings if the 
alarm is switched on when a 
fault is present. The remedy is 
simple, a test switch is wired up 
so that when it is operated it 
applies power to the circuit but 
not to the bell, which can only 
ring when the on/off switch is 
operated. The additions needed 
for this are shown in Fig. 4. 

FOR 
GUIDANCE 
ONLY  • • 

cck-7, 

' 

0% v. 
ESTI MATED COST 
OF COMPONENTS 
excluding VAT. 

£4.00 excluding 
remote switching 

loops and bell 

When Si is dosed the circuit 
operates as before except that if 
a fault is present D4, an Led., 
lights and the bell remains silent. 
Closing S2 enables the thyristor 
to ring the belL 
If one of the battery leads 

should become disconnected or 
the battery go fiat, then pushing 
the test button would not cause 
the Le.d. to light, which would 
seem to indicate that the alarm 
can be switched on, the alarm 
however, will not operate. 
A more definite indication of 

the condition of the alarm would 
be given if operating the test 
switch caused either a "fault" or 
a "clear" indication, as failure of 
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OUTPUT 

1 
one or other of the indicators 
to light would point to a fault 
in the control system itself. 
Another useful facility would 

be a "bell test" switch which 
operates the alarm independently 
of the on/off switch and allows 

Fig. 3. The gating circuit for both 
normally open and normally closed 
systems. 

Fig. 4. Incorporating a test switch 
and "test" indicator. 

S2 
ON/OFF 

BELL 
OUTPUT 

the user to test the module as 
well as the bell. 

THE FINAL CIRCUIT 
The circuit which includes the 

above testing facilities is shown 

Components 
Resistors 
RI  I 00k0 
R2  100ka 
R3  3300 
R4  5600 
R5  3300 
R6  3300 
All  W  10% carbon 

Capacitors 
C I  0. IµF C280 type 
C2  0. lisF C280 type 

gehop 
Tali( 

Semiconductors  See page 512 
CSR I  C106B1 thyristor 
DI-D7  1N4001 diodes (7 off) 
08  TIL 209 red I.e.d. 
D9  TIL 209 green I.e.d. 

Miscellaneous 
SI  s.p.s.t. key operated switch 
S2  s.p. push to make button 
S3  s.p. push to make button 
Veroboard 17 strips by 28 holes by 0.15 inch matrix, 8 way plastic terminal 
block, connecting wire 

NOTE: 
Materials and components for the protective switching loops are not in-
cluded in this list, nor is the alarm (bell etc.) or a power source. These must 
be selected to suit the protected property. 
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 0 

tNORMALLY CLOSED LOOP 

RI 
100k12 

DI 
IN 4001 

21 V  

41 
30 

52 
CIRCUIT TEST 

NORMALLY 
OPEN LOOP 

Fig. 5. The circuit diagram of the Burglar Alarm system. 

D9111.209 

SI 
ON/OFF 

06 
IN4007 

4-12V 

• 

0 Ill TEST 
i3ELL  

6 

 • 

R44001 

in  Fig.  5.  The  bell  test  si mply 

switches the alar m on and si mul-

taneously  applies  a trigger  vol-

tage to the gate circuit to ensure 

the  thyristor  switches  on  and 

therefore rings the bell. 

The bell test m ay also be used 

re motely as a "personal attack" 

alar m by using latching switches. 

The "clear" indicator is wired 

in such a way that if the thyristor 

switches  on  (fault  condition)  it 

shorts R6 to the negative rail and 

the 1.e.d. (D9) does not light. If the 

thyristor stays switched off (clear 

condition) the I.e.d. draws current 

through R6 and lights. 

Diodes D2 and D3 prevent the 

1.e.d.  drawing current  when  the 

alar m is switched on by blocking 

the voltage at the junction of R5 

and  the  anode  of  the  thyristor, 

and  also  the  voltage  at  the 

cathode of D4. 

CONSTRUCTION AND USE 
The layout of the final circuit 

is shown in Fig. 6. No details are 

given regarding a suitable cabinet 

as the size of this is deter mined 

Fig. 6. Layout of components on the board and wiring up details. 

ro si  _  
AND S2 ......... 

S I ---- -). 

S 2 -.47..4. 

mg) k  • 
RED9 S. 41 

0 

a 1.7.... •  

0 

GREEN 
109)  0 

0 

k 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 0 0 0 

NO BREAKS ALONG COPPER 
STRIPS ON UNDERSIDE 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

mainly by the size of the chosen 

battery. 

As the standby current drain of 

the m odule is only 120 micro-a mps 

the important consideration is the 

ability of the  battery  to supply 

enough power to operate the bell 

for a reasonable ti me. 

Although designed for use on 12 

volts, this is not critical, the proto-

type worked down to 4 volts. The 

circuit can be powered by three 

413 volt bell batteries connected in 

series without modification. 

In use the alar m will activate if 

the  nor mally closed  loop  resist-

ance increases to 10 kiloh ms or 

greater,  or  the  nor mally  open 

loop decreases to 10 kiloh ms or 

less.  These  figures 

vary  fro m  thyristor 

to thyristor depend-

ing on the sensitivity 

of the device used. 

+ ve One prototype was 

O  able to withstand a 
131 12V 

O  short  circuit  across 
—ve 

O  the  bell  ter minals 

with a current of 6 

amps  through  the 

thyristor  for  o n e 

minute without any 

ill  effects.  It  also 

withstood a gate cur-

o  rent  of  45 m A  for 

o  one minute which is 

about 90  ti mes the 

m axi m u m. 

Wiring of the pro-

tected  property  is 

left  to  the  con-

structor. 

0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1  I 2 

NORMALLY 
CLOSED 
L 00P 

3I II  15 I1 6 II 7 8 
.... ,... —,  •—.. „, _...  .- -,.. _..., 
NORMALLY  BELL TEST  BELL 
OPEN  AND PERSONAL  mot) 
LOOP  ATTACK (S3) 

0 0 0 0 
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The Extra 
ordinal, 

Experi-
of ment5 

Profe55 
Erne5 
Evemure 

by nnthony John 13a5sett 
HERE is a drawing of the older 

design, which relies on a 
'change in air-pressure for its 
effect." The Prof. quickly drew a 
diagram on his sketch pad, see 
Fig. 1. 
"The distance between the lever 

and contact A is adjusted so that 
natural variations in air pressure, 
or small changes in the speed of 
the fan, will not set off the alarm, 
but if an entrance sufficiently 
large to admit a human being is 
made, the alarm goes off! 
"A second contact, B can be 

added, and this may be connected 
to a separate bell if the system 
is required to give a warning of 
high air pressure for some other 
purpose. 

ANEROID CAPSULE 

Fig. I. As pressure reduces, moving 
lever applies power to bell via spring. 
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LATCHING RELAY 

"A latching relay can be added 
to either of the contacts to keep 
the alarm ringing even if the 
lever returns to its normal posi-
tion in between them." 
"Prof., I've forgotten how a 

latching relay works I wonder 
whether you would explain it to 
me," Suzy requested. 
"Certainly Suzy" said the Prof. 
The Prof. drew another sketch 

on his pad see Fig. 2. "This is a 
circuit similar to the alarm on 
the previous sketch (Fig. 1) but 
with contacts A and B joined to-
gether so that the alarm will go 
off for either high or low pres-
sure. When the moving lever 
touches either contact A or con-
tact B, current flows through the 
relay coil, the relay contacts move 
over and this allows current to 
flow through the alarm circuit. 
"When the moving lever moves 

away from the contacts A and B, 
the current ceases to flow through 
the relay coil and the alarm 
ceases to sound. But there is 
another set of contacts on the 
relay, and if switch Si is closed, 
the circuit operates differently, as 
the relay 'latching action' can 
then occur. 
"When SI is closed, this puts 

the extra pair of contacts in paral-
lel with contacts A and B. As soon 

as the moving lever touches A or 
B, the extra set of relay contacts 
closes and keeps the relay coil 
energised so that the alarm now 
continues to sound even if the 
moving lever no longer touches 
contacts A or B. 
"Now, to stop the alarm, switch 

Si may be opened, and the alarm 
will then stop only if A and B are 
also open circuit. You can easily 
see how switch Si controls the 
latching action of the relay; by 
operating SI  you can choose 
whether or not latching action can 
occur." 

TO SPRING +ve 

SI 

!RESET 

RL A1 RLA2 

Fig. 2. Barometric alarm with latching 
relay and reset switch. 
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"Thanks,  Prof.,"  said  Suzy 
gratefully, "I remember now how 
a latching relay works. It seems 
to be a very useful device, and 
I suppose  that  most  burglar 
alarms make use of a latching 
relay circuit or  an electronic 
equivalent of it." 
"Yes," the Prof. confirmed, "I 

suppose that latching relays are 
amongst the earliest types of 
electrically operated devices 
which have some form of a 
'memory'. 
"Now although there exist a 

great many electronic circuits, 
such as bistable circuits, and de-
vices such as the CSR, which can 
be used for memory purposes, and 
which will in many cases act as 
replacements for relays, another 
very useful technique is to use 
electronic devices in conjunction 
with relays." 
"Oh"! remarked Bob, "was one 

of your earlier visitors doing 
something like that? I noticed a 
gentleman with fluorescent bright 
green fingers; he was carrying a 
green relay, a number of green 
transistors, and resistors covered 
in green stripes on a green back-
ground. I did not dare go too near 
in case I caught the gardening 
bug!" 
"Yes" remarked the Prof. "It 

can indeed be very infectious; I 
find gardening quite fascinating 
and, as with most fields of human 
endeavour, electronics can be very 
useful to the serious gardener in 
quite a number of ways. 
"I have been discussing with 

my visitor, Percy Flower, an avid 
gardening  and  electronics  en-
thusiast, a number of circuits 
which could be useful, and one 
of these, a barometric alarm cir-

TO SPRING +ye 

Fig. 3. The transistor is used to reduce 
the current through the contacts A 
and  B and also through  latching 
contacts. 

cuit, is very similar to the baro-
metric burglar alarm which we 
have just been discussing. 
"Like the burglar alarm, it has 

an aneriod capsule and spring, 
and contacts A and B for low and 
high pressure respectively. How-
ever, as changes in the weather 
occur more frequently than the 
burglary of well-protected 
premises, Mr. Flower found that 
the contacts A and B on his baro-
metric alarm circuit were be-
coming eroded by the relay coil 
current,  and  sometimes  they 
would stick to the moving lever. 
"Now although he tried putting 

a paper capacitor, and also a 
diode, in parallel with each of the 
contacts, what my visitor really 
wanted was a circuit which would 
greatly  reduce  the  current 
through the contacts A and B 
without  reducing  the  current 
through the relay coil to an extent 
where it would be insufficient to 
operate the relay. 
"A very simple way to reduce 

the contact-current by the use of 
only one transistor, one capacitor 
and one resistor, can be used, and 
this reduces the current by a fac-

A 

Si 
10E5E71 

RLAI 

1:1 

RI 
22011 

CI 
0.1pF 

TR1 

RLA 
2 

RLA2 

WO1 

tor equal to the d.c. current gain 
of the transistor." 
The Prof. drew another circuit 

on his sketch pad to illustrate this 
as can be seen in Fig. 3. 
"If the transistor has a current 

gain of about 50, when the con-
tacts close, they will supply a 
small bias current to the base 
of the transistor which will start 
to amplify, so that a much larger 
current will flow from the collec-
tor to the emitter and into the 
relay coil. So if the gain of the 
transistor is about 50, the current 
flowing through the contacts will 
be about 50 times less than if the 
relay coil were directly connected 
to the coil as in the previous two 
circuits. 
"Of course a small current also 

flows through the resistor and 
charges the capacitor when the 
contacts close, but in terms of 
contact erosion this is also very 
small." 

JACK PLUG & 
AS A MATTER OF FACT, 
YOU'RE THE SEVENTH 
PERSON IN THE LAST 
HALF-HOUR WHO COULP 
NOT RESIST... 

1) 
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THE advent of VLCCs (Very Large Crude Car-
riers) and supertankers, by which is meant 

vessels over 150,000 tons, has produced new and 
very difficult problems for their Masters and 
pilots. Years of experience of ordinary vessels 
give pilots uncanny extra sensory abilities, in 
much the same way that London bus drivers 
thread their way through traffic seemingly with-
out a care in the world. A pilot, by definition, 
is a specialist in topography, both visible and 
underwater, of the port and, where appropriate, 
the esturial approach in which he operates. 
In the ordinary course of his business he has 

come to depend largely on transits, observing 
familiar landmarks in relation to the jackstaff 
in the bows. By long experience he knows that 
when a certain, buoy, light or landmark is in 
line that he should then apply so much helm, 
and he is proficient at estimating rate of swing 
against a familiar skyline. He is also sensitive 
to physical accelerations and decelerations of 
the vessel. But the new very large ships have 
upset all this. 
The enormous size of these vessels, most of 

which have the bridge mounted aft, means that 
the jackstaff may be up to a quarter of a mile 
away from the pilot, the inunense weight means 
considerable difficulty in stopping and very slow 
rates of acceleration, and the steering becomes 
very sluggish at slow speeds. But the greatest 
difficulty of all comes in the estimation of speed. 
A Decca Radar engineer during the sea trials of 
the present equipment boarded a VLCC at sea 
and was under the impression that the ship was 
still stationary when it was making 7 knots. 
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A pilot would make a far better estimation, 
but this simple example of a layman's experi-
ence highlights the extraordinary unreality of 
the environment of a VLCC even in good visi-
bility. In bad visibility it may not be possible to 
see the tugs or the bows of one's own ship. Tidal 
velocity is a big factor. For ordinary ships one 
may estimate the effect by observing the move-
ment of surface water. For deep draught VLCCs 
an undercurrent in the opposite direction to 
surface movement may have greater influence. 
The pilot and helmsman may be regarded in 

engineering terms as parts of a multi-loop feed-
back system correcting errors in position and 
course. To achieve the desired result the inputs 
must measure linear and angular velocity and 
acceleration. In conventional pilotage these in-
puts are available to the pilot through his 
natural senses and his responses are conditioned 
by his repeated experience, becoming more re-
fined as his judgement and skills improve. Put 
the same man aboard a VLCC and though his 
skills are the same his judgement is impaired 
because the quality of his inputs becomes effect-
ively degraded. 

ON-BOARD AID 
There are of course instruments available 

such as gyro compass for direction, the log for 
speed and the Decca Navigator system for posi-
tioning but none are sufficiently accurate or in-
stantaneous to be of service to a pilot in the 

*Dacca Radar Ltd. 
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Decca Radar Caree n./ at the Port ckl 0.1.11ord Haven 

particular instance of a supertanker making the 
final approaches to a port. The position is par-
ticularly acute at Milford Haven where there is 
a sharp turn to be made before the final 
approach to the oil terminals. It is vital to turn 
accurately, i.e. not too soon or too late or the 
confines of the channel may be exceeded; and 
not going too fast or the vessel will overshoot. 
It takes a mile or more to stop a supertanker 

at about 7 kn., but too slow a speed loses steer-
age way. Something had to be done and the Mil-
ford Haven Conservancy board, after 'consulta-
tion with the pilots, called for an on-board aid 
from Decca, which the company has developed 
from an original concept by the Royal Radar 
Establishment, Malvern. 
The design philosophy was based on the 

following features: 
(a) The aid should be operative for the 
whole of the approach, turn and slow-down 
phases. 
(b) It should inform the pilot of speed, dist-
ance from predetermined points and devi-
ation from leading lines throughout all 
phases. 
(c) The information should be precise and 
presented in easily readable form. 
(d) There should be safeguards against any 
ambiguities of measurement from whatever 
reason. 
(e) That self-check facilities be incorporated 
and that any malfunction is immediately 
apparent. 
(f) The on-board equipment should be fully 
portable and operate independently of 
ship's power system and ship's normal navi-
gation equipment. 
(g) The internal power supply must be of 
sufficient "life" to last throughout the 
approach phase. 

The eventual system, known as the Channel 
Approach Aid, consists of an onboard unit (the 
Aid) working in conjunction with any number 
of permanent shore beacons (there are three at 
Milford Haven, but we will only consider one 
of these here. The Aid, (self-powered by bat-
teries) about the size of a brief case and weigh-
ing 221bs, is taken onboard with the pilot when 
he embarks in the outer approaches to the har-
bour. He places it in the bridge window so that 
it is facing approximately in the direction of the 
desired beacon, selects this beacon and switches 
on. 
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The pilot is then provided with a running 
record on bright digital displays of range (nauti-
cal miles or feet), speed (knots or feet per min.), 
and offset (feet) either side of the leading line 
(the beacon having of course been placed in line 
with the centre of the channel). Range can 
either be to the beacon or any other predeter-
mined point in between; in the case of the first 
beacon at Milford Haven it is to the turning 
point. 

HOW THE SYSTEM WORKS 
The principle of operation is not too compli-

cated. The main complexities arise from the 
coding systems of the pulses and the very exten-
sive built-in validity checks. The consequences 
of a stranding are terrifying in all aspects, finan-
cial (ship and cargo are valued in tens of mil-
lions of pounds), pollution (a constant anxiety), 
and danger to crew, not to mention dislocation 
of the entire port. So system integrity is a must. 
As in all radar-type ranging systems advan-

tage is taken of the constant velocity through 
space of radio waves. By measuring the time 
interval between the transmission of a pulse 
and its return from a target it is possible to 
determine range. For ordinary surveillance pur-
poses, radars transmit a very powerful pulse 
and receive back the scattered reflections from 
one or more targets which themselves are com-
pletely passive, taking no active part in the 
operation. 
In the case of the Channel Approach Aid 

interest is centred on a single target, the shore 
beacon. The latter is an active device with a 
receiver and a transmitter which, when a signal 
from the Aid is detected, actually transmits a 
reply. This system has two prime advantages: 
(a) The response signal is very many times 

stronger than that from a passive reflector 
thus enabling a very low-power transmitter 
to be used in the Aid and a comparatively 
insensitive receiving system. 

(b) A coding system may be used to ensure 
that no response is possible from the shore 
beacon unless a genuine interrogation from 
an Aid is received. 

COMMUNICATION 
We now have a basic radar-type ranging 

system with a communications link superim-
posed. The on-board unit and the on-shore unit 
can, in effect, "talk" to each other. We might 
imagine the "conversation" in human terms: 
Aid (selected to Beacon 1), "Hallo Beacon 1, 
are you receiving me?" 
Beacon 1 receives the signal but is so pro-

grammed that it remains mute to any signal 
other than that coded for Beacon 1. So before 
it replies it examines the signal carefully to 
make sure that it is a genuine signal from an 
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Aid and addressed to itself. Having satisfied 
itself that the signal is valid it replies, "Receiv-
ing you loud and clear." 
The Aid, happy to get a reply, nevertheless 

remains suspicious and decides to try again, just 
to be on the safe side, and the dialogue is then 
repeated. The reason why such repetition is 
needed is that microwave transmissions will 
bounce off objects in the vicinity. If, for example, 
another ship is up-channel it could be that the 
shore beacon is not receiving the line-of-sight 
signal from the Channel Approach Aid but a 
reflection of it from the other ship. Reflections 
can also be received from objects on the shore-
line. In either case a single interrogation may 
produce a response because the code is correct, 
but the range measurement will be wrong un-
less the transmission path is direct line-of-sight 
and not via a third object. 
In practice one may expect multiple reflec-

tions which are constantly changing with the 
movement of own-ship and the relative move-
ment of other ships. In the ordinary way such 
interfering signals are greatly reduced by using 
highly directional aerials which give a sharp 
pencil beam. But in the case of the Aid the 
beam width is wide because of limitations in 
aerial structure in a small volume of space, 
and because a very highly defined beam would 
present considerable difficulties in alignment to 
acquire the shore beacon in the first instance, 
and then constant re-positioning of the equip-
ment to keep it in line with the beacon as own-
ship's headIng is changed. One may also expect 
very strong interference pulses from radars on 
other ships which may superimpose themselves 
on the pulses of the Channel Approach Aid 
system. 

IDENTIFICATION 
The problem of identification is solved by the 

coding in the signal format. No response can 
be triggered unless the signal carries the cor-
rect beacon code. The decision as to whether 
true range is being measured, as distinct from 
a spurious range caused by reflection of the 
signal from other objects, is made by the in-
ternal circuits of the Aid. 
The concept of repeated interrogation has 

already been touched upon. The Aid makes a 
total of 100 interrogations (99 interrogations 
when switched to nautical miles/knots) in rapid 
succession in a burst of signals. As each interro-
gation is made the reply is compared with those 
from previous interrogations, any inconsistency 
detected causing the reply to be rejected. In 
order to achieve 100 correct replies the Aid 
makes up to 256 interrogation attempts. If still 
unsuccessful it has a further 256 attempts, dur-
ing which it ignores the offset part of the reply 
in order to increase the likelihood of obtaining 
a valid speed and distance answer. 
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Only after 100 interrogations have been 
successfully and consecutively concluded is the 
signal regarded as valid and an average is 
determined. After a lapse of 13.2 seconds a 
second burst of interrogations takes place and 
if this, too, is successfully concluded a second 
average is taken and the speed is computed 
from the elapsed time (i.e. distance run) be-
tween the two bursts. Range and speed are 
shown on the front panel displays which are 
updated approximately every 14 seconds. 
A further protection in the Aid is provided 

by a threshold detection circuit in the receiver 
which only accepts signals above a certain 
amplitude, thus rejecting any signals which are 
fading badly. An Automatic Gain Control sys-
tem prevents overloading when very close to the 
shore beacons. Another possibility, that either 
the on-board unit or shore beacon might receive 
spurious reflection from their own transmissions, 
is obviated by allotting them different trans-
mitter frequencies. 

SIGNAL FORMAT 
A simple signal format is used consisting of 

two pulses transmitted in succession from the 
Aid. The spacing may be set to any one of four 
pre-set intervals of time in the range 13.6 to 
53.9 microseconds by the beacon selector switch 
on the front panel. The shore beacon receiver 
has a circuit which will only accept pulses with 
a particular spacing and only when a pair of 
matching pulses is received will it respond with 
an identical pair. These are then followed by 
a third pulse the timing of which (in relation 
to the second pulse) is dependent on the direc-
tion from which the second received pulse was 

The Decca Channel Approach Aid. Weighing fibs, 
and transported in a waterproof covering this is taken 
aboard with the pilot. At Milford Haven it functions in 
co-operation with one of three shore beacons, as 
selected, to provide speed, distance to any pre-
determined point and distance offset either side of 
the leadline. The Aid is entirely independent of any 
other system and incorporates its own batteries. 
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received. The time delay of the third pulse in 
relation to the second is proportional to the 
difference in bearing between the Aid and the 
leading line on which the shore beacon is 
aligned. 

BEARING MEASUREMENT 
The shore beacon has a much more elaborate 

aerial system than the onboard unit. Basic 
operation is on the interferometer principle. 
In this case there is a horizontal array of five 
aerial elements. No. 1 element is only for receiv-
ing radar data and transmitting back to the 
onboard unit. No. 2 is a reference for 3, 4 and 
5. The baseline of the array is at right angles 
to the leadline of the channel. 
If the Aid is plumb on the leadline all the 

aerial elements will receive its signal at the 
same instant, but as soon as the Aid moves off 
to one side the path of its signal will be progres-
sively shorter to the elements on that side and 
longer to the others; because the waveform 
has further to travel the phase on arrival will 
of course be different in each case. After 
measurement of this difference by a phase com-
parator unit a signal is derived which is propor-
tional to the azimuth angle —or bearing—from 
which the signal came. Offset (in these cases 
of very small angles) equals range times the 
angle in radians. 
Aerial elements nos. 3, 4 and 5 are necessary 

because, especially at the wider angles of inci-
dence, the phases repeat themselves to cause 
ambiguity. Also, the further from the reference 
the more accurate the measurement. Accord-
ingly a logic unit accepts readings simul-
taneously from 3, 4 and 5, matters being 
arranged so that the information is comple-
mentary from the phase point of view and that 
the channel fed by no. 3 indicates left or right 
and whether within the arc 7 degrees to 25 
degrees from the leadline, no. 4 whether within 
214 degrees to 7 degrees and no. 5 a very much 
smaller bracket. Actual bearing accuracy near 
the leadline is 18 degrees, lessening as the signal 
source (i.e., the Aid) moves outwards. 
Two such (horizontal) aerial  arrays  are 

actually used, one immediately above the other 
in order to overcome Lloyd's mirror effect and 
the possibility of a spurious echo being received. 
(Lloyd's mirror effect is when there is both a 
direct signal and an indirect one, probably re-
flected off the water. Should they arrive at the 
aerial out of phase they will cancel out and no 
signal will be received). It is also possible that 
at this instant a reflected signal may be received 
from say another ship close to the leadline and 
accepted as legitimate. 
If two arrays are employed vertically the 

chances of them receiving a signal at the same 
phase are much reduced; so the angle as 
measured by both arrays are compared; if found 

One shore beacon of a Channel Approach Aid. 
Marked A and B are the two aerial arrays, mounted 
vertically. To the left is the scanner of the separate 
harbour radar system. 

to be equal, then and only then is the third 
pulse containing the angle informations trans-
mitted. The two arrays are virtually standard 
Decca 4ft. slotted waveguide aerials from the 
Group 9 series of radars stood on end. What 
can be termed a bonus of this arrangement is 
that the horizontal polarisation normally pro-
vided by these aerials now becomes vertical 
polarisation which much reduces the hazard of 
interference from the harbour radar and ship's 
radars operating in the vicinity. 
The phase measurement is done on the second 

of the twin pulses from the Aids. Pulse two from 
the Aid is used to determine offset from the 
leading line. As with the first two pulses, the 
third pulse is constantly monitored in the Aid 
for consistency over a number of transmissons 
and the offset reading inhibited if inconsistencies 
are detected. 

BEACON ACQUISITION 
There is no "tuning in" required to the beacon 

except to select the number of the shore beacon 
it is required to "home" on. As has already been 
mentioned, there is considerable latitude in 
pointing the Aid in the direction of the beacon 
and it is a fact that most tankers arrive fairly 
accurately on compass bearing and it generally 
suffices to position the Aid squarely in the wheel-
house window with the aerials directed fully 
forward along the centre line of the ship. 
A complete confidence check is, however, 

incorporated and this is brought into action 
when the align position of the scale switch is 
selected. The Aid will then continuously inter-
rogate the beacon and the replies can be 
observed by watching the appropriate beacon 
lamp. When the lamp lights the beacon has 
been acquired and the Aid is then rotated until 
the beacon lamp shows maximum brilliance. 

FAULT INDICATIONS 
If the shore beacon is inhibited from transmit-
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Here's the remarkable new 
LW OhLatSI 

Superscore Home TV Game 
Get it together for only £24.95 

Available to you in kit form at the same moment 
as its national launch, the brilliant new Videomaster 
Superscore contains the latest product of MOS 
technology: a TV game chip. 

The logic contained in it had previously to be 
generated by 100 TTL devices. Now it is condensed 
into one 26-pin chip. 

This all-new Videomaster plugs into your 625-line 
UHF TV set (for overseas customers having VHF sets 
we can supply the necessary VHF modulator) to give 
you four exciting games (including tennis and football) 
and two future game options. It features on-screen 
digital scoring, realistic hit sounds, two bat sizes, two 

POST TODAY TO: 

ball speeds, automatic serving and much more. It runs 
on six 11 volt S P11 type batteries (not supplied). 

The Videomaster Superscore kit costs only 
£24.95 including VAT (recommended retail price of the 
ready built model is over £40.00) and comes complete 
with ready-tuned UHF or VHF modulator, circuit board 
with printed legend, all resistors, transistors and diodes, 
built-in loudspeaker, socket for mains adaptor, and, of 
course, the TV game chip itself. 

Easy to put together the Superscore has full 
assembly instructions, circuit diagram and circuit 
description. Don't miss this chance to own the newest 
electronic game at such low cost. 

Videomoster Ltd 14/20 Headfort Place, London SW1X 7HN 

Please send me (insert No. requ'd)  Videomaster Superscore Kits at £24.95 (inc. VAT & P&P in 11K) 

or £23.10+ £4.00 for P&P overseas) 

I enclose my cheque/money order* for £   VHF modulator required  YES/NO" 

NAME   

ADDRESS   

EE64 

• delete as necessary  I 
MIND 41 1 • MO 

L :LLO W 21 DAYS FOR DELIVERY 
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ting offset (i.e. bearing) information because 
the phase measurement differs between the two 
aerial systems the offset digital readout will 
be extinguished. 
The beam width of that part of the shore 

beacon aerial system used for phase measure-
ment is ±8 degrees and therefore the Offset 
distance in feet that can be measured is propor-
tional to the distance of own ship from the 
beacon, decreasing as own ship closes in on the 
beacon. If own ship is outside the limits of ±8 
degrees the Offset reading will indicate the off-
set appropriate to the +8 degrees angle but the 
left or right indicator lamp will flash. 
If there are insufficient valid replies from 

the shore beacon both the range and speed 
digital displays will flash on and off. If the 
scale switch is selected to turn and own ship 
passes beyond the turn point, the range display 
will have passed beyond the zero reading and 
as no negative reading is possible the displays 
are extinguished until either distance to beacon 
is selected or another beacon is selected. 
The battery low lamp, will flash to indicate 

a low battery state but the equipment will' still 
be usable. 

CONSTRUCTION 
The Channel Approach Aid is housed in a GRP 

case which has metallised screening on the 
internal faces except for the aerial aperture. 
Two separate aerials are used, one for receive 
and one for transmit. In both cases they are 
printed circuit dipoles. There are two main 
electronic assemblies in the case. One group 
comprises the aerials, the transmitter and re-
ceiver, and the power supply for the local oscil-
lator. The other group comprises the logic cir-
cuits, the displays and their drive circuits, the 
main power supplies and all the controls. 
The equipment is completely solid state; the 

great bulk of the circuitry is achieved by some 
160 TTL integrated circuits of proven reliability. 
Economies in battery drain are important and 

these are obtained in two ways: The 13 LED 
7-segment displays would normally use 13 de-
coder drivers. By using multiplexed tri-state 
logic only one decoder driver is used for seven 
of the displays and a second decoder driver 
for the remaining six displays. 
All but essential circuits (i.e. timing, number 

storage and visual displays) are switched off for 
over 80 per cent of the operating time as they 
are not required except when actively transmit-
ting and receiving. The contrast can be seen 
when align is selected and the circuits are con-
tinuously powered. If left selected to align the 
ting and receiving. 
The shore beacon installation consists of 

completely  duplicated  equipment  normally 
operating from the ordinary power lines sup-
plemented by a local emergency supply. 

SPECIAL 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
We are adding a further 800 new items 
to our stock list of components. Watch 
for our advertisement in next month's 
issue! Better still, write NOW for our 
NEW 1976 Catalogue. It shows our com-
plete range of Electronic Components, 
Semiconductors, Audio Modules, Hi-Fi 
Accessories etc., in fact everything for 
the electronic enthusiast. AND all at 
unbeatable bargain prices! Order your 
copy NOW, only 50p+15u postage. 

IN-PAK 
P.O. BOX 6, Ware, Herts. 

VALVE 
BARGAINS 

Any 1-14p, 10-LI .00, 50-14.50. 
Your choice from the list 
below. 

ECC82, EF80, EFI83, EFI134, 
EH90. PCFBO, PCF802, PCL82, 
PCL84, PCL8S, PCL86, PCL80S, 
PU04, PY8I/800, PY88,30PLI4, 
6F28. 

Large stock of older types of 
TV Valves. Brand now 3Sp each. 

Colour Valves —PI-SOB, PL509. 
P1519, PY500/A. All tested. 
10p each. 

AERIAL 
BOOSTERS 

Aerial boosters can produce 
remarkable improvements 
on the picture and sound, 
in fringe or difficult   
BI I—For TH stereo and stand-
ard VHF/FM radio. 

512—For  the  older  VHF 
television —Please state chan-
nel numbers. 

1114S—For Mono or colour this 
covers the complete UHF 
Television band. 

All boosters are complete with 
battery with Co-ax plugs & 
sockets. Next to the set fitting. 

£3.60 

Press Sutton  UHF Tuners -4 Button Transistor—British 
made —E2• SO each. 

50p BARGAIN PACKS 
All Packs Un-used Parts—PKI-40-C2B0 (Mullard) Axial Lead 
Capacitor mixed values from • 010F to •47AF (250V/ W). PK2-30-
C281 (Mullard) Radial Lead Capacitors mixed values from • 015µF to 
I • 5p.F (250V/ W). PK3-6 Co-ax. plugs. PIC4-6 Co-ax connectors, 
PK.5-8-5m/m formers with slugs, PK6-25-ACI28 Transistors. PK7-3 
13F200 (VHF) Transistors. PK8-2 BF 182 (UHF) Transistors, PK, 
Any 8 Transistors —BCI08, BC! 13, BCI35, BCI53, BCI71, BCI72, 
PKIO 8-1 amp 400 volts rectifiers. PK11 4-5 pin din plugs (180.). 
P1(12.5 PP3 Battery Connectors. 

All prices include VAT. P&P 20p per order. Please send uncrossed 
P.O. or Cheques for returning if we are out of stock of Bargain 
Packs or older types of new valves. 

ELECTRONIC MAILORDER LTD. 
62 BRIDGE STREET, RAMSBOTTOM, BURY, LANCS.: 

Tel.  Rams. (070 682) 3036 
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Physics 
is FUN! By DERRICK DAINES 

Heat and Voltage 

W ITH the sun blistering down out-
side, now seems as good a time as 

any to talk about heat and to conduct 
a few experiments on it. As every 
schoolboy knows, there are three forms 
of heat transference—conduction, con-
vection and radiation—and many inter-
esting studies to be made on each. At 
first sight, there may not seem to be 
much in the nature of heat that would 
interest the electronics enthusiast, but 
once you've burnt a hole in your jacket 
with a soldering-iron or put your hand 
on a hot coil, you will appreciate there 
is a lot in the subject for us! 
Perhaps the simplest lesson to be 

learned apropos heat and electronics 
is that a current in a wire will dissipate 
some of its energy as heat. Experimen-
tation has shown that this applies to 
ANY current in ANY wire, solely 
excepting the new science of super-
cooled conductors, which is beyond 
the scope of many of us to experiment 
with. For ordinary purposes then, 
some energy is lost whenever we put a 
current through a wire. This energy 
loss generally manifests itself in the 
first instance as a voltage drop and then 
as discernible heat. 
As an illustration of this, owners of 

model railways are invited to take 

VOLTMETER 

voltage readings at various points along 
their layout; it will be found that the 
voltage is lowest at the point furthest 
away from the supply (Fig. I). On a 
small layout this voltage drop may be 
only 0.5 volt or less and will require a 
sensitive meter to measure, but it is 
there nevertheless. Large layouts may 
have a considerable voltage drop that 
must be offset by extra supply lines to 
the point concerned if the performance 
of model locos is not to drop off. 

Thermocouple 
Heat has been described as the great 

sink down which all wasted energy is 
poured; energy that is not readily or 
efficiently recoverable. The energy that 
has been lost in transferring the 
electrical energy along the wire has 
been lost down the sink—it has been 
turned into small quantities of heat. 
The reverse process is also possible— 

that of turning heat directly into 
electrical energy, but with a great loss 
of efficiency, as will become obvious. 
Twist together the ends of a copper 

wire and an iron wire as shown in 
Fig. 2. If the free ends of the wires are 
connected to a meter and the twisted 
joint held over a flame, the small 
deflection of the meter needle will 
show that a very weak current has 
been formed. This current is called a 
thermo-current and we have a basic 
thermocouple. 

Fig. 2. Basic detail of a simple Cu-Fe 
thermocouple. 

IRON (Fe) 

Fig. I. Voltage measurements taken around the track will 
show voltage drop is maximum furthest from the supply. 
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COPPER (Cu) 

Homemade Thermopile 

Several thermocouples together are 
called  a thermopile.  Proceed  as 
follows. Cut 6 pieces of copper wire 
each about 5 cm long and one of about 
20 cm. Cut the same number and 
lengths of iron wire. Proceed to 
twist them together alternately by 
their ends—copper, iron, copper, iron, 
etc. —leaving the long pieces until last, 
as in Fig. 3. The result is thermopile 
that will show a current-deflection on 
most meters, when the junctions are 
heated, since the weak currents from 
each copper/iron junction are added 
together. 
Of course, as a source of electrical 

energy the thermopile  is grossly 
inefficient, but it has wide use as a 
temperature-sensitive device in rugged 
conditions—inside a kiln or furnace, for 
example, where the current is amplified 
and used to give an accurate reading of 
the temperature inside the kiln. 
Coincidentally, it has been found 

that although current flows, there is 
no movement of copper atoms into the 
iron or vice-versa even after long 
periods. This throws light on the nature 
of electricity; the nuclei of the metal 
atoms must remain in their respective 
materials, while their satellites, the 
electrons, are free to move. 

Fig. 3. When the Cu-Fe junctions are heated, the meter will 
be deflected by the accumulative effect of each thermo-
couple. 
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GEORGE HYLTON 
brings it d 
own 

Inductors and Capacitors 
" EVER since I hove been doing elec-

tronics", writes John Hague of 
York, "I have been faced with inductors, 
coils and capacitors and have wondered 
how to find the values of these components 
for certain jobs. Please could you give 
me some advice?" There are really 
several  questions  involved  in this 
request, which is no doubt why the 
editor, in sending on John's letter, 
dropped his usual reserve and remarked 
sympathetically that it was a "tough 
one". 
To make life a little easier, I'll tackle 

only one aspect of the problem— 
how to decide how much inductance 
and capacitance is needed in a particular 
case. 
The common application of an in-

ductance is to form a tuned circuit, 
in conjunction with a capacitance. Such 
a circuit is often called an LC tuned 
circuit from the letters L & C which 
are the usual symbols for inductance 
and capacitance. In an LC tuned circuit, 
increasing either L or C decreases the 
frequency. 

Example 
Let's look at a practical example of 

the kind of problem which crops up. 
A design for a simple radio receiver 
contains the tuned circuit shown in 
Fig. I. This specifies a variable tuning 
capacitance of 300pF. (That is, the 
capacitance with the moving plates 
fully meshed with the static ones is 
300pF.) You have a very nice tuning 
capacitor, which you would like to 
use, but its capacitance is 500pF, not 
300pF as specified. Can the inductance 
be changed to make this possible? 
The answer is yes, it can. Changing 

the 300pF capacitance to 500pF reduces 
the tuned frequency. To raise the 
frequency again to its original value 
calls for a corresponding decrease in 
the inductance. There are two induct-

to 
eart 

ances LI and L2 in Fig. I. Only LI need 
be considered, as far as tuning goes. 
L2 is just a coupling winding, to lead 
out the signals to the rest of the circuit. 
So, how much must LI be reduced? 
The answer is really quite straight-

forward. The frequency depends on 
both L and C, as you know. In fact, 
frequency depends on L times C. If 
you change C, you must change L in 
such a way that the product (L times 
C) is still the same. 
In the example, we have 300pF and 

200µH. So long as we keep working 
in the same units (pF and µH) we can, 
in working out, forget the units and 
just use the numbers. Here LC= 300 x 
200=60,000. We need a new L such 
that with our new C of 500 we still 
have LC -• 60,000. 
In mathematical terms, 500L = 60,000. 

You'll find that the new L has to be 
120 to make this work out. So LI must 
be reduced from 200µH to  120 H 
(L2 can be left as it is.) If you want the 
rule spelled out, it is: 

Old L x Old C 
New L — 

New C 

which, in the form of an instruction, 
says: "Multiply the original inductance 
by the original capacitance, and divide 
the answer by the new capacitance". 

AEI 

L2 
COUPLING 
COIL 

Fig. I. A simple parallel tuned LC circuit. 

The Reverse 
It may happen in other cases that 

you can make C what you like but are 
stuck with some fixed value of L, 
different from the inductance specified 
by the design. In this case, the rule is: 

Old L x Old C 
New C — 

New L 

If you think about it, you'll see that 
you can, in theory, use any value of L 
you like and always get the frequency 
you need by using the appropriate C. 
(Or any value of C then use the appro-
priate L). In practice, however, the 
range of values which can be used is 
quite restricted. 

Limits 
In high-frequency tuned circuits, a 

lower limit to C is imposed by "stray 
capacitance"  between  wires,  inside 
transistors, and so on. This can easily 
be as much as 20pF. At still higher 
frequencies stray inductance becomes 
a problem. Even a straight piece of 
connecting wire has some inductance, 

so in a practical circuit there's always 
an irreducible minimum of inductance 
of a few thousandths of a micro-henry. 
In low frequency tuned circuits, 

another factor comes in. It becomes 
difficult to obtain sharp tuning if L 
is small and C large—unless a very big 
coil is used for L. Also, large values of 
C are expensive, because generally 
speaking electrolytic capacitors cannot 
be used and the alternative paper or 
plastic-film capacitors cost much more. 

Formulae 
Many people find the formula for a 

tuned frequency; 

f = 1LC) 

difficult to use. It is possible to obtain 
alignment charts (also called nomo-
grams and abacs) which do the job for 
you. All you do is join the known 
quantities with a straight line and then 
you can read the unknown one from a 
scale; e.g. if you know the frequency 
and the inductance you can read off 
the required capacitance. 
If you are slightly more mathematical 

you can use modified formulae which 
avoid the awkward square root. To do 
so you must first work out a new 
quantity which I'll call F. To find F 
you work out the square of the fre-
quency f and multiply by 40: 

F = 40r2 
The formulae for finding L and C are 

now: 

1,000,000 
  (picofarads) 

F x L 

I,000,000 
L —  (microhenries) 

Fx C 

The frequency must be in megahertz, 
L in H, and C in pF. 
Example: 
What inductance tunes 500pF to 

500kHz? 
First, 500kHz=0-5MHz,  and 40P 

becomes 40 x 0-5 x 0.5 =  10. 
The inductance needed is (1,000,000)1 
(10 x 500) — 200µH. 

" . . Now, you're saying to yourself, would a 
supply decoupling capacitor be the answer to 
the voltage drops in the power supply wiring . . ." 
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SOLDERING  IRONS 

PENCIL BIT 
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100  RESISTORS  cI 
c0 
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1N4005 
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ORIGINAL, 
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1N 4148 
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RESISTORS   
CAPACITORS .. 
DI O DES --------
TRANSIST ORS . 
ELECTROLYTICS 
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(MIXED) 
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3watt Stereo Amps 
Ready built  with 

independent Volu me 
and Tone Controls £325 

ALL ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE POST&VAT 

CRESCENT RADIO Ltd. 
164-166 HIGH ROAD LONDON N22 6EJ 
(also) 13 SOUTH MALL, Ed monton, N.9 

MAIL ORDER DEPT. 1 St Michaels Terrace Wood Green 
London N22 4SJ Phone NIS 3206 & MAIL ORDER 688-4474 

Cablaless soldering won wabl "Iso-tip 
* Completely Portable 
* Solders up to 150 Janda per charge 
* Re-charges in it, own atom% 
* Hoe tip for all type* of soldering 
* Duly a" long and weighs Mat 6 oz.. 
Our Price SE M  Plus 14°. S AT 
(0Pece bite ere ....liable) 

••0100" 104/WATIE AJIPLIPEIR 
All built and seato.l, lllll unted on a 
plain aluminium rhumb, which meas-
ure,. IS" x 1.4" x 4" and which you can 
mouut into a cabinet of your choice. 
Four Controlled Input.,  Master Vol.. 
tame. Treble. MbIllie and Batt,. Controls. 
1411 protected otitput. 100 watts Clean 
into Sohn, L/S. Ideal for 1/inco, Music 
Clomp., PA and Club... 
A Bangle al Edit + at corr. + 8% VAT. 

Ti MULTI-NITER 
Ideal teeter for everybody Interesited In 
el...Amnia.. Weighing tem than 100 
gra llllll e• and only (10131111  I 21   x 

RAtlffni, AC volt*: 0.10, 50,, 250v, 
1,000v. 
DC tolls,: 0.10, 50v, 250v. 
1,000x. 
DC current 0.1mfa, 0-100ni/a. 
Sestet/me, 0-150K ohm. 

PRICE MIN + VAT 8% 

POWER PAC E 
1'1'1 Switched 3, 41, 6. 74. 9 :mil L.! 

tult 08 500 mla, alth ini/off 
awitoh and pilot light. 
14Ize  130 Intl, 0 58 ruin  7.1 um, 
OILY 

CASSETTE MICROPHONE 
On/Oil switch for Remote Control. Split 
LlMil  with 2-50,,,i and 3 511111.  plugs, 
Standard Csasette Mimi to cult  all 
types. l'ortiplete with (Mak Rest. 
Pleatie ante which Itom,lance required 
20(1oht,i '50K sohni. 

PRICE 11 El I 121%VAT. 

P.C. ETCHING ZIT 
Thia kit contalna all that the constructor 
will need to etch the circuits of hie own 
.1exign. 
Contents  Plastic etching dish. Maniple 
Impper clad board. Laminate Cutter. 
1 lb Ferric Chloride. Loge Phonic 
Spoon. Etch Itealat Pen. Full Etching 
limtructIous. 
Complete and Big Kit Value at 1E761 
+ 14% VAT. 

FERRIC CHLORIDE 
Aohydrow ferric chloride in double 
waled one pound Poly packs. 
OUR PRICE — Nip + PP + 8. gee lb. 

2in. PANEL METERS 
Si, 51.   lanirn 

I. 30µ t  ME6  0'1 0,.,A  ME13 
0.100mA  ME7  0.500mA  ME14 
0.500µA -MEM  0.1A  - -ME15 
0.1mA  MIN  0-50V  •-MEI6 
0.5mA - WHO  0.300V we. -MEI7 
0.10mA -Mall  8 meter  -MEIN 
0.50mA- MEI2  VT'. meter .M1119 
£3•50 + II% 

EMI LOIIMMILITIMI Tr $O oho.  Sep 
21'10 ohm mo 
21' 8 ohm 110p 

I- 121% 

000DMANS CROSIOYZE 
3 way  ti ohm  t5rositover 
manufactured by noodmana. 
Bargain at SI + 121%. 

U.K. CARR. 
50p  unless otherwise 

stated 

All prices are excluding VAT. Please 
add to each item the VAT rate in-

dicated to all orders 

dela installation 
*engine modification  j 

Electronics Design Associates, DEPT  E 10 

required  1 \ 

82 Bath Street, Walsall, INS1 3DE. Phone (0922) 33652 

Spiallidig 
Capacitive discharge 

electronics ignition kit 

N N ., / 

Smoother running 
" Instant all-weather starting 
* Continual peak performance 
* Longer coil/battery/plug life 
" Improved acceleration/top speeds 
• Up to 20% better fuel consumption 
Spark rue Mk. 2 is a high performance, high quality capacitive discharge. 
electronic ignition system in kit form. Tried, tested. proven. reliable 
and complete It can be assembled in two or three hours and fitted in 
15/30 mins. 
Because of the superb design of the Sparkrite circuit it completely 
eliminates problems of the contact breaker. There is no misfire due to 
contact breaker bounce which is eliminated electronically by a pulse 
suppression circuit which prevents the unit firing if the points bounce 
open at high R.P.M. Contact breaker burn is eliminated by reducing the 
current to about 1/50th of the norm. It will perform equally well with 
new, old, or even badly pitted points and is not dependent upon the 
dwell time of the contact breakers for recharging the system. Sparkrite 
incorporates a short circuit protected inverter which eliminates the 
problems of SCR lock on and, therefore, eliminates the possibility of 
blowing the transistors or the SCR. Most capacitive discharge ignitions 
are not completely foolproof in this respeol. All kits fit vehicles with 
coil/distributor ignition up to 8 cylinders. 

THE KIT COMPRISES EVERYTHING NEEDED 
Ready drilled pressed steel case coated in matt black epoxy resin, ready 
drilled base and heaTsink, top Quality 5 year guaranteed transformer 
and components, cables, coil connectors, printed circuit board, nuts, 
bolts, silicon grease, full instructions to make the kit negative or 
positive earth, and 10 page installation instructions 

OPTIONAL EXTRAS 
Electronic/conventional ignition switch. 
Gives instant changeover from "Sparkrite" ignition to conventional 
ignition for performance comparisons, static timing etc.. and will 
also switch the ignition off completely as a security device, includes 
switch connectors, mounting bracket and instructions. Cables excluded. 
Also available RPM limiting control for dashboard mounting 
(fitted in case on ready built unitl. 

CALLERS WELCOME. For Crypt on tuning and fitting service - 
'phone 10922/ 33008 

PRICES INCLUDE VAT, POST AND PACKING. 

Improve performance &economy NOW 

posiroo 
I  Na me   

Address   

Mk  2 13 , Ass Kit *. CII BO  i''' ..  f 1 

Mk  2 Ri me, Built Nag.,... Eorth 0 [14.97 

Mk  2  S wot PositivieE•rth • 114 of 

qtn ition lt mnipievot toitcn•s • 14 30 

R.P. M. Li mit tysttl ms in above unitf • (2 42 

I enclose cheque/PO's 
or r 

Cheque NO. 

j  Send SAE if brochure 
only required. 
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B. BAMBER ELECTRONICS Dept E.E.5 STATION ROAD, LITTLEPORT, CAMBS.. Cf36 10E 
Telephone ELY (0353) 860185 (2 lines) Tuesday to Saturday 

PLEASE ADD 11% VAT UNLESS OTHER WISE STATED 
FREE WELLER N W ISPES) SOLDERING IRON 
(worth fb Do Inc. VAT) yrIth ell orders ore , 720 
Limited period only Send now 

VA/IIAOLE  STABILISED  PO WER  SUPPLY. 
mains input 0-240 output •tabilised and currant 
limiting at 500nA • 325 al SOrnA Brand new by 
British msnufocturor Size appro. 74 • 24 • rlin 
comp.. With •kternal 51iD lturn patio, voltage 
control Connoction data suPPled £2, 

50urk 125-0-25uAt EDGE WISE METERS, mode m 
type by Sangarno W ptern display area  . tin 
With 2 mounting lug. Can be .tood left or right 
hand ; £1 l och while stock. last 

MAINS ISOLATION TRANSFORMERS rapped 
main. input 2400 •1 3A • 12V at 50OrnA output 
bow boxed made by Gardner, £12. 

FLEXHILE HEATER STRIP, NOV • c  150W 
spot,.  1 metre long linoulated with librogNatal 
with mains connoclor block Many many uses 
60p each 

HEAVY  DUTY  RELAYS.  240  de  operated 
(0111 work on 191/1 3 heavy duty flak. contacts 
(around 10A rating) • 4 change oker contact. 
•  1 break  contact  New  compl•t•  with 
mounting brackitt lido& to, ...itching HT on 
Li man. I Many  uses  for  lyri,  high  quality 
unit £3 SE each 
Good  Quality  Premature  Guag m  2fm  OM 
flange mounting 3 models avail 0-60 'beg in 
0-100 lb sq in 0-200 lb so in elate which IT EI 
soon 
2N3055 typo Transistors  0 K  but unmarked 
5 for Cl. 

1111V NEON/. SCRE W-IN-TYPE, 4 for SIM. Wow 
motion  oteMni  (suitable  for  programmers 
display.  SIC I 230-2400 • c  input  rotation 
bet...on 1 and 2 revs pot minute tl  *soh 

MINIATURE PLIERS High quality  Crescent 
made ,n USA EC M • VAT flip). 
SIDE CUTTERS, high quality  Crescent  mad* 
in USA CS Al • VAT IN K   

MIXED COMPONENT PACKS. containing mos 
for.  Capacitor.  switch .  PON  We  All now 
(random  sample  bag  'mewed  Mloro•  700  
items( CI pot pack while Mocks last 
TUNED COILS, 2 'section coil. around 1MHz 
with • black what, tuning knob which mor n 
an  nfernal core to vary 11Ye induct•nce many 
usti• empty rewound 3 for Wei 

HIGH OUALI  ,BFn • gin elliptical 
Only 2in deep inverse magnet 4 ohm. rated up 
to IO W tl 50 each or 2 for U FS teltY discount 
available • 1/1 % VAT 

TO3 honest°, inoulstor sets 10 for 50p. 

MINIATURE  2 PIN  PLUGS AND SOCKETS 
(fit into on hole pin, onciosed with covers for 
chases mounting  or can be used for in-lon• 
connoctOral Bergain pack of 3 plugs • 3 sod.. 
• coke. MO. 
PROGRAMMERS (magmatic device.)  Contain 
9 rnicrovisitchet (suitable for mains oporotionl 
with 9 rotating cams ell individually adiu•labt• 
ideal for switching disco lights displays etc 
Or  ndu•trial  mech..  progromming  (Need 
slow motion motor to drive cams not supptiedl 
9 switch version Cl W. 
HEAVY DUTY HEATSINK BLOCKS. undfilted 
be.. area 2jin • 2in  with 6 fins  total hoighl 
2y. 66p each 
RUBBER MAGNETS fin square with mounting 
hot. 20 for SM. 
SPERRY 7-SIO NENT P.O.D. DISPLAYS, digit 
height 0 3in rod  with decimal points  1SOV to 
200V (nominal 18001 °potation These are nigh-
..11 industrial tYP• and thoroforo brighter than 
normal  Misplays  All  brand  new  AT  THE 
BARGAIN PRICE OF Illp PER DIGIT TYPE 112 
(NM digits in ono mount) El /tech  TYPE 333 
(three digits on one mount) Cl -Is. (Sorry  no 
ample digit mailable ) Data Supplied 

55020 (VHF Oac Mull) 3 tOr MM. 
BC1011 (metal cant 4 for lip, 

PBC 10/ (plastic BC1011) 5 for Nip 
Bryn , TronaistOn 4 hat NV. 
RCvz2 Trarvetor• 4 for Wp 
PEP audio type TON Teansistor• 12 for *Sp 
BF152 (UHF amp miser) 3 for Mp 
BA121 Vaticap Diode. 4 tor Wp. 
151114 diode. 10 for /Sp. 

SMALL MAINS SUPPRESSORS Ismatt chokes 
vlesi for radio HI-Fl Input. etc I approk fon • 
Ijin 3 for SIp 
PERSPEX TUNER PANELS Ito, FM Bend 2 
tunivoi marked Belga kelz and Channels 0-70 
cloar numb*. rest ',tacked out smart modern 
eppillar.nce size appro. Olin • Ijin 2 tot flop. 
Lead suppre mors 110kohrnt for mobile plug 
lead,' 4 for 

PLEASE ADD 8°4 VAT UNLESS OTHER WISE STATED 
ALU•1101. ALU MINIUM SOLDER (made by Mult, 
con.,  Sold•r• •Iuminiurn tO itSell or copper 
brass  slow  nickel or ',nolo.  18 • w g with 
multicore flux with instruction. Approk 1 metre 
Coil 300 Pack  LArge imi tepproz  12 metre., 
el TS 

Ijin polythone chits.is mounting fuoenolders 
8 for 3111p. 
Mullard  Tubular  ceramic  trimmers  1-18pF 
6 tO,  50p 

IC s some coded  4 OIL  type. untested 
mixed 20 to, Isp 

Mobile  Converter.  240  DC input  13 OV al 
approx 3 4A DC output fully Stabilie•el CD Is 
..en libosi for running 125 car ',BIN) from 240 
lorry baderyt 

R S Midget 3 pots 4 way  rotary SwitChe• 
Mg each 

We now stock Spiraluk Tools for thooksetronic 
enthusiast Scrowdrivors Nut Spanners BA and 
Metric pe n pop riyot guns etc SAE for list 

( F Cons  fin "Iguana  Suitable for rewind  8 
for Mp. • 12y % VAT 
Miniature earphones with min lack plug 2 for 
5111p • 124 % VAT 

TWIN I F CANS. M .o.  tin • Sin • 
around 3 5-5MHz  2 separate transformers in 
I can internally scrooned 5 for /Pp • 124 % VAT 

CNbilior Eloctrolytics 50uF 4500 2 for Illp 
Dubilier El•cfrolytic• 100uF 2750 2 for sip. 
Plemoy Eloctrolytics 470LF 535 3 for 14p. 
TCC Eloctrolytics 1003uF 30V 3 to, 
Pl mo.y Electrolytic.  1000uF  160V  44Ip men 
(3 for El). 
Dubilier Electrolytic* 5000 0 350 /4, each 
Chibilier Electroiric. 5000uF 500 alp each 
ITT Eloctrolytica 8800uf 25V high grad. act.w 
tormin•l• with mounting clip. Sip each 
Pleesoy Electrolytic* 10 000wF at 830 76p each 
Plessey Calhodray Capacitors 0-0 4uF at 12 UV 
DC Sc .* terminals £1 M each 
PLEASE ADO 124 % VAT TO ALL CAPACITORS 

A LARGE RANGE OF CAPACITORS AVAILABLE 
AT BARGAIN PRICES. IA E FOR LIST 

TV PLUGS AND SOCKETS 
TV Plugs itnotai typo, 5 for Hp. 
TV Sockets (metal typo) 4 for lip. 
TV Line Connectors (back-to-bock sockets)  4 
for 511p Please edd 114 % VAT. 

PLUGS AND SOCKETS 
Type Plug. 50 ohm flip mien 3 for It SO 

N-Type SOc•ets 14-hole Chaaere mounting)  50 
Ohms l• small CO., lead type) Sep each 
PL259 Plug* (PTFE)  brand new  packed With 
reducers 011p or 5 Or £3 
S0239 SOCIfela IPTPEI Wend new iChole fixing 
'Opel ON each oi S for t2 25 
25-way ISEP Plugs and Sockets 40p set i 1 plug 
• IsktI 
Plug* and lockets sold selmratelY P /SP ..Ch 
Bulgin Round Froo.Skt. 3 pin to, main. input 
on test •otripenent •IC  Pap Odell 

WELLER SOLDERING IRONS 
EXPERT.  Built-in-spotlight  work 
Pkat01 grip with fingortip trigger High efficiency 
wp m eold•ring 

EXPERT  SOLDER  GUN,  ES N • VAT  (R M) 
EXPERT SOLDER GUN KIT (spare bits Case 
etc  N • vAr (No 
 ITS, PAIR Ng • VAT (Op) 
MARKSMAN SOLDERING IRONS 
SP'S() 15 W £3 • VAT (24p) 
SP250 25 W Cl • VAT Rem 
SP250K 254 - bits etc tit 7.3 65 • VAT (31p) 
SP.00 40 W El 44 • VAT (apt 
BENCH STAND with spring for Marksman Irons 
a Is • VAT (16o) 
  BITS 
MT/ fpr 15 W 116p • VAT OP), 
MT4 for 25 W WM • VAT (301 
PATIO for 40W My . vAT (9o) 
TCP1 TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED IRON 
Temperature controlled iron B PSU CIO • VAT 

II) 
  TIPS 
Typo CC wig,* flat Typo K double flat frog tip 
Type P  very fine tip  El eaCh • VAT (Spy 
ALL SPARES AVAILABLE 

MULTICORE SOLDER 
Si m 5 Savott 1/ s w g ;n aiioy dispenser Sip 
• VAT Op). 
Size CISAV111 &tidbit 15a tog  lip • VAT N M. 
Si m 12 SAVBIT IIa yr g on plastic reel El MO 
• VAT (150) 

Terms of Business: CASH WITH ORDER. MINIMUM ORDER Et ALL PRICES INCLUDE POST 8 PACKING (UK ONLY) SAE with ALL ENQUIRIES Please 
PLEASE ADD VAT AS SHOWN. ALL GOODS IN STOCK DESPATCHED BY RETURN CALLERS SATURDAYS ONLY 9 30-12.00. 1.30-5 00 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

I NOME  RADIO  (Components)  LTD  ° Mt EE 
234.240 London Road. Mitcham  Surrey  CR,  3.0 

L 

By the way, the pric• of 

the catalogue is Sep plus 
35p for postag• and pack-
ing. W hy her•itat• 7 Send 
off your cheque or Postal 
Ord•r  for  01 25  today, 
together with the coupon 
on the left. 

Perhaps you have to be of my vintage to 

know the phrase "a Double Feature", but 

up to a few years ago cinemas always ran a 

main film and a supplementary film. I was 
reminded of it because with their new cata-

logue Home Radio Components are now 

giving away a supplementary catalogue of 
bargain lines. 

It sounds a very practical and sensible 

idea. After all, most electronic component 

firms accumulate surplus stocks of various 
items, and rather than dispose of them, why 

not offer them to customers at exceptionally 

low prices? I'm told that this bargain list will 
continue for several months and be up-

dated from time to time. 

No constructor should be without the 
Home  Radio  Components  Catalogue (it 

contains 5,000 items clearly listed plus about 

2,000 Illustrations)  but  now  you have a 

double incentive for buying one. In addition 

to getting one of the finest component 

catalogues available, you also receive a list 

of bargains at unbelievably low prices. For 

example,  Gemini  Mains  Transformers: 

normal price £11 - 48, bargain list price £5, 

saving £6 481 This means that with a single 

(Ryon N.  I purchase from the bargain list you can save 
London 91211aati  The price of £1.25 Applies only to custo mers  the price of your catalogue several times over! 

in the UN and the BFP O Addresses. 

HOME RADIO (Components) LT D. Dept. E.E. , 234 240 tttnilo,i Road. Mstcham,CR4 3H0 Phone 01-648 8422 
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Technical 
Training in 
Radio, 
Television and 
Electronics 
ICS have helped thousands of ambitious people 
to move up into higher paid, more secure jobs in the 
field of electronics - now it can be your turn. Whether 
you are a newcomer to the field or are already 
working in the industry, ICS can provide you with 
the specialised training so essential to success. 

Personal Tuition and Guaranteed 
Success 
The expert and personal guidance by fully qualified 
tutors, backed by the ICS guarantee of tuition until 
successful is the key to our outstanding record in the 
technical training field. You study at the time and pace 
that suits you best and in your own home. In the 
words of one of our many successful students: "Since 
starting my course, my salary has trebled and I am 
expecting a further increase when my course is 
completed." 

City and Guilds Certificates 
Excellent job prospects await those who hold one of 
the  recognised certificates. ICS can coach you for: 
Telecommunications Technicians 
Radio, TV Electronics Technicians 
Technical Communications 
Radio Servicing Theory 
Radio Amateurs 
Electrical Installation Work 
Also MPT Radio Communications Certificate 

Diplo ma Courses 
Colour TV Servicing 
Electronic Engineering and Maintenance 
Computer Engineering and Programming 
Radio, TV and Audio, Engineering and Servicing 
Elecfrical Engineering, Installations and Contracting 

Qualify for a New Career 
Home study courses for leading professional exam-
inations and diploma courses for business and 
technical subjects :— 

G.C.E. 
60 subjects 
at "0" & 
"A" levels 
Accountancy 
Air 
Conditioning 

Building 

Engineering 
Farming 
Heating 
Industrial 
Management 

Mechanical 

Purchasing 
Sales 
Storekeeping 
Work Study 

POST OR PHONE TODAY FOR FREE BOOKLET. 

I lc ID  To: International Correspondence 
Schools 

SINCE I S O 

Dept llOYInter text House, London 
SW8 4L11 or telephone 622 9911 

Subject of Interest 

Name 

Address 

ThIcmhone Nmnber 

4111N11111P  

Complete the 
coupon and 
well send you 
our complete, 
new catalogue. 

The new Heat hkit catalogue is now out. Full as ever with 
exciting, new models.To make building a Heathkit even 
more interesting and satisfying. 

Clip the coupon now (enclosing a 10p stamp for postage) 
and well send you your copy to browse through 

With the world's largest range of electronic kits to 
choose from, there really is something for everyone. 

Including our full range of test equipment, amateur radio 
gear, hi-fl equipment and many general interest kits. 

And, if you happen to be in London or Gloucester, call in 
and see us.The London Heathkit Centre is at 233 Tottenham 
Court RoadThe Gloucester showroom is next to our factory 
in Bristol Road. 

Heath (Gloucester) Limited. Dept. EE-106 Bristol Road. 
Gloucester. GI2 6EF.Tel: Gloucester (0452) 29451 

rThe new Heathkit catalogue. ( hit now FREE-1  
I To: Heath (Gloucester)Limited.Dept.EE-106,Gloucester, I 
I GL2 6EE Please send me a Heathkit 
catalogue I enclose a 10p stamp for postage 

IName 
IAddres, 
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RECEIVERS and C O MP O NE NTS 

5011 COMPONENTS. Resistors, Capaci-
tors, Diodes, Transistors, Pots, Coils.etc. Identified, formed leads, fall-out, 

& surplus. Good value at £1•70. All 
nclusive. (UK postal rates only). CWO 
please to L. PENSENEY. E. Bankhead 
Farm,  South  Queensferry,  West 
Lothian. 

FLOATLIMIS S WITCH. Contains 2.00 relay, 
mains transformer, 24 and 8 volt, bridge rectifier, 
I translator control circuit, neon, m um cover, 
01•111 (300. AEONS 20-99P (20p). COPPER 
CLAD P.C. BOARDS, 0" u sr 6-Up, 'Wa r 
799 It Or x  3—C1.35. All C.P. PANEL WITH AMP SCR on heat sink. 11 silicon transistors 
11C108, BCY/2 etc. panel neon. 2 trimpote etc. 
Np (Up). CMS POLYESTER CAPS 100-11 
1200. List 15p refund on purchase. 
7Ibs assorted components £2 N L.P. 

;WS RADIO 
2 Cornfield Crescent, Sale, Cheshire M33 1NL 
Postage in brackets  Mall order only 

BO OKS and PUBLICATI O NS 

NE W BOOKS 
FOR THE CONSTRUCTOR 
SHORT W AVE RECEIVERS 

FOR THE BEGINNER 
93ci + 10p P. & P. 

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS PROJECTS 
75p + 10p P. & P. 

CALVERTON PUBLICATIONS LTD. 
8 Redgates Court, Calverton, Notts. 

Start your own business 
printing pound notes 

Printing pound notes? Well not quite—but "Start 
your own business rewinding electric motors" 
could easily be your licence to make money in 
1976. 
Lavishly  illustrated,  this  unique  instruction 
manual shows step by step how to rewind motors, 
working part or full time, without experience. 
Everything you need to know easily explained, 
Including where to obtain materials, how to get 
all the work you need, etc, etc. 
A goldmine of information and knowledge. 
Only £3 N plus 28p P & P from. 

MAGNUM  PUBLICATIONS,  Dept  US, 
Brinksway  Trading  Estate,  BrInkaway, 
Stockport SOO MU. 

SERVICE SHEETS 

BELL'S TELEVISION  SERVICE  for 
service sheets of Radio, TV etc. 75p 
plus SAE. Colour TV Service Manuals 
on request. SAE with enquiries to 
BTS,  190  King's  Road,  Harrogate, 
N. Yorkshire. Tel: 0423 55885. 

SERVICE SHEETS, Radio, TV, etc., 
50p and SAE. Catalogue 20p and SAE. 
Hamilton Radio, 47 Bohemia Road, St. 
Leonards, Sussex. 

SMALL ADS 
The prepaid rate for classified advertisements is 14 
pence per word (minimum 12 words), box number 
40p extra. Semi-display setting £9.00 per single 
column inch (2.5cm). All cheques, postal orders, etc., 
to be made payable to Everyday Electronics and 
crossed "Lloyds Bank Ltd." Treasury notes should 
always be sent registered  post. Advertisements, 
together with remittance, should be sent to the 
Classified Advertisement Manager, Everyday Elec-
tronics, Room 2337, IPC Magazines Limited, King's 
Reach Tower, Stamford St.,  London, SE1  9LS. 
(Telephone 01-261 5918). 

CONDITIONS OF ACCEPTANCE 
OF CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS 
1. Advertisements are accepted subieet 
to the conditions appearing on our current 
advertisement rate card and on the express 
understanding  that  the  Advertiser 
warrants that the advertisement does not 
contravene any Act of Parliament nor is !! 
an infringement of the British Code of 
Advertising Practice. 
2. The publishers aaaaa ve the right to 
refuse or withdraw any advertisement. 
3. Although every care is taken, the 
Publishers shall not be liable for clerical 
or printers errors or their consequences. 

FOR SALE 

AMPS. We  have  some  8-track  car 
stereo amp modules for sale. They 
are 2'2 x 212W, and are complete with 
volume,  tone,  balance,  sliders  and 
wiring diagram. These are excellent 
for headphones amps and most other 
small amp applications. Price £3, post 
23p cheque/POs to W. B. Spencer, 
"Millchase," Old Mill Road, Caister-
on-Sea, Norfolk NR30 511E. For list 
of other surplus goodies send SAE to 
above. 

31 ISSUES EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS 
Jully  1974 onwards plus others. 22 
issues "Practical Wireless". 17 issues 
"Practical  Electronics".  Some  Hill 
mags. Some  components.  Offers  13 
WROE, 6 Hillview Close, Halesowen, 
Worcs. 

W ANTED 

WANTED  BACK  ISSUES  dated 
November, December  1971, January, 
March, May 1972, March, April, May 
1973 and March 1976. Please write to 
Box No. 6. 

MISCELLA NE O US 

ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE 
11WI)  I lb  4oz  2oz 
14-19  240  69  56 
20-29  2 45  12  59 
30-34  266  59  64 
35-40  2 IS  1 04  75 

inclusive of p&p and VAT. 
SAE brings Catalogue of copper and resistance 
wires In all coverings. 

THE SCIENTIFIC WIRE COMPANY 
PO Box 30, London E4 913 W 

WERSI ORGAN 
KITS 

BUILD YOUR O WN WERSI 
ELECTRONIC ORGAN 

as played by KLAUS W UNDERLICH 

These superb German WERSI kits for, 

ORGANS, PIANOS, TONE CABINETS and 

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO equipment, now 

available for D.I.Y. assembly, and CUSTOM 

BUILT, direct from U.K. WERSI agents, 

ELECTRONIC SERVICES (STROUD) 
LTD., 21 Mount Hill Road, Hanham, 
Bristol, IISIS 2QU. 0272 571312. 

STYLI, CARTRIDGE & AUDIO LEADS 
ETC. For the best at keenest prices 
send SAE for free illustrated list to: 
FELSTEAD  ELECTRONICS,  (EE), 
Longley Lane, Gatley, Cheshire SK8 
4EE. 

RECHARGEABLE NICAD BATTERIES 
Pencell, AA-94p; Sub 'C' —£1•16; 'C' 
—£1.92; 'D' —£2•59: PP3--£4•48. Char-
gers £4•48, £4•98, £4.98, £3.98, respec-
tively. Others, All prices include VAT, 
add 10% post and package. SAE for 
price list plus 25p for information 
booklet. Sandwell  Plant Limited,  1 
Denholm  Road,  Sutton  Coldfield, 
West Midlands 021-354 9764, 

LOUDSPEAKERS 
Speakers, kits and 
cabinets for D.I.Y., 
HI FI, P.A., Disco, 
etc. by EMI, Fans, 
G o od msne, 

Bak•r, Kef, Mac, 
Richard  Allan, 
Wharfedale, etc. 
Blend stamp for 

fr •• booklet "Chaos-

int  • speaker" 

WIL MSL O W A UDI O 
Dept. IL Swan Works Bank Souare. 

Wilmslow, Cheshire SKI IHF 
Tel Wilmslow 21514 

MINI ACCU MULATORS 
2 volt  M ULTI-USE 
Sealed Lead Acid Re-
ct.  ble C•119. 

Sims L450 —I .4" a I 
a 0 44. 3 for £2 63 

Sim. 6A2 —I 7" a 1 3' 
ix 0 S'.  3 for  £2 95 

'add 2.5p P. & P. any qty" 

Suits Fi-Cord 
GARF 1ELDS, 295 Rye Lane, London SE15 

•Ds 

TREASURE TRACER 
MK III Metal Locator 
• Oaricap tuning 
• Britain's  best  selling  metal 
locator kit; 4,000 sold 

• Weighs only floe. Fitted with 
Faraday shield 

• Speaker and earphone operation 
• Knocks down to only 17In 
• Prebuilt search coil assembly 
• Thoroughly professional finish 
• As seen on 1313C1 and BEI M TV 
• You only need soldering iron. 
screwdriver, pliers and snips 

• Five transistor circuit 
fend stamped addressed 
env•locie for leaflet 

Complete  £12.50 Built & tested £17 .50  
Kit 
Post 85o £1 00 VAT (8 .1 Post 85o £1 90 VAT (8.1 

MINIKITS ELECTRONICS 
6b CLEVELAND ROAD, 

LONDON, 118 2AN  (Mad order 

NOTICE TO READERS 
Whilst prices of goods shown in classified 

advertisements are correct at the time of 

closing for press, readers are advised to 

check with the advertiser both prices and 

availability of goods before ordering from 

non-current issues of the magazine. 
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£16 95 
V.A.T. II 36 

Solve your communica-
tion problems with thie 

4-Station ?ringleted latareOm eyetem II muter and 
labe), In robuet plaetic cabinet, for desk or wall 

mounting. Call/talk/Ilaten from Master to labs and 
Sabo to Master. Ideally suitable for Buginese, Sur-
gery. Schools.  Hospitals  and Office.  Operates 
on one 9V battery. On/off switch. Volume control 
Complete with 3 connecting wire, each Sift. and 
other acceuories. P. k P. 88p. 

MAINS INTERCOM NEW MODEL 
No batteries  no wires. Just plug in the mains 
for instant two-way, loud and clear communication. 
On off switch and volume control. Prim 11E9 14 
en pnlr P 1 P trAri 

NE W'  A MERICA N  TYPE  CRA DLE 

TELEPHONE AMPLIFIER 
,r0 

0.t 1:s LY 

12.95 
VAT £1.04 

Latest  trAnimititro,t1  TrIcpluiric  Amplifier  with 
detached plug-In speaker. Placing the receiver on 
to the cradle activates a /twitch for immediate' 
two-way conversation without holding the handset. 
Many people can listen at a time. Increase efficiency 
In Once, shop, workshop. Perfect for "conference" 
calls: leaves the user's hands free to make notee, 
consult flies. No long waiting,  •  ime with 
long•dietance calls. On/Off switch, volume. Direct 
tape recording model at £11195  4- VAT £1.12 
P. & P. 70p. lOolay price refund guarantee. 

WEST LONDON DIRECT RIPPLIES I E.E.11) 
169 KENSINGTON HIGH STREET, LONDON, WI 

Please 
mention 

Everyday 

Electronics 
when 
replying 
to 

advertisements. 

DENCO 
(CLACTON) 
LIMITED 
Dept. E.E. 

357-8-9 OLD RD., 
CLACTON-ON-SEA 
ESSEX C015 3RH 

Our components are 
chosen by technical 
authors  and  con-
structors throughout 
the world for their 
performance and re-
liability,  every  coil 
being inspected twice 
plus a final test and 

near spot-on alignment. 
General Catalogue showing full 
product range 32p. Overseas Cus-
tomers 70p, Air-Mail Post Paid. 

U.K. & OVERSEAS MANU-
FACTURERS/STOCKISTS 
ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

Australian Readers Please Note— 
Our Complete Range of Coils are 
available from Hobipak, Box 224, 
South  Carlton,  3053,  Victoria, 
Australia and Watkin Wynne Pty. 
Ltd., 32, Falcon Street, CRO WS 
NEST, 2065, AUSTRALIA. P.O. 
Box 392. 

ELEETPC1111•Kii 
UILD, DISMANTLE 
AND REBUILD OVER 
100 DIFFERENT 
PROJECTS AND 
DESIGN NE W 
CIRCUITS TOO 

Radio  Receivers  and  Transmitters. 
Telephone  Amplifiers,  Time  Buzzers, 
Battery  Checkers,  Computer  Circuits. 
Amplifiers,  Directional  Transmitters, 
Metal  Detectors,  Continuity  Testers. 
Electronics  Birds,  Guns,  Metronomes, 
Sirens, Roulette, Etc.. Etc ALL IN ONE 
KIT 

".  . . educational kits of 
exceptional quality" 

(AUDIO mag.) 
"... worthwhile .. . good 
value for money" 

(EVERYDAY 
ELECTRONICS mag.) 

Educational manuals included 
with  each  kit.  No  previous 
experience required. Suitable for 
beginners and experts too. 

100 project kit L19-40 
45 project kit £15-60 
25 project kit £12.10 
(Add-on kits available too) 

Prices include Manuals, 
Batteries, VAT and p and p 

cheque/P.O. (or lip for illustrated litera• 
lure) to DEPT. El 

ELECTRONI KIT LTD, 408 St.John's Street, 

tondo's. EC 1 ,01 278 45791 

GIRO NO. 331 7056. Access and 
Barclaycard accepted. 

C. W.O. only. Terms of business 
as In our catalogue. 

Export Order enquiries welcome 
(5 min.) 

°dicier Orders accepted  Irons 
Educational & Government 

Departments 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 

AS APPROPRIATE AT 1% and Iti % 
AND P & P 

SHOP HOURS-9.12 30. 1.30-5 pm 5 DAYS 
CI OSED WEDNESDAY 

66 Pages-3000 Items Fully illustrated 

*20o Credit Vouchers *All New Stock 

9/6 Issue *Satisfaction 

Guarantee 

*Discounts 

*New Price 

l
'14••istors - C•pacItors - 

S•mlconductors • 
So w - Cases - 
Kits -PC matron/11s - 

(Tools • T ut Meters - 
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Accessorl•• 
on uctor• - Vuoboard 
ransformers • Scrums - 
nobs - Calculator• - 

Audio - Modules - Audio 
•ads • B•tt ules • H utsinks 
S One Storage Units •tc. etc 

SPECIAL RESISTOR KITS (CARBON FILM 
5%) (Prices include post a packing) 
10E12 *V/ or VW KIT: 10 of each El2 value. 22 
ohms—IM, a total of 570 ES 04 net 
25E128 W or •W KIT , 25 of each E12 value, 22 ohms 
—IM, a total of 1425 Ett 70 net 

SPECIAL CAPACITOR KITS 
C280 Kit—PC Mounting polyester 250V 5 or each 
value . 0 01, 0 022.0 047.0.1, 0.221JF. 2 010 47.10F 

£1 III net 
C296 Kit—Tubular polyester, 400V 5 of each ',slue: 
0 01,0 022,0 047.0 1, 0 2210,2 of 0 47ifFEI• 43 net 
Ceramic Kits—square plague 50V 5 of each value. 
22, 33, 47, 100, 220, 330, 470, 1000pF, 2200, 47000F, 
0 lF El 71 net 
250V Paper Kit—Tubular metal case 3 of each 
value: 0 05, 0 1, 0.25. 0 5. li.rF tt 21 net 
500V Paper Kit—Tubular metal  case 3 of each 
value: 0 025, 0 05, 0 1. 0 025, 0 5mF Et 29 net 
1000V Paper Kit—Tubular metal case 3 of each 
value. 0 01, 0 025, 0 05, 0 10F Et SO net 

B. H. COMPONENT FACTORS LTD. 

MULTIMETER U4123 
22 Ra nee plus AF,'IF Oscillator 
20,000 0/Volt 
Vdc-0 , 5-1000V In 7 range• 
Vac-2 5-1003V in I ranges. 
Idc-0 05-500mA in 5 ranges 
Resistance-5 n—im n in 4 
'anoxia 
Accuracy-5% of F.S.D. 
OSCILLATOR-1 KHr and 
465KHz (A. M.) at approx. 1 Volt 
Size-160 x 97 x 40mm. 
Supplied complete with carrying 
case, test leads and battery. 
PRICE £11 711 net U4323 

MULTI METER U4324 
34 Ranges. High Sensitivity. 
20,000 OlVoit. 
Vdc-0 ,6-1200V in 9 ranges. 
Vac-3-900V in 8 ranges. 
Idc-0•06-3A in 6 ranges. 
lac-0 3-3A in 5 ranges. 
Resistance-25 0-5M 0 in 5 ranges 
Accuracy—dc and 0-24 % of F.S.D 

ac and db-4% of F.S.D. 
Sire-167 x 98 x 63mm 
Supplied complete with storage casn. 
test leads, spare diode and battery. 
PRICE £12 47 net U4324 

TEACH-IN SERIES COMPONENT KIT 
KIT No, T12 

ALL COMPONENTS AS SPECIFIED BY E.E. 
FULLY  GUARANTEED  AND  NE W  STOCK 
(INCLUDES BATTERIES)  £111 10 NET 

W OOD KIT 
Includes all wood as specified by E E., cut to 
size, ready to assemble and Includes adhesive 
ens screws. (Not drilled) 

£3 75 NET 
FULL LIST AVAILABLE. S.A.E. PLEASE OR 
FREE WITH CATALOGUE 

(E. E.) LEIGHTON ELECTRONICS CENTRE. 
SI NORTH STREET. LEIGHTON BUZZARD, 
LU7 7EG. Tel  Lelghton Burtard 2316 (Sid Code 

Everyday Electronics, October 1976 

5253)  



I. Understand 
electronics. 
Step by step, we take you through 
all the fundamentals of electronics 
and show you how easily the sub-

ject can be mastered using our 
unique Lerna-Kit course. 

2. Become a 
radio amateur. 
Learn how to become a radio-
amateur in contact with the whole 
world. We give skilled preparation 
for.the G.P.O. licence. 

Build an oscilloscope. 

Read, draw and understand 
circuit diagrams. 

Carry out over 40 experi-

ments on basic electronic 
circuits and see how 
they work. 

' 

WAA 
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Brochure, without obligation to  EEC 101 
BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO & ELECTRONICS SCHOOL, 
P.O. Box 156, Jersey, Channel Islands. 

NAME   

ADDRESS  Block caps please I 
Mei Mil  ME mi  = = = = = = = = = =  NMI  IMO NM MI MN  NM NM NM MN MI NM  IN NM MP 

ELECTROTI ME 
SPECIALISTS  IN  ELECTR O NIC  TI MEKEEPI NG 

ELECTRONIC DIGITAL ALARM CLOCK 
M ODEL EC 3 

.41,1 
* LARGE 4 DIGIT DISPLAY  * 24 HOUR ALARM 

* AM/PM INDICATOR  * BRIGHTNESS CONTROL 

* FLASHING SECONDS INDICATOR * ATTRACTIVE W HITE CASE 

* 5 MINUTE REPEATING SNOOZE 
ALARM 

CO MPLETE BUILT CL OCK PRICE  £14 nc. VAT 

THE "MISTRAL" I 
DIGITAL CLOCK 

* PLEASANT GREEN DISPLAY 

* 12,24 HOUR READOUT 

* FULLY ELECTRONIC 

* PULSATING COLON 

* PUSH BUTTON SETTING 

* BUILDING TIME I HOUR 

CO MPLETE KIT PRICE  £11 .07 inc. VAT 

BUILT CL OCK PRICE  £14.95 

LCD M ODEL TLC4 
CO NTI N U O US 

READ O UT 

UTILISI NG 

LI Q UID CRYSTAL 

DISPLAY 

WITH BACKLIGHT 

FOR NIGHT 

READING 

FEATURES — 

* HOURS 

* MINUTES 

* SECONDS 

* DATE 

RH ODI U M  £39.95 

G OLD  £41.50 'ye VAT 

LED  MODEL TLES 

FEATURES — 

* HOURS 

* MINUTES 

* SECONDS 

* DATE 

* DAY OF WEEK 

£29.50 inc VAT 

G OLD OR 

RH ODI U M PLATED 

W e are proud to announce the opening of our new Showroo m in which 
you will find one of the Largest R   of Digital Electronic Clock• and 
Watches available in the UK so why not call in and see us? One year's 
guarantee with all mod•Is Electronic accuracy to within seconds per week 

ELECTR OTI ME, DEPT. .1 8, II, SHEPLEY'S YARD, 

SH OPPI NG PRECI NCT, TO W N CE NTRE, 

CHESTERFIELD, DERBYS HIRE. TEL (0246) 35804 

PLEASE SUPPLY   

I ENCLOSE CHEQUE/POSTAL ORDER 

NAME   

ADDRESS   

Published approximately the third Friday of eioh month by IPC Magazine. Ltd., Pleetway House, Farringdon Pt., London ECA 4Alt Printed in England by Index Printers Ltd., Dunstable 
Beds. Role Agents for Australia arid New Zealand- Gordon and rlotch (A/dial Ltd. South Africa —Central News Agency Ltd. Everyday Electronics is tout subject to the following conditions 
namely that it shall not, without the written consent of the Publishers Ind given, be lent, resold, hired out or otherwise disposed of by way of Trade at more than the recommended selling 
price shown on cover, excluding Eire where the selling price iv subject to VAT.. and that it shall not be lent. resold, or hired out or otherwise disposed of inn o mutilated condition or ir 
any unauthorised cover by way of Trade, or affixed to or au part of any publication or advertising. literary or pictorial matter whatsoever. 



mir . FROM in-PRE-PAK 

Stirling Sound Uroducts 
UNIT 1 PRE-AMP/CONTROL 
SUPERB VALUE AT  STEREO 

£7.80 
WITH ACTIVE 
TONE CONTROL 
CIRCUITRY 

UNIT 1, latest addition in the 
Stirling Sound range of realisti-
cally priced constructional mod-
ules is going to assure many 
many  more  constructors  of 
obtaining  quality  where  price 
has prevented it before. UNIT 1 
offers  full  stereo  facilities,  is 
guaranteed and easy to connect 

MODEL 

• Input sensitivity -50 mV, ad-
justable 

• Output -200 mV for SO mV in 
• Bass control — ; IS dB at 30 Hz 
• Treble  control —  15  dB  at 

10 kHz 
• Balance control; volume con-
trol; bushed spindles through-
out. 

up.  • Operating voltage -10 to I6V 

MADE IN OUR O WN FACTORY IN ESSEX 

Build and save with Stirling Sound 
BASIC  MODULES  FOR  BUILDING UP TO A STEREO TUNER-A MP 

PO WER AMPS 
SS.103  3W r.m.s. amplifier incorporating I.C/SL60745. 

With current, short-circuit and thermal protec-
tion  £1 75 

SL.103-3 Stereo version of above  £3 25 
SS.105  5W amplifier to run from 12V (31" a 2" x )")  £2.25 
SS.110  Mk. 3 Similar to SS.105 but more powerful 

giving 10W into 4 ohms, using 24 volts  £2 .75 
SS.120  Mk. 3 20W module when used with 34 volts 

into 4 ohms  £3 .00 

MORE POWER-LESS SPACE 
GREATER VALUE 
SS.140 MK.3 

POWER 
AMP. 
Built for 

hard work 

40 W ATTS 

R.M.S. 

INTO 40 

£3.95 
8  VA T 

Resulting  from   h and 
development, the Mk.3 version 
of this most popular power amp. 
now  includes  built-in  output 
capacitor with improved stability 
under   working condi-
tions. Greatly used for P.A., disco 
and similar work, 55.140 offers 
fantastic value for the price. 

CONTROL 
SS.100  Active tone control, stereo, ± 15dB cut and 

boost with suitable network 
55.101  Pre-amp for ceramic p.u., radio & tape with 

passive tone control details 
SS.102  Stereo pre-amp with R.I.A.A. equalisation, mag., 

p.u., tape and radio in 

£1 60 

£1 60 

£2.25 

F.M. TUNING 
SS.201  Front end, geared drive capacitor tuning, 88-108 

MHz. AFC facility 
S5.202  I.F. amp A meter and/or A.F.C. can be con-

nected (size 3" x 2") 
SS.203  Stereo decoder 

For use with Stirling Sound modules, or with any 
other good mono F.M. tuning section. A L.E.D. 
beacon cal be added to indicate when a stereo 
signal is tuned in (3" a 2") 

£5-00 

£2.85 

£3.85 

PO WER STABILISER 
55.300  Acd this to your unstabilised supply to obtain a 

steady working voltage from 12 to 50V for your 
audio system, workbench etc. Money saving and 
very reliable  £3 .25* 

TERMS OF BUSINESS: 
VAT at IV °, must bif added to total v•Iir• of ord•r except for items marked • 
or (1,..) when VAT is to b• added at IV,. No VAT on overseas orders. POST 
& PACKING add 309 for UK orders unless marked oth•rwIsc Minimu m mall 
order acceptable—El Overseas orders, add £1 for postage. Any diffifrionc• 
will be credited or charged. PRICES subject to alteration without notice. 
AVAILABILITY All items available at time of going to press when 'very 
effort is made to ensure correctness of information 

NEW SHOWROOM 
We have •fitended our premises 
and opened up a new demonstra-
tion showroom All wolr nrue 

Order your Stirling Sound products from 

BI-PRE-PAK LTO 
Co Reg No 820919 

222 224 WEST ROAD. WESTCLIFF •ON• SEA. ESSEX SSO 9DF. 
TELEPHONE: SOUTHEND(0702) 48344 

CHEQUES MONEY ORDERS PA', ABLE  10 Bi PRE PAR LTD 

Stirling Sound 
POWER 
PACKS 
with additional 
take-oll 
Point 

SS.310 50 STABILISED VARIABLE PO WER 
SUPPLY to give any desired output from 
10 to 50 volts as and when required. Built-in 
protection against shorting. With heat sink, 
hinit and t..sten 1'11 on 

NO W 7 
MODELS TO 

CHOOSE FROM 
Not only do these excellent power 
packs stand up unflinchingly to hard 
work, inclusion of a take off point at 
around 13-15 V adds to their useful-
ness and once again price value Is 
outstanding. Add 50p for pip any 
model. 

Made to serve for years 

SS.312  12V/1A  £3 75* 

SS.318  18V/1 A  £4 15* 

SS.324  24V/1 A  £4 60* 

SS.334  34V/2A  £5 20* 

SS.345  45V/2A  £6 25* 

SS.350  50V/2A  £6-75° 

TO  STIRLING SOUND (BI PRE PAK LTD), 
ROAD, WESTCLIFF-ON•SEA, ESSEX SSO 913F 

Please send 

  for which I enclose 

Inc. V.A.T. 

NAME.   

ADDRESS 

Isa  ism m= im= 

220 224 WEST 1 

= MI 



Make it with 
MAKIN! 
ELECTRON/C COMPONENTS' 
WIDE PANCHI161/011411Thfflg Mlet. 

URSELF BUILD IT YO 

IN STAGES 

Get started with a 49 note instru-
ment — features trimulant and 

reverberation. Ideal to learn on. 
Leaflet MES 51. Pnce 15p gives 

full details to build this complete 
instrument. 

Extend the range of MES 51 by 

adding  another keyboard and 
several new tone colours. Leaflet 

MES 52. Price 15p also show: how 
to use 61 note keyboard:. 

Fully controllable attack and 
decay controls (normally found 
only on the most expensive 
organs), up to seven footage' 
on each keyboard, up to 70 
controls including drawbars, 
and a 13 note pedalboard, 
make up the additions des 
cribed in the ttep-b, step 32 
page instruction leaflet MES 
53.  Price 35p 

• Automatic voic• operated fader 

• Belt driv• turntables 

• Monitor triclinic's 

IH•odphones and VU mcters1 
Full construction details to be 

• Sound operated light show  published in Electronics Today 
plus many other advantages  International on sale August. 

Send roi  our  i••• ,•t  MES dl  w y mg  1,1 Mat•.il  to , CO , Ouct.on 

e«c• 20o Soon you ji lii the D e•11111/  Illv• ,yOn• v.• Ms •I th•ir par,yi 

We stock all the parts for this brilliantly 
designed synthesiser, including all the 

PCB's, metalwork and a drilled and 
printed front panel, giving a superb professional finish. Opinions of 
authority agree the ETI International Synthesiser is technically superior 
to most of todays models Complete construction details in our booklet 
now available price £1.50, or send SAE for specification. 

A really superior  high. quality 
stereo graphic equalizer featuring 
9 octaves per channel. W e stock 

all the parts (except woodwork) including the metalwork 
drilled and printed. 15p brings you a reprint of the article. 

M al 

Krre 

ONcii6060 INC  "T6 'VP  

This it a fully constructed and tested 
electronic clock module as illustrated. 
Data sheet supplied Simple to connect 

to alarm and your battery/mains radio Smart case available 
Data sheet available separately Please send SAE 
• Bright 0 Digit 0 5" Display  • Sleep Timer 
• Flashing Colon 11e1z1  • Snooze Tinier 
• Switch for Display Seconds  • TIM. can be tiet accurately to 
• Alarm Set Indicator  within ono second 
• PM Indicator  • Leading Zero Blanking 
• Power Failure Indicator 

SIMPLE ALARM KIT - E9 38  AL.HM CLOCK KIT  (10 99 

ALARM  CLOCK  80  RADIO  CONTROLLER  KIT  - E11 51 
SMART  PLASTIC  CASE  with  fully  punched chasms  - £2 49 

Plan o/  $0,,C1 SAE to, our CI OCk  data shoot 

Get our PAN WOler 
NEW/977/78 CATALOGUE 
PUBLICATION /)ATE 07:28 1978 ONA PPROVAL 

All new . Co mpletely re-written  . Hundreds of new lines. 
Lots of exciting new projects to build - PRICE 50p. 
SEND NO MONEY NO W. Overseas send 8 International reply coupons 

JOIN OUR MAILING LIST NOVV! 
Published  every  two  months  our  Newsletter 
gives full details of our latest guaranteed prices 
Send lust 30p and we'll send you the neat sic 
news letters acthey are published 

• SAVE Eta ON SPECIAL 
OFFERS! 

• DETAILS OF NEW PROJECTS 
AND NE W LINES 

MAPLIN ELECTrIONIC SUPPLIES 
Ac M ail 10  P 0 Sot 3 1,180•.qn Esse. SS6 8LR 
Shoo 284 London Road SVestciirt on Sc. Etae• 
ICiosoro on Mondavi  TO Southend 107021 44101 

MEI  In  IIMI 

Please rush me a copy of your brand new 1977 78 
catalcgue the instant it is published (October 28th. 
1976). Only of 1 am completely satisfied that it 
is worth every penny will I send 50p within 
14 days of receipt. If I am not satisfied 1 may 
recur,  the catalogue  to you  within  14 days 
without  obligation.  I understand  that  I need 
not  purchase  anything  from 'your  catalogue 
should I choose to keep it 

I NAME   

I ADDRESS 

I.  Ell Mg  M O WM  E n 
lt you do not wnh to cut maget.n• w•nis 
request to c•t•ioguis on seoe/ere ahaat 
19 7 5 76 GREE N COVE R CATALOGUE STILL 
AvAiLABLE  PRICE 40r 


